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Abstract

Order-by-disorder is the phenomenon of the selection of a long-ranged ordered state by
fluctuations in a many-body system. This mechanism, at first sight, seems paradoxical,
since fluctuations (disorder) intuitively tend to suppress the order. However, when ObD
happens, disorder works in favour of a particular ordered phase. Order-by-disorder can
happen where an accidental degeneracy occurs in classical or mean field treatment of a
system. These degeneracies, which are not due to exact symmetries of the system, can
then be lifted by quantum or thermal fluctuations. The ObD phenomenon is ubiquitous
in condensed matter systems with competing or frustrated interactions. Traditionally,
the ObD is studied at T = 0+ where the ground state of the system can be selected by
quantum fluctuations. The study of ObD at temperature regimes near criticality, T . Tc
where transition happens from the paramagnetic phase to an ordered phase, however, have
not received as much attention.

In this thesis, we study the ObD phenomenon in three dimensional frustrated sys-
tems close to criticality. We consider 3-component classical Heisenberg spins on pyrochlore
lattice and FCC lattice. In the former, the spins interact via a Hamiltonian that can
include the most general nearest-neighbour symmetry allowed bilinear interactions, long-
range magnetostatic dipole-dipole interaction and second and/or third nearest-neighbour
exchange interactions. However, in the latter, the Hamiltonian only consists of long-range
magnetostatic dipole-dipole interactions. These two systems, correspond to insulating rare-
earth pyrochlore oxides and rare-earth FCC salts. The mean field treatment shows, that
accidental O(4) and U(1) symmetries emerge in two different regions of the parameter
space of the Hamiltonian of pyrochlore system. While in the FCC system, an accidental
O(3) symmetry emerges at the mean field level. We show that fluctuations break these
symmetries by respectively introducing cubic (in 4-vector and 3-vector models) and hexag-
onal anisotropies to the free-energy of the system. To study these system beyond mean
field approximation, we use Monte Carlo simulations, spin wave theory and we develop
the E-TAP method which is an extended version of the method originally proposed by
Thouless, Anderson and Palmer to study fluctuations in spin glasses.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The study of many-body systems is one of the most fascinating areas of physics. It provides
us with a rich and compelling playground to explore collective phenomena that emerge from
the complicated interactions between the microscopic degrees of freedom associated with
the constituents of a system. Although the properties of each building block of a system
may be understood separately, their collective behaviour is distinct from the individuals’.
In consequence, challenging problems are posed which often promise the discovery of exotic
physics accompanied by the development of new problem-solving methods that influences
not only the field of condensed matter but also the whole of physics and science in general.
Despite their complexity, the behaviour of some of many-body systems can be understood
through tractable models that provide milestones towards comprehending more intricate
ones. Insulating magnets are one of these types of many-body systems.

Magnetism was discovered in ancient era. But the breakthroughs in explaining this
phenomenon was only put forward in the beginning of the twentieth century with the de-
velopment of quantum mechanics and the discovery of the intrinsic angular momentum
(spin) of an electron. The magnetic properties of a solid are directly ascribed to its fun-
damental building blocks; atoms, molecules or ions where the orbital motion and spin of
electrons can generate the magnetic moment1. In insulating magnetic crystals, the mag-
netic constituents are ions that sit on an array of lattice sites and interact with each other
primarily through an exchange mechanism2.

1Here we focus on electronic magnetic moments and ignore nuclear magnetic moments which are typi-
cally smaller in order of magnitude by electron to nuclear mass ratio [1, 2].

2A mechanism to lower the energy of the electrons on neighbouring sites generated by Coulomb repulsion
and Pauli’s exclusion principle.
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In theoretical studies of magnetic materials, a variety of models has been constructed
based on this picture3, where different lattice geometries, different types of magnetic mo-
ments4 and different types of microscopic interactions5 have been considered. Although
these models may seem too simplistic, they have been successful in explaining the corre-
sponding magnetic phenomena and reproducing basic attributes of real physical systems.
In these models, phase transitions are relatively easily studied. The Ising model in two
dimensions, was the first exactly solvable model to exhibit a phase transition [3, 4]. Consid-
ering the universal behaviour of many-body systems at criticality, magnetic lattice models
can be employed as an analogue of more complicated nonmagnetic systems. So not only
they are fruitful in the field of magnetism, they can shed light on the broader and more
complicated problems of condensed matter physics.

All the above theoretical endeavours go hand in hand with experiments. A multitude of
experimental techniques are available to probe both bulk properties by measuring for ex-
ample, specific heat and magnetic susceptibility, and microscopic properties by performing
for instance neutron and X-ray scattering or µSR6 experiments.

Beside the basic science prospects, since insulating magnets fall under the umbrella of
magnetic materials, they are the inseparable ingredients in developing modern technologies
[5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. In consequence, they can strongly influences our day to day life in the future,
which makes the study of their properties worthwhile.

Among insulating magnets, one of the most interesting and abundantly studied cases is
that of frustrated systems. In this class of problems the symbiotic relation between theory
and experiment is very strong such that, in some cases new experimental avenues are
prompted by theoretical proposals. For example the search for materialistic realization of
quantum spin liquid is one the best-known examples [10]. This symbiotic relation provides
a rich platform for academic research which encourages us to focus on these systems in
this thesis.

3Magnetic moments on lattice sites
4e.g. Ising, Potts, XY, Heisenberg
5e.g. ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic exchange, magnetostatic dipole-dipole interaction
6Muon Spin Resonance/Relaxation/Rotation
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1.1 Frustration

Historically7, the concept of frustration first appeared in a publication on spin glasses by
Toulouse in 1977 [12] and very shortly after by Villain [13]. However, this topic was studied
without being labeled as such, in 1935 by Pauling in calculation of the residual entropy of
water ice [14] and in 1950 by Houtappel [15] and Wannier [16] in the problem of Ising anti-
ferromagnet on the triangular lattice. Frustration is the inability of a system in minimizing
its total classical energy by minimizing all the pairwise interaction energies between each
pair of interacting degrees of freedom at the same time [11]. This phenomenon is ubiqui-
tous in many-body systems and in particular, magnets. Frustration can be characterized
in two major categories, random and geometrical. Random frustration can happen in two
situations; either in a system at thermal equilibrium where there is competition between
interacting degrees of freedom that yields modulated spatial correlations e.g. the case
of stripes in copper-oxide superconductors [17] or in a system with randomly distributed
frozen degrees of freedom, for example the case of magnetic iron atoms in a gold ma-
trix where the interaction between iron ions is mediated by the gold conduction electrons
through RKKY8 interaction. Geometrical frustration happens when the geometry of the
system prevents simultaneous minimization of the energy of all pairwise interactions and
can be realized in a lattice made of plaquettes of spins/magnetic moments with odd num-
ber of antiferromagnetic exchange interactions. An example of such systems is Ising spins
interacting antiferromagnetically via exchange interaction on a triangular lattice with the
Hamiltonian:

H = J
∑

〈i,j〉
SiSj. (1.1)

Here J > 0 for an antiferromagnetic interaction, Si = ±1 for Ising spins and i and j are the
nearest-neighbour sites on a triangular lattice. The antiferromagnetic interaction energy
between nearest-neighbour spins is minimized when they point in opposite directions. On
a triangular plaquette, the energy of one of the pairs of spins can not be minimized (see
Fig. 1.1). As a result, several configurations can minimize the energy of the plaquette.
Since inter-plaquettes interactions are also antiferromagnetic, the classical ground state
of the system composed of these plaquettes which is the triangular lattice, possesses an
extensive macroscopic degeneracy which grows exponentially with the system size and
results in a residual entropy [18]. These degeneracies are accidental rather than a result
of symmetries of the Hamiltonian. Thus, they are expected to be lifted by fluctuations

7It is said that the phrase ”frustration” was first informally brought up by P.W. Anderson at a summer
school in Aspen in 1976. [11].

8Rudermann-Kittel-Kasuya-Yoshida
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Figure 1.1: Antiferromagnetically coupled spins on a triangle. The red bond is the unsat-
isfied one.

or perturbative interactions. Antiferromagnetically coupled Heisenberg or Ising spins on
triangular lattice, kagome lattice9 and pyrochlore lattice10, are among the most-studied
examples of geometrically frustrated systems [18].

In the realm of experiments, a prominent signature of three dimensional frustrated sys-
tems is the short-range correlations that manifests themselves by a broad peak of structure
factor at a finite wave vector, measured in magnetic neutron scattering [18]. The geomet-
rically frustrated materials generally exhibit a negative Curie-Weiss temperature (ΘCW)
which is obtained from the magnetic susceptibility, indicating the presence of antiferro-
magnetic interactions. In such a case, the system stays paramagnetic even at T � ΘCW.
Ordering or spin freezing can happen at a lower temperature (Tc) and the degree of frustra-
tion is usually qualitatively specified by the ratio f ≡ |ΘCW|/Tc. Another experimental sign
of frustration is observation of the residual entropy through specific heat measurements.

Due to the extensive ground state degeneracy, frustrated magnets are expected to
exhibit large spin fluctuations which in turn can lead to the emergence of novel short-
range ordered states such as spin ice, quantum spin liquids or the exotic phenomenon
of order-by-disorder (ObD) in which fluctuations can select a long-range ordered state.
Motivated by recent experimental works on the frustrated pyrochlore oxide Gd2Ti2O7 [19]
and studies on ObD effect in Er2Ti2O7 [20, 21], in this thesis, we explore the occurrence
of ObD phenomenon.

9A network of corner sharing triangles in 2 dimension
10A network of corner sharing tetrahedra
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1.2 Order-by-disorder

Order-by-disorder is the selection of an ordered phase by fluctuations. The concept of order-
by-disorder (ObD) was originally proposed by Villain and collaborators as the ordering
mechanism in the problem of the two-dimensional frustrated Ising model on a domino
lattice [22]. ObD11, at first sight, seems a paradoxical concept since disorder, caused by
fluctuations12, tends to suppress the order in the system. However, when ObD phenomenon
happens, fluctuations work in favour of a particular long-range ordered state.

Since the extensive classical degeneracy in frustrated magnets is accidental, the spec-
trum of fluctuations about different degenerate ground states are expected to be different
in some cases. When this happens, the ground states with lowest excitation energy have
the higher number of zero/soft modes13 and as a result higher entropy. Consequently, the
system has the tendency to be in a region of the ground state manifold with the highest
number of soft modes which in turn lifts the extensive degeneracy. Therefore fluctuations
enhance the order in such cases and the ObD phenomenon occurs in the T → 0 regime.
The nature of these fluctuations is thermal at finite but low temperatures (T = 0+) and
quantum mechanical at T = 0.

ObD can also occur at finite temperatures, away from the T = 0+ regime. In this
temperature regime, most often the simplest starting point to obtain a qualitative un-
derstanding of the essential physics, is the mean field approximation14. In systems with
competing or frustrated interactions, mean field approximation may yield a number of
states with degenerate minimum free energy below the mean-field critical temperature, TMF

c

[24]. These accidental degeneracies, which are not due to exact symmetries of the Hamil-
tonian describing the interactions, can be lifted by the effects of thermal fluctuations[22]
and the ObD phenomena occurs at T = T−c .

In the previous investigations of the ObD phenomenon, the primary focus had been
to identify the mechanism of selection of the ground state by taking into account the
harmonic quantum spin fluctuations about a classical long-range ordered states [20, 21,
25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. However, the problem of the selection by ObD mechanism at
temperatures near the critical temperature has not received as much attention. In this
thesis we focus on this temperature regime. Although there has been some numerical

11ObD phenomenon is also realized in the context of ultra-cold-atom systems where an impurity potential
through Anderson localization mechanism creates disorder which leads to order [23].

12Ignoring the disorder originating from impurities and crystal defects
13A certain organized motion of spins which costs zero energy
14A method that replaces the many-body problem with a simpler problem of a one-body system inter-

acting with an averaged field. The corresponding details are discussed in Chapter 3.
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studies on the ObD at T . Tc [20, 30, 32, 33], an analytical study specifying the role
of the microscopic interactions in the ObD mechanism in this temperature regime has,
to the best of our knowledge, not yet been pursued and is of considerable interest. In
principle, the long-range order selected by ObD can be different for T = 0+ and T . Tc
regimes. This occurs, for example, in the case of Heisenberg spins on the pyrochlore lattice
interacting via nearest-neighbour antiferrmagnetic exchange and indirect Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya interaction15 [34]. There are interesting cases in which the ObD mechanism is at
play only in the selection of the long-range ordered state at 0 � T . Tc regime [35].
Consequently, from a fundamental viewpoint, it is thus highly desirable to study the role
of fluctuations beyond s-MFT at temperatures close to the critical region (T = T−c ).

1.3 In this thesis · · ·
In this thesis, we investigate the problem of ObD away from the T = 0+ regime. We
focus on two types of frustrated models: anisotropic Heisenberg spins on a pyrochlore
lattice and dipolar Heisenberg spins on face-centred-cubic (FCC) lattice. These models
are used to study the magnetic rare-earth pyrochlore oxides [11] and the rare-earth FCC
salts [36], respectively. We show that, in these systems, accidental U(1), O(3) and O(4)
symmetries emerge at the level of a mean field approximation. We then study how thermal
fluctuations can break these symmetries in the T . Tc regime by introducing hexagonal
and cubic anisotropy terms in the free-energy of the system.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we review the properties of
rare-earth pyrochlore oxides and rare-earth FCC salts as potential platforms for exhibiting
ObD phenomenon. In Chapter 3, we review the methods we used in this thesis to tackle
the problem of ObD in different temperature regimes.

We then continue to present the results of our investigations in Part II of the thesis.

In Chapter 4, we study the emergence of O(4) symmetry in the mean field theory
treatment of the most general bilinear Hamiltonian on the pyrochlore lattice (referred to
as mg-Hamiltonian, for briefness). We show how thermal fluctuations break this accidental
symmetry which occurs in a certain region of the parameter space of the mg-Hamiltonian,
by introducing a cubic anisotropy. The work presented in this chapter is motivated by the
peculiar ordered phase of the rare-earth oxide compound Gd2Ti2O7 [19].

15An antisymmetric, anisotropic exchange interaction between two spins on a lattice bond with no point
of inversion that is induced by spin-orbit coupling.
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In Chapter 5, we investigate the ObD phenomenon in a different region of the pa-
rameter space of mg-Hamiltonian where in the mean field approximation, a U(1) acci-
dental symmetry emerges. We study how thermal fluctuations can break this symmetry
that exists at mean field level, by introducing a hexagonal anisotropy which we explore
at T = T−c . This study was motivated by recent investigations on the rare-earth oxide
Er2Ti2O7 [20, 21, 30, 32, 33]. In Chapter 6, we focus on the mg-Hamiltonian with its
coupling constants tuned to the ones corresponding to Er2Ti2O7 amended by long range
dipolar interactions and we explore its critical properties and the ObD selection at T = T−c
via Monte Carlo simulations.

In Chapter 7, we investigate the emergence of the O(3) symmetry at the level of mean
field approximation in a system of point dipoles on a FCC lattice. We show how thermal
and quantum fluctuations break this symmetry by introducing a cubic anisotropy.

Finally, in Chapter 8, we offer concluding remarks of the thesis.

8



Chapter 2

Material Review

In this chapter we briefly review two groups of magnetically frustrated materials that are
potential platforms for the realization of the ObD phenomenon.

2.1 Rare-earth pyrochlore oxides

Rare-earth pyrochlore oxides are magnetic materials with the chemical formula R3+
2 M4+

2 O7.
R3+ and M4+ ions form two distinct interpenetrating pyrochlore lattices; a structure of
corner sharing tetrahedra1 (See Fig. 2.2).

R3+, M4+ or both can be magnetic in these compounds. To proceed, we consider the
cases where only the R3+ ions are magnetic, for example R can be Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er,
Yb and M4+ ions are non-magnetic transition metals for instance, M=Ti. Since we are
interested in the magnetic properties of these systems, we focus on the pyrochlore lattice
formed by R3+ ions. If the nearest-neighbour exchange interaction between R3+ ions is
antiferromagnetic, these systems are highly frustrated. We also note that in all these cases,
the compound is insulating.

To continue, we consider the single-ion properties of R3+. In rare-earth ions, the spin-
orbit interaction (SOI) is large2 and is given by

HSO = ±ζ(LS)S ·L, (2.1)

1One can also view the pyrochlore lattice as a non-Bravais lattice that consist of a tetrahedral basis on
the FCC lattice sites.

2Of the order of several 103 K [37]
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Figure 2.1: The blue and red spheres form two distinct network of corner-sharing tetrahedra
which are interpenetrating.

where + and − respectively corresponds to a less or more than half-filled f -subshells and
ζ is determined by a radial integral corresponding to the 4f subshell3. As a result, the
total angular momentum J = L + S is the good quantum number. The values of L and
S in Eq. (2.1), the orbital and spin angular momentum of the ion’s lowest-energy state,
respectively, are determined by Hund’s first two rules. The (2L+ 1)(2S+ 1)-degeneracy of
this lowest-energy state is lifted by SOI and the ground state has total angular momentum
of J = |L − S| or J = L + S for less than or more than half-filled 4f shell, respectively.
The excited states4 are well separated from the ground state [37]. As a result, in the low
energy regime5, that we are interested, the physical properties of the R3+ ion is determined
by the SOI ground state.

Each R3+ ion in a R2M2O7 compound is surrounded by an oxygen cage; a cube that is
distorted along the local [111] directions (see Fig. 2.3). This cage creates a crystal electric

3ζ(LS) = (π/m2c2S)
∫
rR2

4f (r)(dv/dr)dr where c is the speed of light, m is the mass of electron, R
are the radial wavefunctions corresponding to 4f shell and v is the effective potential including Hartree,
exchange-correlation and external potentials [37]

4with total angular momentum |L− S| < J ≤ L+ S or |L− S| ≤ J < L+ S depending on the number
of electrons in the 4f shell.

5corresponding to low temperatures of order of 1 K
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Figure 2.2: The orange spheres represent the closest oxygen ions to a rare-earth site (blue
sphere) in R2M2O7 compound, which form a cage (a distorted cube) and create the crystal
electric field. Note that the two oxygen ions at the centre of the tetrahedra are closer to
the rare-earth site than the others.

field (CEF) given by

HCEF =
∑

i

∑

l,m

Bm
l O

m
l (Ji). (2.2)

Om
l (Ji) are Stevens’ operator equivalents which consist of polynomial functions of compo-

nents of total angular momentum operator, Jiz and Ji± ≡ Jix ± Jiy [38]. Due to the D3d

point symmetry of the pyrochlore lattice, the allowed terms in HCEF are the ones with
l = 2, 4, 6 6 [11]. The CEF lifts the 2J + 1-fold degeneracy of the SOI ground state with
total angular momentum of J . Thus, the low energy properties of R3+ single-ion is dictated
by the CEF energy spectrum.

Equipped with the knowledge of single-ion energy levels, we now review the possible
interactions between the magnetic ions in rare-earth pyrochlore oxides. The inter-ionic
interactions of R3+ ions on the pyrochlore lattice are complicated [39] especially compared
to 3d transition metal ion systems with often a relatively simple spin-only exchange Hamil-

6The space group of pyrochlore lattice is Fd3̄m.
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tonian of the form JSi · Sj. In R2M2O7 compounds, the partially-filled 4f subshells are
strongly shielded by the 5s, 5p and 5d subshells. As a result, the orbital overlap is reduced
and direct exchange or superexchange interactions are not dominant [11]. The ion-ion
interactions then have multiple origins: direct classical electric and magnetic multipole in-
teractions, direct exchange or superexchange electric and magnetic multipole interactions
and lattice-mediated electric multipole interactions [40]. Thus, Ωij, the microscopic cou-
plings between ions at lattice site i and j, is very complicated. In principle, the microscopic
Hamiltonian of a system of 4f ions can be written in terms of the Stevens’ operator equiv-
alents O(Ji). However, the couplings Ωij are tremendously difficult to determine, both
theoretically and experimentally, due to complex nature of O(Ji), O(Jj) and Ωij itself [39].
Depending on whether CEF ground state is isolated, this complicated situation can be
simplified to a great extent which we review in the next two sections.

2.1.1 Isolated CEF ground state

In R2M2O7 series the ground state wavefunction is usually doubly degenerate [39]. If the
energy gap between the CEF ground state doublet and the first excited states is significantly
larger than the Ωij

7, the low energy magnetic properties of the system is only dictated by
the CEF isolated ground state wavefunction and is determined by considering the Zeeman
energy8. For argument’s sake, we label the ground state doublets as |1〉 and |2〉. The matrix
elements of Ji in this doubly degenerate subspace of CEF wavefunctions determine the low
temperature behaviour of R3+ ion. It can lead to Ising-like behaviour of the magnetic
moments if the only nonzero matrix elements are 〈j|Jzi |j〉 with j = 1, 2 which is the case
for Dy3+ in Dy2Ti2O7 [11]. On the other hand, if 〈1|Jα|2〉 6= 0 with α = x, y, the low
energy behaviour of the R3+ ion is expected to be XY -like such as the behaviour of Er3+

magnetic moments in Er2Ti2O7 [11]. The low energy Hamiltonian, Hint, can be obtained
by the use of degenerate perturbation theory and can be simply written as [39]

Hint = Hnn ≡
∑

〈i,j〉
[J Si · Sj + JDM d̂ij · (Si × Sj)

+JIsing (Si · ẑi)(Sj · ẑj) + Jpd S
α
i Λ

(αβ)
ij Sβj ], (2.3)

where Si is the pseudo-spin 1/2 expressed in global coordinate system and is representing
the ground state doublet. Sµi ≡ (1/2gJ)

∑
ν g̃

µν
i σ

ν
i where gJ is the Landé factor of the R3+

7Of the order of 103 larger [39]
8−gJµB

∑
Ji ·B where gJ is the Landé factor, µB is the Bohr magneton and B is an external magnetic

field.
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ion of interest, σi are the Pauli matrices9 and g̃µνi is an element of the g tensor defined
below, in global coordinate system. g tensor captures the anisotropy of the CEF ground
state and is initially defined in local [111] direction on each sublattice of pyrochlore lattice
(see Fig. 2.3 and Appendix A). g tensor is diagonal in these local coordinate systems and
its elements are defined as: gxx = gyy = 2gJ〈1|Jα|2〉 with α = x or y and gzz = 2gJ〈i|Jz|i〉
with i = 1 or 2. g̃ can be obtained by rotating g from local coordinates to global coordinates
using the directions defined in Appendix A.

Hnn includes all possible symmetry-allowed nearest-neighbour (n.n.) bilinear inter-
actions on the pyrochlore lattice: isotropic exchange(J ), Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM)
(JDM)10, Ising (JIsing) and pseudo-dipolar (Jpd) [41, 42]. The couplings {J ,JDM,JIsing,Jpd}
can be positive or negative in general. Unit vectors d̂ij are determined based on the symme-
tries of the pyrochlore lattice and Moriya’s rules and are chosen such that positive and neg-
ative JDM indicate direct and indirect DM interactions, respectively [43] (see Fig. 2.4). ẑi is

the local cubic [111] direction (see Fig. 2.3) at site i and Λ
(αβ)
ij ≡ (δαβ/r

3
nn−3rnn;αrnn;β/r

5
nn)

where rnn is the nearest-neighbour distance in pyrochlore lattice. The Hamiltonian in Eq.
(2.3) can be written using different conventions [44, 45] one of which we present in Chapters
5, 6. We note that depending on the CEF ground state wavefunctions, some of the above
terms may not be present in the Hamiltonian, for example for Dy3+ in Dy2Ti2O7, the only
nonzero coefficient is JIsing. However, for Er3+ in Er2Ti2O7 all the coefficients are present.

Since R3+ ions possess a large magnetic moment and shielded 4f subshells, the mag-
netostatic dipole-dipole interaction energy scale is comparable to the energy scale of the
interactions in Eq. (2.3) and needs to be considered in Hint. As a result the full effective
low-energy interaction Hamiltonian can be written as:

Hint = Hnn +Hdip, (2.4)

where
Hdip = Jdip

∑

i,j

Si · Sj/r3
ij − 3(Si · rij)(Sj · rij)/r5

ij. (2.5)

Here, rij is the position vector connecting sites i and j in the pyrochlore lattice. Jdip =
µ0µ

2
B/4πr

3
nn, where rnn is the nearest-neighbour distance in pyrochlore lattice. rij is mea-

sured in units of rnn and µB is the Bohr magneton.

9Which we replace with unit vectors along global three Cartesian directions in the classical limit.
10An antisymmetric, anisotropic exchange interaction between two spins on a lattice bond with no point

of inversion that is induced by spin-orbit coupling.
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Figure 2.3: [111] cubic direction, the so-called the local [111] direction, (blue arrow) and
the plane perpendicular to it, the so-called local xy plane,(blue plane) are specified for one
of the sites on a tetrahedron. The orange arrows show cubic x, y and z directions.
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Figure 2.4: d̂ij vectors (blue arrow) are illustrated for indirect DM interaction on a single
tetrahedron. The orange arrows show cubic x, y and z directions
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2.1.2 Non-isolated CEF ground state

It is also possible that the CEF ground state is not isolated i.e. the energy gap between
excited states and the ground state is not significantly large compared to Ωij [11]. Tb2Ti2O7

is an example of such case. The low energy effective Hamiltonian of Tb2Ti2O7 is then
influenced by the ground state and the excited states [46]11. As a result, the situation can
be far more complicated compared to the case of isolated CEF ground state. However,
in order to make progress in such cases, one starts by considering the minimal form of
Hint which includes the isotropic spin-spin exchange interaction and long-range dipolar
interaction. The full Hamiltonian in this case must include CEF and is given by:

H = HCEF +Hint, (2.6)

where
Hint = J

∑

〈i,j〉
Ji · Jj +Hdip. (2.7)

Hdip is the long-range dipolar interaction in Eq. (2.5) in which Si is replaced with Ji.
In the case of Tb2Ti2O7, since Hint is smaller compared to HCEF, Hint was treated as
perturbation in order to investigate the the low temperature properties of this compound
[46].

Another example of non-isolated CEF ground state is Gd3+ ions in Gd2Ti2O7. This is
a special case since the orbital angular momentum of Gd3+ is zero which makes its CEF
energy scale significantly smaller than most of the R2M2O7 compounds [48]. Consequently,
as the first approximation, CEF effect in this material can be neglected and one may use
the Eq. (2.3) along with long-range dipolar interaction Hamiltonian as the starting point.
However, the pseudo-spins Si will be replaced by Ji the total angular momentum since
there is no isolated CEF doublet and no perturbation theory is applied as in the case of
isolated CEF. We present such an approach in Chapter 4.

To continue, we review another class of frustrated materials in which ObD mechanism
is at play.

2.2 Rare-earth salts with FCC structure

Rare-earth ions in salts with the chemical formula Cs2NaR(NO2)6 [49] and Cs2NaR(Cl)6

(also known as elpasolite)[50] where R is a rare-earth element of lanthanide series, form a

11This effect combined with spin-lattice coupling makes Tb2Ti2O7 one of the most challenging com-
pounds to study in rare-earth pyrochlore oxides series [47].
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face centred cubic (FCC) lattice12 where R3+ ions in these compounds possess perfect tetra-
hedral and octahedral symmetries, respectively13 (see Fig. 2.5). The nearest-neighbour
distance between R3+ ions in both groups of compounds, is large14 which makes the ex-
change interactions between different nearest-neighbour ions so weak that the primary form
of interaction between these ions is the magnetostatic long-range dipole-dipole interaction
and exchange interactions are negligible in comparison [36, 50]. It has been shown exper-
imentally that Cs2NaR(NO2)6 with R = Gd, Nd, Dy and Er and Cs2NaR(Cl)6 with R =
Dy, Er order ferromagnetically at approximately 0.1 K and 0.03 K, respectively [36, 50].
We focus on these compounds.

In order to write a proper Hamiltonian for these compounds, we first recall the hierarchy
of energy scales for rare-earth ions discussed above in Section 2.1. We then consider their
crystal electric field (CEF) which based on the tetrahedral and octahedral symmetry of
the rare-earth sites (see Fig. 2.5), has general form of

HFCC−tetra
CEF = B0

4(O0
4 + 5O4

4) +B0
6(O0

6 − 21O4
6) +B2

6(O2
6 −O6

6), (2.8)

and
HFCC−octa

CEF = B0
4(O0

4 + 5O4
4) +B0

6(O0
6 − 21O4

6), (2.9)

respectively. Here, Bn
m, m = 4, 6 and n = 0, 2 are constants and On

m are Stevens’ operator
equivalents. Bn

m coefficients can be determined by fitting the susceptibility calculated by
point charge approximation, to the experimental results15 [49, 50].

The magnetic properties of the rare-earth ion depends on the energy spectrum of the
CEF. Based on the point charge calculations and pure symmetry arguments, the g tensor
corresponding to the CEF ground state of the rare-earth ion in each of the salts, can be
determined [49]. Whether the CEF ground state is isolated or not, is then determined
by measuring the DC susceptibility of the desired compound. If the low temperature,
i.e. T ≈ Tc, behaviour of DC susceptibility could be solely explained by the CEF ground
state and the g tensor corresponding to the ground state is isotropic, the R3+ ion can be
represented by isotropic Heisenberg spin.

Among the above salts that undergo ferromagnetic transition, an example with isotropic
isolated CEF ground state is Cs2NaR(Cl)6 with R =Dy. The DC susceptibility of this ion

12Elpasolite compounds, when R is a lighter rare-earth element, undergo a crystalline phase transition
below the room temperature. So in this work we focus on the ones that do not experience such a phase
transition.

13The space group of Cs2NaR(NO2)6 and Cs2NaR(Cl)6 are Fm3 and Fm3m, respectively.
14About 7.8 Å [36] which is almost two times larger than the nearest-neighbour distance in R2M2O7

compounds.
15They can also be calculated using Electron Paramagnetic Resonance technique [51, 52].
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Magnetic susceptibilities of rare-earth ions in an unusual tetrahedral site
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Magnetic susceptibilities of the series of compounds Cs2NaR{NO~)6 have been measured for most
of the rare earths (R) from Ce to Yb. These materials are cubic, with an unusual Tz point symmetry
at the rare-earth site. They exhibit not only many similarities but also interesting di8'erences with
the related, but octahedrally coordinated, rare-earth elpasolite halides. They are analyzed in terms
of a lowest-order crystal-field theory.

I. INTRODUCTION

Crystal-field effects in rare-earth ions located at sites of
relatively high symmetry have been studied in only a few
solids. This is especially true for insulating compounds,
where theoretical analysis is most straightforward, be-
cause insulating rare-earth compounds typically crystal-
lize with low symmetry. Early work was confined to sys-
tems with symmetry no higher than hexagonal, or uti-
lized rare earths introduced as dopants, without charge
compensation, into cubic lattices such as CaF2 and MgO.
The latter technique was useful primarily for magnetic
resonance. Cubic materials are especially attractive to
study because a theoretical description requires only
fourth- and sixth-order crystal-field parameters, and mag-
netic properties such as Zeeman splittings are often
uniquely determined, independent of the size of the
crystal-field parameters, for the crystal-field-split states.
Since the discovery of the cubic rare-earth elpasolite
compounds in 1969, many studies of the magnetic and
optical properties of these materials have appeared, par-
ticularly the series Cs2NaRC16 (Refs. 1—4) and
RbzNaRF6. These compounds are cubic at room tem-
perature, with Fm3m lattice symmetry and octahedral

OI, rare-earth site symmetry. Evidence has accumulated,
however, that many of these compounds containing the
lighter rare earths undergo a crystalline phase transition
below room temperature, and distort typically to tetrago-
nal symmetry.
This paper presents a study of the magnetic susceptibil-

ity of the related series of compounds Cs2NaR(NO2)6.
Like the elpasolites, they have a face-centered cubic
structure, but with lattice symmetry Fm 3, and an unusu-
al tetrahedral TI, symmetry at the rare-earth sites. The
change in site symmetry leads to some interesting
differences in the crystal-field states and the magnetic be-
havior of the rare-earth ions. In these compounds the
rare earths are oxygen coordinated, as occurs also in the
rare-earth double nitrates, with sodium ions nitrogen
coordinated. " A diagram of the crystalline unit cell is
shown in Fig. 1. We have synthesized most of the
members of this series from Ce to Yb. In contrast to the
elpasolite halides, x-ray powder diffraction patterns taken
at 10 K indicate that a11 members of this series maintain
their cubic symmetry down to that temperature.

II. EXPERIMENT

FIG. 1. Diagram of the cubic CszNaR(NO, j6 lattice. The
lattice symmetry is FI3, and the point symmetry at the rare-
earth sites is T&.

Polycrystalline samples of CszNaR(NO2)6 were ob-
tained as fine precipitates by mixing the appropriate
rare-earth ckloride or nitrate in water with an excess of
NaNO2, and then adding a solution with an excess of
CsC1 or CsNO3. ' The excess was sufficient to precipitate
virtually all rare-earth ions from solution. Concentrated
solutions are required, particularly for the heavier
lanthanides. The precipitates were filtered and dried
without rinsing, due to their instability in pure water.
The individual crystallites are roughly cubic in shape, but
show both cubic and octahedral facets. X-ray powder
diffraction patterns exhibited face-centered cubic symme-
try at all temperatures from 300 to 10 K. All patterns
were single phase, with no detectable lines due to
NaNO2. CsCl or CsNO3. Unit cell dimensions are listed
in Table I. They exhibit the usual lanthanide contrac-
tion. Unit cell agreement is good for those compounds
that have been measured previously. "' '
The distance between nearest magnetic ions in this

0
structure is about 7.8 A and the path between both first
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Crystal-field analysis for the susceptibility of lanthanide compounds of the form Cs2Na RC161
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We have used crystal-field theory to discuss susceptibility data for the compounds Cs2NaRC16 where R = Ce,
Nd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Tm, and Yb. These materials have an octahedral coordination for the lanthanide ion which
remains undistorted even at low temperatures. A combined analysis of all the susceptibility data provides the
crystal-field interaction parameters A4(r') = 254(r') K and A6(r') =4(r') K with (r') and (r')
in atomic units. The numerical values A4 and A, are independent of the lanthanide ion within experimental
error. Attempts to explain these results within a simple point-charge model were unsuccessful.

I. INTRODUCTION

In considering systems which may be useful
for simple studies of crystal-field effects, a num-
ber of criteria seem important: (i) the material
should be cubic so that the number of crystal-
field parameters is minimized; (ii) the material
should be magnetical. ly dilute so that the electronic
properties can be measured over a wide range of
temperatures without having the complication
of magnetic exchange interactions introduced;
(iii) in order to discuss the crystal-field para-
meters obtained from the simplest points of view,
it is desirable that the material be nonmetallic,
and as ionic as possible. These conditions have
been partially met in the past by a number of
materials which have octahedral coordination of
the metal ion with halide ions in the first-neighbor
shell. However, almost all such lanthanide com-
pounds distort at low temperatures, demanding
that numerous crystal-field parameters be de-
termined. At present, the only known exceptions
are for those compounds which have the "ideal
cryolite" structure. In this paper, we wish to
consider crystal-field interactions for one class
of these compounds having the general form
Cs,NaACl„where A is a trivalent lanthanide
ion. ' ' The crystal structure for these compounds
is shown in Fig. 1. The first-neighbor coordina-
tion for the lanthanide ion is an octahedron of
chlorine ions, the second-shel. l coordination is a
simple cube of Cs ions, the third-shell coordina-
tion is an octahedron of Na ions, etc. The h,'ions
appear again only in the fifth-neighbor shell. . Fur-
thermore, a number of measurements on some
of those compounds show that the cubic coordina-
tion remains even at low temperatures. ' '
Compounds of this kind would thus appear to be

very good model systems for the study of crystal. —
field interactions. Furthermore, since the com-
pounds can be made from all A ions spanning the

entire series, one is able to consider variations
of the crystal-field model across the series and
make comparison with theoretical predictions.
Magnetic susceptibility measurements have been
recently reported for the closely related materials
Rb,NaRF, ; however, in that case the emphasis
was placed on the very-low-temperature data and
on the low-lying crystal-field states only. ' Sus-
ceptibility data for the Cs,NaACl, cryolites have
been previously reported, and a preliminary an-
alysis of these data given. " Here we present
a more complete discussion of these data within
the framework of simple crystal-field theory. We
have analyzed the detailed temperature dependence
of the susceptibility for those compounds with
A = Ce, Nd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Tm, and Yb. Specific
results for each of these will be discussed, crys-
tal-field parameters derived for the entire series,
and comparison to elementary point-charge cal-
culations will. be made.

II. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The theoretical formalism required for the
analysis of the susceptibility data is well establish-

R+++
o CI
Oo Np
Cs+

FIG. 1. Crystal structure for the compounds
Cs2NaR Cls.

2716Figure 2.5: Left: Reproduced from Ref. [49]. Tetrahedral environment of the rare-
earth ion in Cs2NaR(NO2)6 compounds. Right: Reproduced from Ref. [53]. Octaheral
enivironment of rare-earth ion in Cs2NaR(Cl)6.

presented in Fig. 2.6-top, shows that around the ferromagnetic transition temperature the
isotropic CEF ground state can be considered isolated. Although Ref. [50] classifies the
Cs2NaR(Cl)6 with R =Er as an isotropic dipolar ferromagnet, Er3+ does not possess an
isotropic g tensor corresponding to its CEF ground state. Perhaps further experiments is
required to clarify the details regarding this compound.

Another example among the ferromagnetic FCC salts that can be represented by Heisen-
berg spins on FCC lattice is Cs2NaGd(NO2)6 which is an exception of the above rule in
terms CEF energy spectrum. The susceptibility of Gd3+ ions in this compound is fea-
tureless and approaches the free ion behaviour at low temperatures (see Fig. 2.6-bottom),
which is expected since Gd3+ possesses zero orbital angular momentum and in consequence
weak CEF parameters. So all the above considerations to determine isolated isotropic CEF
ground state does not apply to Gd FCC salt. However, based on the fact that Gd3+ be-
haves as a free ion, this material is another example of isotropic Heisenberg spins on FCC
lattice [49].

We recall that the primary interaction between R3+ ions in rare-earth FCC salts is the
long range dipolar interaction. In consequence, the Hamiltonian reads

HFCC = Jdip

∑

i,j

Si · Sj
r3
ij

− 3(Si · rij)(Sj · rij)
r5
ij

. (2.10)

Here, rij is the position vector connecting sites i and j in the FCC lattice. Rare-earth
FCC salts are the first realization of a cubic dipolar system that exhibit ferromagnetic
order, confirming the theoretical investigations predicting that purely dipolar interactions
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between the ground state I', and the two levels
I', and I', . Evaluating Eq. (1) for this case at
T =0 gives

7 28
X(0) =+Og Jl B 2~ +

13 14

where 4„=E,-E, is the I', —I', splitting, and
4,4=E, -E, is the 1,—I 4 splitting. From the
LLW diagrams we may estimate ~»-10&,4. If
we therefore consider the first contribution to
be small, and take g~ =-,', Eq. (6) becomes

X(0) = 189/8&„emu/mole

(6)

with &« in degrees K.
For Cs,NaTbCl„ the value X(0) =0.50 emu/mole

gives &,4=47 K. The solid line in the figure is a
computer fit yielding the values of Wand x indi-
cated. The over-all crystal-field splitting is
found to be &$3 414 K.

D. Cs, NaDyC1,
The cubic crystal field splits the 'H»~, state

of Dy" into two Kramer's doublets (I', and I', )
and three quartets (I',"l, I',"', and I',"). In octa-
hedral coordination with —1.0- x —0.45, one
anticipates a I", ground state with the higher states
following the ordering r,"', r„r,"', and I',".
For Dy cases, the over-all crystal-field splitting
is rather small, and very low temperatures are
necessary to verify the ground state directly from
the susceptibility measurements. However, the
detailed least-squares fit to the Cs,NaDyC1, data
(Fig. 6) is in agreement with this ordering. For
the parameters given in the figure, one obtains
a I',"—I', separation of 34 K and an over-all split-
ting (1 ~B' l —1,) of 350 K.

E. Cs, NaHOC1,

F. Cs2NaTmC16
The 'H, level of Tm" is split by the cubic crys-

tal field in a manner identical to that of Tb",
which also has 4 = 6. Again, one anticipates a I',
ground state with I'4 being the first excited state
and I', the highest level. From Eq. (6) one obtains
a zero-field susceptibility due to interaction be-
tween I", and I'„

X(0) = ~B4 &„emu/mole, (8)
where we have used g& =~6, and where &,4 is in
units of degrees K. From the data of Cs,NaTmCl,
(see Fig. 8), we obtain X(0) =0.2 emu/mole, which
gives 4« = 71 K. The complete temperature de-
pendence gives the Wand x values indicated in
the figure, from which one obtains an overall
crystal. -field splitting I', —I', of 638 K.

G. Cs&NaYbC16
The 'E,~, state of Yb" is split by the cubic fiel.d

potential into two doublets (I, and I,) and one

In a cubic fiel.d, the 'I, state of Ho' splits into
one singlet (I', ), two nonmagnetic doublets [F3l"
and 1'I lJ, and four triplets [FI' I' ' 1 ' and
I'5'"]. The ground state for octahedral coordina-
tion should be either I', or I',". However, the
LLW diagram is complicated, with a great deal
of level crossing occurring, which make simple
predictions difficult. The complete analysis of
the Cs,NaHoCl, data (see Fig. t) gives a I'3" '
ground state. For the parameters shown, the level
ordering is I',", I",", I'„I'4", I','', I',", and I',"
with the splitting I'4" —I',' being only 11 K and
the over-all splitting I', ' —I'," being 577 K.
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FIG. 6. Measured and calculated susceptibility for
Cs2NaoyC16.

FIG. 7. Measured and calculated susceptibility for
Cs 2NaHo C le.
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FIG. 4. Inverse susceptibility vs T of Cs2NaPr(NO2)6. The
behavior below 4 K is expanded.

where b~=60B~, b6=1260B6, and t 6=1440&7 B.6The
tetrahedral term t6 enters into the triplet energies only;
the singlet levels are unchanged from their expressions in
the cubic case. In the likely case of b4 negative, with
~b~~ ))~b6t A will again be the ground state, as for octa-
hedral symmetry, with T"' the first excited state, unless
t6 is rather large in magnitude in which case the two will
be inverted. A point-charge calculation yields t6=5b4,
so the latter is not out of the question, particularly if 86
is negative (opposite to the octahedral case). The ex-
perimental low-temperature g factor, ~g~ =0.405 (effective
spin 1) is also very close in magnitude to that of the cubic
T, (g=0.4), and within the range of possible values for a
triplet ground state (0.4 &g & 2).
Another possibility is a singlet ground state, split by a

very small energy from an excited triplet. Because the
matrix elements of J, between either triplet and both 3
and E, ,E2 are nonzero, one might suppose that a
sufficiently small splitting could account for the observed
behavior. This appears doubtful; even if the splitting
were sufficiently small (less than 100 mK), the calculated
matrix elements lead to low-temperature Curie constants,
which are many times larger than observed. We con-
clude that the most likely ground state is a triplet derived
largely from T&.

C. Cs2NaNd(NO2)6

A cubic crystal-field splits the I9/2 ground manifold of
Nd + into a doublet E, (I 6) and two quartets F (I's" and

D. CszNaGd(NO2)6

In common with most gadolinium salts, this material
exhibits a rather featureless susceptibility down to tem-
peratures comparable to the residual magnetic dipole in-
teraction energy, about 0.1 K (Fig. 6). From the Curie
constant above —10 K we infer a g factor of 1.89, in ap-
proximate agreement with the free-ion prediction of 2.00.

E. CszNaTb(NOz)6 and Cs,NaTm(NO&)6

There is a close parallel between these compounds and
the analogous Tb and Tm elpasolite halides. In a cubic
field the J=6 ground manifold of Tb + and Trn + splits

16-
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FIG. 6. Measured inverse susceptibility of CsNaGd(NO2)6.

I Is I). The ground state is expected to be either E, or
F ' ' in an octahedral environment, depending on the ra-
tio of 84 to 86, and either E, or F "' for a twelvefold cu-
bic environment. In the related Nd elpasolite chloride
the ground state is observed to be F.' In the T& sym-
metry of Cs2NaNd(NO&)6, E, becomes E but is un-
changed in functional form, while the two quartets both
mix into degenerate pairs of Kramers-conjugate doublets.
In contrast to the elpasolite case, the limiting low-
temperature susceptibility yields a g factor nearly identi-
cal to that predicted for E, g =—'„as shown in Fig. 5. Un-
der the assumption that the charges on the nearest-
neighbor oxygen ions are negative, a point-charge calcu-
lation also predicts E to be the ground state.

Figure 2.6: Top: Reproduced from Ref. [53]. Calculated (solid line) and measured (dots)
susceptibility of Cs2NaDy(Cl)6. Γ6 represents the CEF ground state wavefunction. The
susceptibility at low temperatures is only determined by the CEF ground state. Bottom:
Reproduced from Ref. [49]. DC susceptibility of Cs2NaGd(NO2)6 (circles) versus free ion
susceptibility of Gd3+. At low temperatures they converge.
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on FCC lattices result in a ferromagnetic ground state16 [36]. These systems are the first
examples of non-quantum mechanical/non-exchange ferromagnetism17.

In this thesis, we study the model of Eq. (2.10). We show that this model at the mean
field level approximation possesses an accidental O(3) symmetry. A particular direction
of magnetization is then selected by an ObD mechanism. The details of our study are
presented in Chapter 7.

In the next chapter, we review the methods we employ in this thesis to detect and
investigate the ObD phenomenon in the frustrated systems which we reviewed in this
chapter.

16Purely dipolar interaction on BCC lattice also has a ferromagnetic ground state. However, this does
not occur for SC lattice [36]

17We note that a system of cobalt and nickel nanoparticles about 200-300 Å and 340 Å in size, re-
spectively, arranged in a FCC lattice [54, 55] may also be represented by the Eq. (2.10) as their minimal
Hamiltonian. Each site of this FCC lattice is occupied by a nanoparticle which is ordered ferromagnetically
in its bulk and may minimally be represented by a point dipole. However, it was shown in Ref. [54] that
the surface effects in each nanoparticle introduces an anisotropy field. As a result, a single-site anisotropy
term needs to be included in the Hamiltonian of these systems [54]. The study of Eq. (2.10) may be
viewed as the first step towards considering an anisotropic Hamiltonian for this class of materials.
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Chapter 3

Methods

In this chapter we review the methods we have developed and/or used in this thesis. The
application of each of these methods in specific problem are discussed in Part II of the
thesis.

3.1 Standard mean field theory

The idea of mean field approximation was put forward first by van der Waals in 1873 to
develop a liquid-gas equation of state. Later on, in 1907, Weiss applied the same con-
cept to the problem of ferromagnetism. We refer to this approximation as standard mean
field theory (s-MFT). In its simplest form, s-MFT replaces a many-body problem with a
one-body problem interacting with an averaged field resulting from the interaction with
other particles in the system. In this process the fluctuations about the averaged field
are neglected and, as a result, s-MFT fails to adequately address the critical behaviour of
condensed matter systems close to a phase transition or to predict spin waves at low tem-
peratures. Despite its quantitative drawbacks, in the study of condensed matter systems,
s-MFT is often the staring point to capture the basic physical properties of a system before
applying more intricate methods.

There are several ways of implementing s-MFT in condensed matter problems. In this
thesis we employ two of the simplest forms of the s-MFT in the context of insulating mag-
netic systems: direct space s-MFT and reciprocal space s-MFT. The former method results
in the configuration of the magnetic moments in the direct space at different temperatures
which in turn leads to a determination of the transition temperature. Direct space s-MFT
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is particularly useful in cases where the system goes through multiple phase transitions at
different temperatures. On the other hand, reciprocal space s-MFT provides a recipe to
directly evaluate the mean field transition temperature from the paramagnetic phase to the
ordered phase, Tc, the normal modes that become soft1 at T = Tc and their propagation
wave vector. However, this method is not suitable to detect multiple phase transitions at
low temperatures because it determines soft modes at Tc [56]. We employ both of these
methods to achieve better initial assessment of the problems we aim to solve. In what
follows we review the details corresponding to these two methods and consider, classical
3-component Heisenberg spins in the systems of interest.

3.1.1 Direct space s-MFT

We proceed to apply the s-MFT approximation to the spin models of interest presented in
Chapter 2, all of which can be written in the following general form:

H =
1

2

∑

i,j

∑

µν

Sµi J µν
ij S

ν
j , (3.1)

where Greek labels represent Cartesian coordinates. J µν
ij is an element of the matrix of

the bilinear spin-spin couplings defined through the Hamiltonians in Chapter 2. The mean
field approximation is defined as [1]:

(Sµi −mµ
i )(Sνj −mν

j ) = 0, (3.2)

where
mµ
i ≡ 〈Sµi 〉 (3.3)

and 〈· · · 〉 represents a thermal average. Eq. (3.2) imposes the mean field condition which
is that fluctuations about the average value of Sµi , mµ

i , are ignored. We substitute Sµi S
ν
j

from Eq. (3.2) into Eq. (3.1) to obtain our s-MFT Hamiltonian [42]

HMF =
∑

i,µ

(
hµi S

µ
i −

1

2
hµim

µ
i

)
, (3.4)

where
hµi =

∑

j,ν

J µν
ij m

ν
j . (3.5)

1In other words, critical or massless
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HMF represents the Hamiltonian of a one-body system interacting with an average field
hi. We consider Si to be 3-component classical vectors in 3 dimensional space unless
mentioned otherwise. The Helmholtz free energy of this system is given by [57]

FMF = −1

2

∑

ij

∑

µν

mµ
i J µν

ij m
ν
j −

1

β

∑

i

ln
(4π sinh(β|hi|)

β|hi|
)

(3.6)

where β = 1/kBT , kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is temperature. Upon minimizing
Eq. (3.6) with respect to hi, one obtains the direct space s-MFT self-consistent equation
[57]:

mi = − hi|hi|
[

coth(β|hi|)−
1

β|hi|
]

(3.7)

The s-MFT extrema free-energy states of the system at temperature T can be found from
the states obtained by solving this equation. The global minimum will then be determined
among the extrema using Eq. (3.6).

3.1.2 Reciprocal space s-MFT

The propagation wave vector of the ordered state at T = T−c and the s-MFT transition
temperature Tc can be determined by considering the Fourier transform of the s-MFT free
energy up to quadratic order2. We focus on the pyrochlore lattice3. The s-MFT free energy
up to quadratic order in {mµ

i } reads [24]

FMF = − 1

β

∑

i

ln(4π)− 1

2

∑

ij

∑

µν

mµ
i (J µν

ij +
3

β
δijδµν)m

ν
j +O(|mi|4) (3.8)

where we used ln
(
4π sinh(β|hi|)/β|hi|

)
' ln(4π) + (β|hi|)2/6 + O(|mi|4) and (β|hi|)2 '

9|mi|2 which comes from the Taylor expansion of Eq. (3.7) in powers of |hi|. δij and δµν
are Kronecker deltas. We define the following Fourier transforms [56]:

mµ
i =

∑

q

mµ
a(q)eiq·ri (3.9)

2Because in the T . Tc temperature regime, |mi| and consequently |hi| are small.
3In this thesis we focus on the pyrochlore lattice to obtain the Fourier transform of the s-MFT free

energy. The case of the FCC lattice can be easily obtained by following a similar procedure without facing
the complications that arise in the case of a non-Bravais lattice.
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and

J µν
ij =

1

N

∑

q

J µν
ab (q)eiq·(rj−ri). (3.10)

ri ≡ Ri + ra where ri is a pyrochlore lattice position vector, Ri is an FCC lattice po-
sition vector and ra is a basis position vector, henceforth referred to as sublattices, with
a = 0, · · · 3. (For more details see Appendix A). N is the number of FCC lattice points.
Consequently, to quadratic order in {mµ

a}, the s-MFT free energy in reciprocal space reads
[24, 56]

1

N
FMF = − 1

β
ln(4π)− 1

2

∑

q

∑

ab

∑

µν

mµ
a(q)(J µν

ab (q) +
3

β
δabδµν)m

ν
b (q) + · · · , (3.11)

where · · · represents higher order terms in components of ma(q). J µν
ab (q) is an element of

the 12× 12 interaction matrix J (q). Since the pyrochlore lattice is a non-Bravais lattice,
J (q) is not diagonal. In order to find the soft modes as well as the s-MFT transition
temperature, we need to determine the nodes of the coefficient of the quadratic term in
free energy. To do so, we need to diagonalize J (q). The coefficient of the quartic term in
Eqs. (3.8, 3.11) should be assessed in order to determine the nature of the phase transition
i.e. first order transition versus continuous transition and to ensure the stability of the
ordered phase (i.e. having an ordered state with finite energy and finite |mi|). Based
on the symmetries of the pyrochlore lattice, the s-MFT free-energy can have isotropic
and anisotropic quartic terms. If the isotropic quartic term’s coefficient is negative, the
coefficient of the sixth order term and in some cases eighth order terms in free-energy need
to be evaluated to ensure stability of the ordered phase.

The minimum eigenvalue of J (q) over the first Brillouin zone, λmin(q0), determines the
normal modes that first become soft as temperature is decreased. The system enters the
ordered phase at Tc = −λmin(q0)/3 [56] where q0 is the wave vector at which the minimum
eigenvalue of J (q) occurs4. The eigenvector corresponding to λmin(q0) determines the
configuration of the ordered moments on a single tetrahedron which propagates throughout
the lattice with q0 wave vector. This is the final result of the reciprocal space s-MFT that
we are concerned with in this thesis.

4The minus sign in the equation corresponding to Tc comes from the convention we chose in writing
the Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.1)
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3.2 Monte Carlo methods

The s-MFT methods presented in Section 3.1 provide an initial semi-quantitative descrip-
tion of the system of interest. In this section we review a numerical method which enables
us to study the physics beyond s-MFT approximation. The Monte Carlo method refers to
a wide category of numerical algorithms that use statistical sampling to tackle problems
that are not exactly solvable. Monte Carlo simulations are applied widely in condensed
matter physics [58].

Among numerous numerical algorithms, in this thesis we employ the Metropolis-Hastings
and the heat bath algorithms to simulate spin systems on a lattice. The Metropolis-Hasting
algorithm provides an efficient method to simulate the system of interest and is applica-
ble to any lattice symmetry [4]. On the other, the heat bath algorithm can provide us
with higher efficiency than metropolis algorithm, but is only applicable to certain lattice
symmetries [4]. We next review both of these methods.

3.2.1 Metropolis algorithm

In 1953, Nicholas Metropolis and collaborators in their paper titled ”Equation of State
Calculations by Fast Computing Machines”, proposed an algorithm known today as the
Metropolis algorithm [59] which was generalized by W. K. Hastings in 1971 [60]. To illus-
trate the implementation of the Metropolis algorithm, we consider a canonical ensemble
at temperature T . A microstate with energy Ek arises with probability wB ≡ e−Ek/kBT/Z
where Z =

∑
k e
−Ek/kBT is the partition function and kB is the Boltzmann constant. The

goal of the Metropolis algorithm is to generate a Markov chain5 of sample values of a phys-
ical observable O with Boltzmann probability distribution as its equilibrium distribution.
The Markov chain is described by a transition matrix P which has to satisfy ergodicity
and detailed balance. Ergodicity ensures that every possible microstate of the system can
be reached by a finite number of elementary random moves from another microstate. The
detailed balance condition is given by

wiPij = wjPji (3.12)

where wi and wj are the equilibrium probabilities of being in states i and j, respectively,
which in our case are the Boltzmann probabilities. Pij is the transition probability from
state i to state j. The process of generating the Markov chain in Metropolis algorithm can
be summarized in following steps

5A sequence of random variables {Xi} where for a given Xn, Xn−1 and Xn+1 are independent.
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• Start with a random microstate i with energy Ei

• Make a random change in the microstate i to create microstate j with energy Ej

• Accept or reject the previous ”move” with the probability

Paccept = min(1, e−∆E/KBT ) (3.13)

where ∆E ≡ Ej − Ei. and min(a, b) represents the minimum of the set {a, b}.

These three steps are the core of a Monte Carlo simulation. Starting from a random
configuration, the above sequence of steps should be repeated several times in order to reach
an equilibrium distribution. As a result, one needs to run the simulation for sufficient time
before starting to measure physical observables. The sample values of observable O can be
measured when equilibration is reached. The average value of O is the arithmetic average of
sample values. We note that Metropolis algorithm implements importance-sampling in the
third step where random change is weighted and is chosen with Boltzmann probability. The
importance sampling increases the efficiency of the algorithm and promotes statistically
important microstates which might not be reached if random changes are sampled from a
uniform distribution.

3.2.2 Heat bath algorithm

In the Metropolis algorithm a proposed configuration update is accepted with probability
Paccept in Eq. (3.13). In order to increase the acceptance rate of the updates which
in turn increases the efficiency of the simulation and leads to a faster equilibration, the
configuration updates should be chosen in such a way that ∆E = Ej −Ei in Eq. (3.13) is
small. The heat bath method offers a more efficient way of local updates in which the new
configuration energy is exactly distributed according to a Boltzmann weight [4]. In this
case, all the update are accepted. In Chapter 7 of this thesis, we apply this method to the
case of isotropic Heisenberg spins on the FCC lattice interacting via magnetostatic long-
range dipole-dipole interaction. The heat bath updates (i.e. the new spin orientations) for
isotropic Heisenberg spins can be calculated analytically. We consider the Hamiltonian of
the system in the following form [4]

H =
1

2

∑

i

hi · Si (3.14)
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where hi is the local field with components defined as hµi ≡
∑

j 6=i,ν J µν
ij S

ν
j . In consequence,

the energy of the ith spin reads

Ei = hi · Si = hi cos(θi) (3.15)

where hi is the magnitude of hi and θi is the polar angle between Si and hi. In the
heat bath algorithm, we aim to randomly update Si such that Ei in Eq. (3.15) has a
Boltzmann probability distribution. To do so, we consider Si in a spherical coordinate
system with the polar axis along hi. Ei is independent of the azimuthal angle φi in this
coordinate system. Consequently, we update the φi by randomly choosing an angle in the
interval [0, 2π) from a uniform distribution. The new polar angle θi must be chosen with
the following probability distribution p given by [61]

p(x) =
e−βhix∫ 1

−1
e−βhixdx

=
βhi

sinh(βhi)
e−βhix (3.16)

where β = 1/kBT and x = cos(θi). To propose a random θi with probability distribution
p, one first needs to consider the cumulative distribution F associated with p given by:

F (x) =

∫ x

−1

p(x′)dx′. (3.17)

The next step is to obtain x, randomly using the following [61]:

x = F−1(r) = −1− ln[1− r(1− exp(−2βhi))]

βhi
(3.18)

where r ∈ [0, 1] is a random number and F−1 is the inverse of F 6. As a result, the
x evaluated in Eq. (3.18) has the probability distribution p. The updated spin at site
i, Snew

i , can be calculated from updated θi and φi which is expressed in the spherical
coordinate system with polar axis along hi. Since the Snew

i , is expressed in the ”local”
coordinate system, in order to implement the new spin orientation in the system i.e. to
calculate hj where j 6= i and carry on the simulation, one needs to express Snew

i in the
global coordinate system [4].

6We note that if the Hamiltonian includes self-interaction term i.e. J µνii 6= 0, F can not be integrated
and inverted analytically. This is the case for long-range dipolar interaction in a system with periodic
boundary condition. However, in systems with cubic symmetries, the self-interaction term only contributes
a constant to the Hamiltonian which is independent of the spin configuration. Consequently, heat bath
method can be applied [4, 62]
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3.2.3 Parallel tempering method

The Metropolis and heat bath algorithms provide local updates in a Monte Carlo simu-
lation. However, these updates might not be sufficient to reach equilibration in systems
with large energy barriers between different microstates. Consequently, the system can be
trapped in a local minimum of free-energy. The parallel tempering method, also known as
replica exchange method [63], offers a way to better equilibrate these systems by swapping
the configurations at different temperatures (the so-called thermal replicas). During a sim-
ulation, the system explores a larger volume of configuration space at high temperatures
compared to low temperatures. Exchanging the configurations at different temperatures
provides an opportunity for the system to travel between local free-energy minima at low
temperatures, which would be otherwise impossible since the energy barriers between those
local minima could not be overcome by local updates.

The configuration swap in the parallel tempering method should satisfy the detailed
balance condition. To demonstrate this point, we consider a system with N thermal repli-
cas which form an extended ensemble X = {X1, · · · , XN} at temperatures {T1, · · · , TN},
respectively. The partition function of this ensemble can be written as

Z =
N∏

n=1

Zn, (3.19)

where Zn is the partition function at T = Tn. The probability of a given configuration X
then reads:

W (X) =
N∏

n=1

w(Xn, Tn) (3.20)

where w(Xn, Tn) = exp(−E(Xn)/kBTn)/Zn and E(Xn) is the energy of the replica Xn. A
proposed configuration swap between temperatures Tk and Tl should satisfy the detailed
balance condition given by:

WklPkl→lk = WlkPlk→kl. (3.21)

Here, Wkl = W (X = {X1, · · · , Xk, Xl, · · · , Xn}) and Pkl→lk represents the transition prob-
ability between X = {X1, · · · , Xk, Xl, · · · , Xn} and X ′ = {X1, · · · , Xl, Xk, · · · , Xn} where
replicas at temperatures Tk and Tl are being swapped. Accordingly, the swap will be
accepted by the following probability

Paccept = min(1, e−∆) (3.22)

where ∆ = (E(Xk)−E(Xl))/kBTk)+(E(Xl)−E(Xk))/kBTl). For this swap to be accepted,
the configuration at T = Tl should be likely to happen at T = Tk and vice versa. In other
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words, there should be overlap between probability distributions at Tk and Tl. As a result,
for a given temperature range, it is more probable for a proposed swap to be accepted if
the number of thermal replicas are more.

3.3 Extended TAP method (E-TAP)

In Section 3.2, we reviewed a variety of numerical techniques known as the Monte Carlo
methods to capture the physics beyond the s-MFT approximation. In this section we
introduce an analytical method for the same purpose7, in particular, to explore the physics
beyond the s-MFT at T = T−c .

In 1977, Thouless, Anderson and Palmer (TAP) [66] proposed a method to study the
role of fluctuations in spin glasses. This method is equivalent to calculating the Onsager
reaction field [67]: a magnetic moment at a particular lattice site experiences a local field
due to its neighbours. At the s-MFT level, the presence of the spin at the site of interest
affects its local field indirectly, which is an artifact of s-MFT. The Onsager reaction field
introduces a term that cancels this unphysical effect [2]. The TAP approach provides a
systematic way to implement the Onsager reaction field correction [67].

In this thesis, we develop an extended version of the TAP method (E-TAP), a high tem-
perature expansion, for Heisenberg-spin systems, first developed by Georges and Yedidia
[68] for Ising spin-glass and includes fluctuation corrections calculated by TAP and those
beyond in powers of β = 1/kBT . In the E-TAP method, nonzero on-site fluctuations i.e.
〈Sαi Sβi 〉 6= 〈Sαi 〉〈Sβi 〉 [68], are taken into account via a high-temperature expansion (small
β) of the Gibbs free-energy:

G = − 1

β
ln
(

Tr[exp
(
− βH +

∑

i

λi · (Si −mi)
)
]
)
. (3.23)

Here, mi is the average magnetization at site i, mi ≡ 〈Si〉 and λi is a Lagrange multi-
plier which fixes mi to its mean-field value. The high temperature expansion introduces

7An alternative well-known process totake into account fluctuations about standard mean-field theory
(s-MFT) solutionis Hubbard-Stratonovish transformation (HST) [64, 65] . In the context of magnetic
systems, this process introduces a set of auxiliary variables (molecular fields) to replace spin variables.
Then, fluctuations about the average molecular fields up to quadratic orderare consideredin the long-wave
length limit. These fluctuations introduce various infrared divergent corrections to the theory in d < 4
spatial dimensions [65]. The E-TAP method, on the other hand, takes into accountshort-range fluctuations
with longer range fluctuations taken into account through higher order terms in the β expansion. As a
result, the underlying assumption on the nature of the fluctuations in the HST and E-TAP method are
different.
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fluctuations about the s-MFT solution. Defining βG(β) ≡ G̃(β), the first two terms of the
expansion in powers of β, G̃(0)/β and G̃′(0), are the entropy and energy at the s-MFT
level, respectively. The prime represents differentiation with respect to β. The higher order
terms in the β expansion of the Gibbs free-energy correspond to fluctuation corrections to
the s-MFT free-energy.

To proceed, we modify E-TAP procedure of Ref.[68] to study the case of 3-component
classical Heisenberg spins with anisotropic exchange interactions. We focus on a temper-
ature regime close to the mean field critical temperature, T . TMF

c . We consider the
Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.1). A Taylor series expansion of Eq. (5.9) in powers of β reads:

G(β) =
1

β

(
G̃(β)

∣∣
β=0

+
∂G̃(β)

∂β

∣∣∣
β=0

β (3.24)

+
1

2!

∂2G̃(β)

∂β2

∣∣∣
β=0

β2 · · ·
)
,

where G̃(β) = βG(β). We define,

U ≡ 1

2

∑

ij

δSµi J
µν
ij δS

ν
j (3.25)

where

δSνj ≡ Sνj −mν
j , (3.26)

which represents spin fluctuations about the s-MFT solution. As shown in Ref. [68], the
derivatives of G̃(β) with respect to β can be evaluated in terms of expectation value of
powers of U that read:
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∂(βG(β))

∂β
= 〈H〉, (3.27a)

∂2(βG(β))

∂β2
= −〈U2〉, (3.27b)

∂3(βG(β))

∂β3
= 〈U3〉, (3.27c)

∂4(βG(β))

∂β4
= −〈U4〉+ 3〈U2〉2 − 3〈U2T2〉, (3.27d)

∂5(βG(β))

∂β5
= 〈U5〉 − 10〈U2〉〈U3〉 − 3〈U2T3〉+ 7〈U3T2〉+ 6〈UT 2

2 〉, (3.27e)

∂6(βG(β))

∂β6
= −〈U6〉+ 15〈U4〉〈U2〉+ 10〈U3〉2 − 30〈U2〉3 − 12〈U4T2〉 (3.27f)

+10〈U3T3〉 − 3〈U2T4〉 − 27〈U2T 2
2 〉+ 18〈UT2T3〉

−6〈UT3〉〈U2〉+ 51〈U2〉〈U2T2〉+ 6〈U2〉〈T 2
2 〉 − 6〈T 3

2 〉,

where

Tn =
∑

i

∂nλi
∂βn

· δSi. (3.28)

The terms involving Tn include fluctuations of the local mean field. On the other hand,
the terms that involve Un, take into account the fluctuations of the magnetization mi

itself (see Eqs. (3.25, 3.26))8. The 〈· · · 〉 above denotes a thermal average. For a general
observable O, 〈O〉 is given by:

〈O〉 =
Tr[O exp

(
− βH +

∑
i λi · (Si −mi)

)
]

Tr[exp
(
− βH +

∑
i λi · (Si −mi)

)
]
. (3.29)

The first two terms in Eq. (3.24) correspond to the s-MFT free-energy while the higher
order terms in β provide the corrections beyond s-MFT. Calculating the expectation value
of powers of U at β = 0, reduces to the evaluation of the mean field averages of the following
form:

〈δSα1
i1
δSα2

i2
· · · δSαnin 〉MF, (3.30)

where in represents the site label and αn represents a Cartesian coordinate. n is the number
of δS factors in Eq. (3.30). For simplicity, we henceforth drop the MF subscript in Eq.

8This method can be generalized to include quantum mechanical effects. To do so, one needs to treat
the δSµi as operators in deriving Eqs. (3.27).
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(3.30). For n = 1, the expectation value in Eq. (3.30) is zero due to the relationmi = 〈Si〉.
For n ≥ 2, however, Eq. (3.30) is nonzero only if there is no site label which appears only
once. For example, averages of the following form have a nonzero contribution:

〈δSα1
i δS

α2
i δS

α3
j δS

α4
j δS

α5
j 〉 = 〈δSα1

i δS
α2
i 〉〈δSα3

j δS
α4
j δS

α5
j 〉 (3.31)

The expectation values above can be calculated using the self-consistent s-MFT equa-
tions for 3-component classical spins which are given by the Langevin function

mi = − λi|λi|
[

coth(|λi|)−
1

|λi|
]
. (3.32)

Consequently

〈δSαi δSβi 〉 =
∂mα

i

∂λβi
≡ χαβi , (3.33)

〈δSαi δSβi δSγi 〉 =
∂χαβi
∂λγi

, (3.34)

and in general

〈δSα1
i δS

α2
i · · · δSαni 〉 =

∂〈δSα1
i δS

α2
i · · · δSαn−1

i 〉
∂λαni

. (3.35)

Since we are interested in a temperature range close to Tc, Eq. (3.32) can be expanded
for small |λi|:

mα
i = −λ

α
i

3
[1− (|λi|)2

15
+

2(|λi|)4

315
+ · · · ], (3.36)

The expansions of Eqs. (3.33,3.34, 3.35) at T . Tc can be calculated by differentiating Eq.
(3.36) with respect to different components of the vector λi.

3.4 Spin wave theory

In this section, we briefly review the well-known spin wave theory which we use to explore
the physics beyond s-MFT at T = 0+ in Chapter 7.

Spin wave theory in its simplest form takes into account the harmonic quantum spin
fluctuations about a classical long-range ordered state. This allows one to explore the low-
lying excited states of the system and, consequently, its low-temperature properties. In
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this thesis, we use spin wave theory to study the low-temperature properties of a system of
point dipole on a FCC lattice with ferromagnetic ordering. The case of more complicated
systems e.g. low-lying excitations of an antiferromagnetic ordering on a pyrochlore lattice
can be found in Ref. [69].

A system of point-dipoles on FCC lattice is expected to order ferromagnetically [36].
To calculate the dispersion relation of the low-lying excitation, we consider a classical
approach.

The time evolution of the spins can be written as:

dSi
dt

= Si ×Bi (3.37)

where
Bµ
i =

∑

j,ν

J µν
ij S

ν
j , (3.38)

where J µν
ij is the long range dipolar interaction matrix element defined in Eq. (2.10) and

expressed in global coordinates. To proceed, we consider the polarization direction along
z-axis and we define:

Sxi = δxi , (3.39a)

Syi = δyi , (3.39b)

Szi = 1− 1

2

(
(δxi )2 + (δyi )

2
)
. (3.39c)

δµi with µ = x, y, characterizes transverse spin fluctuations. We then define J̃ µν
ij =∑

αR
µαJ αν

ij where

R ≡



− cos(θ) cos(φ) − cos(θ) sin(φ) sin(θ)

sin(φ) − cos(φ) 0
sin(θ) cos(φ) sin(θ) sin(φ) cos(θ)


 . (3.40)

J̃ µν
ij is the coupling matrix expressed in the coordinate system with polarization direction

defined by θ and φ, the polar and azimuthal angles of the ferromagnetic order, respectively.
We also define the following Fourier transforms:

δαi (t) =
1√
N

∑

k

∑

ω

δα(k)ei(k·ri−ωt), (3.41a)

J̃ µν
ij =

1

N

∑

k

J µν(q)eiq·(rj−ri), (3.41b)
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Substituting Eqs. (3.39, 3.41) in Eq. (3.37) and after some simple algebraic steps, we
obtain:

(
−iω − SJ xy(k) −SJ yy(k) + SJ zz(0)

SJ xx(k)− SJ zz(0) −iω + SJ xy(k)

)(
δx(k)
δy(k)

)
=

(
0
0

)
(3.42)

where we kept only terms to the lowest order in δµ(k). To obtain the dispersion relation
of the transverse fluctuation, ω(k), the roots of the determinant of the 2× 2 matrix in Eq.
(3.42) should be calculated which yields to

ω2(k)

S2
= −

(
J xy(k)

)2

+
(
J zz(0)

)2

−J zz(0)
(
J xx(k) +J yy(k)

)
+J xx(k)J yy(k). (3.43)
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The following contents of Part II of the thesis is the outcome of works with several
collaborators which follows as:

Chapter 4: The contents of this chapter has been submitted to Physical Review Let-
ters and is available on arXiv:1310.5146 under the title: ”Fluctuation-Driven Selection
at Criticality in a Frustrated Magnetic System: the Case of Multiple-k Partial Order on
the Pyrochlore Lattice”. The coauthors of the paper are Zhihao Hao, Matthew Enjal-
ran and Michel Gingras. The author of this thesis is responsible for the following in this
work: s-MFT calculations, E-TAP calculations, Monte Carlo simulations and part of the
Ginzburg-Landau symmetry analysis as well as the entire first draft of the paper.

Chapter 5: The contents of this chapter will appear in a paper that is in preparation
at the moment. The collaborators of this work are: Alexandre G. R. Day, Zhihao Hao and
Michel Gingras. The author of this thesis is responsible for the Ginzburg-Landau analysis
and the E-TAP calculations. The diagrammatic method was developed by the author of
this thesis. The code for calculating the diagram counts mentioned in Appendix E was
written by Alexandre G. R. Day.

Chapter 6: The contents of this chapter will appear in a paper that is in preparation
at the moment. The collaborators of this work are: Pawel Stasiak and Michel Gingras.The
author of this thesis is responsible for performing the Monte Carlo simulations and data
analysis. Part of the Monte Carlo results in this chapter has also appeared in the following
publication: J. Oitmaa, R. R. P. Singh, B. Javanparast, A. G. R. Day, B. V. Bagheri,
and M. J. P. Gingras. Phase transition and thermal order-by-disorder in the pyrochlore
antiferromagnet Er2Ti2O7: A high-temperature series expansion study. Phys. Rev. B,
88, 220404, 2013.

Chapter 7: The contents of this chapter will appear in a paper that is in preparation
at the moment. The collaborators of this work are: Zhihao Hao, Michel Gingras and
Byron Southern from University of Manitoba. The author of the thesis is responsible for
the following calculations: s-MFT and E-TAP calculations, Monte Carlo simulations and
Ginzburg-Landau analysis.

The Monte Carlo code used in all of the above works, was primarily written by Pawel
Stasiak. The code was then modified and optimized by the author of the thesis to meet
the requirements of each problem.

The author of this thesis also coauthored the following publication: Spin Ice: Magnetic
Excitations without Monopole Signatures Using Muon Spin Rotation, Phys. Rev. Lett.
107, 207207 (2011) where the author contributed in calculating muon’s landing position
in the Dy2Ti2O7 spin ice material. The contributions of the author are not presented in
this thesis due their different subject matter from the main theme of this thesis
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Chapter 4

Thermal Selection of Multi-k Partial
Order on Pyrochlore Lattice

In this chapter, we explore the ObD phenomenon at T = T−c in a 4-vector model with
an emergent O(4) symmetry at the s-MFT level. Study of this model is motivated by the
experimentally reported ordered phase of the rare-earth pyrochlore oxide Gd2Ti2O7 at T .
Tc = 1 K, where Tc is the transition temperature from the paramagnetic phase to a partially
ordered state (POS). A POS possesses periodically distributed disordered (paramagnetic)
sites on the pyrochlore lattice. The periodicity of POS phases is characterized by one
or more wave vectors k = {1

2
1
2

1
2
}. We demonstrate that thermal fluctuations ignored in

s-MFT are responsible for the selection of one particular partially ordered phase, e.g. the
“4-k” phase over the “1-k” phase. We suggest that the transition into the 4-k phase is
continuous with its critical properties controlled by the cubic fixed point of a Ginzburg-
Landau theory with a 4-component vector order-parameter. By combining the E-TAP
method with parallel-tempering Monte-Carlo simulations, we establish the phase diagram
for different types of partially ordered phases. Our results contribute to elucidate the long-
standing puzzle concerning the origin of the 4-k partially ordered phase observed in the
Gd2Ti2O7 below its paramagnetic phase transition temperature.

4.1 Introduction

For reasons mentioned in Chapter 1, highly frustrated magnetism is one of the paradigms
of modern condensed matter physics [18]. In frustrated magnets, the combination of lat-
tice geometry and competing interactions often leads to degenerate classical states. The
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Figure 4.1: The yellow (arrowless) sites are disordered (paramagnetic). a) a 1-k state
with k along [111]. The spins on the (blue) ordered sites form a 120◦ pattern on a triangle
that does not share a corner with a disordered site. These ordered sites form a kagome
plane (blue-shaded plane) perpendicular to the [111] direction. b) 4-k state arising from
the superposition of four 1-k states.

degeneracies are generally accidental as they are not protected by the symmetries of the
spin Hamiltonian. Yet, the degenerate states may be related by transformations that
form an emergent symmetry group. Near a continuous phase transition, these approxi-
mate symmetries provide “organizing principles” in determining the critical properties by
distinguishing relevant perturbations from irrelevant ones. In the most interesting case,
the leading degeneracy-lifting perturbations, which may be relevant or irrelevant in the
renormalization group sense, are thermal or quantum fluctuations – a phenomenon called
order-by-disorder (ObD) [22, 25, 26, 27]. The competition among diverse degeneracy-lifting
effects can result in a modulated long-range ordered state at nonzero wave vector k, which
may or may not be commensurate with the lattice [24, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75]. In some
cases, a number of superposed symmetry-related k modes within the first Brillouin zone
form a so-called multiple-k order [70, 71, 76, 77]. A particular interesting form of such
modulated magnetism is a partially ordered state (POS) with periodically arranged “para-
magnetic” sites [78, 79, 80, 81]. These fluctuating magnetic moments decimate a fraction
of the energy-costly frustrated bonds while retaining an extensive entropy, hence lowering
the free-energy.

In this Chapter, we study the convergence of the aforementioned phenomena (emergent
symmetry, multiple-k POS and fluctuation-induced degeneracy-lifting) in an extensively
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studied class of frustrated magnetic materials, the insulating R2M2O7 pyrochlore oxides
[11]. The competition between four types of nearest-neighbour anisotropic interactions
mentioned in Chapter 2, and the nature of the single-ion magnetic anisotropy are largely
responsible for the wealth of phenomena displayed by the R2M2O7 materials [11]. We focus
on a general description for the perplexing yet rich physics of multi-k partial magnetic
ordering in pyrochlore oxides and not on any material-specific issues.

A multi-k POS (see Fig. 4.1b) is believed to exist in Gd2Ti2O7 [19] for temperature
0.7 K . T . Tc ∼ 1 K in which the POS is a superposition of spin density waves with
wave vectors k = {1

2
1
2

1
2
} [19, 57, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86]. While this compound has been the

subject of a number of investigations [19, 83, 84, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96],
mechanism responsible for the selection of 4-k order had not yet been identified before
the work in this thesis. Further, after fifteen years of research on the Tb2Ti2O7 spin
liquid candidate [97], evidence has recently begun accumulating that short-range magnetic
correlations develop below T ∼ 0.4 K in the form of broad elastic neutron intensities at
k = {1

2
1
2

1
2
} [47, 98, 99, 100, 101]. To the best of our knowledge, no theory has yet explained

the origin of these correlations in Tb2Ti2O7. As Gd2Ti2O7 and Tb2Ti2O7 constitute two
out of the six magnetic R2Ti2O7 pyrochlore compounds that exist (R=Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho,
Er and Yb) [11], it may be that k = (1

2
1
2

1
2
) order is not unusual among the plethora of

R2M2O7 materials.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we introduce the model
Hamiltonian and identify an extensive range of exchange parameters able to support k =
(1

2
1
2

1
2
) partial order through a standard mean-field theory (s-MFT) study. The s-MFT free-

energy displays, up to quartic order in the order parameters, an emergent O(4) symmetry.
The transition into the POS is thus described by the Ginzburg-Landau free-energy, FGL,
of an n-component vector model (n = 4) [64, 102]. The most relevant perturbation is
a “cubic anisotropy” which breaks the O(4) symmetry. We thus identify the physical
origin of this cubic anisotropy as thermal fluctuations beyond s-MFT. The O(4) symmetry-
breaking and selection of either 1-k or 4-k order in this model is an example of thermal
ObD. We stress, however, that our problem conceptually departs significantly from the
more common cases of ObD where “small” thermal or quantum fluctuations are typically
considered. This is valid for temperatures much lower than the critical temperature where
the harmonic approximation is often justified. For example, in Gd2Ti2O7, where another
transition occurs at T ∼ 0.7 K < Tc [87, 92, 93, 95, 96] (see Fig. 4.2), the low temperature
(T = 0+) fluctuations have no bearing on the state-selection at the critical temperature, Tc,
to the paramagnetic phase. Consequently, a direct approach to the selection mechanism
at T = T−c is necessary, which we pursue here.

Given the above considerations on the effect of fluctuations in generating the cubic
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Magnetic properties of frustrated Gd2Sn2O7 and Gd2Ti2O7 7779

Figure 1. Left: thermal variation of the specific heat for Gd2Sn2O7; the dashed line represents the
law C p = !T 2, with ! = 10 J K!3 mol!1 Gd; right: thermal variation of the specific heat divided
by the temperature for Gd2Ti2O7. The insets show the variation in entropy and the dashed lines
represent R ln 8 = 17.3 J K!1 mol!1 Gd, the total entropy associated with a spin S = 7/2.

of a standard 3D antiferromagnet and which has been observed, for example, in the
antiferromagnetic pyrochlore Er2Ti2O7 [25]. In general, a T 2 dependence implies a density of
states which increases linearly in energy. It is predicted to occur in the case of a 2D Heisenberg
antiferromagnet [26] and it has been evidenced in a layered antiferromagnet [27], in a quasi-
2D spin glass [28] and for a type A antiferromagnet with an assumed particular anisotropic
dispersion relation [29]. These cases all involve systems having a local anisotropy. It is thus
possible that the T 2 behaviour observed in Gd2Sn2O7 could be linked to an anisotropy in
the exchange interaction such as that evidenced (in Gd2Ti2O7) by electron spin resonance
measurements [30].

3.2. Gd2T i2 O7

The specific heat measurements obtained using an adiabatic technique and a 3He refrigerator
are shown in the right-hand panel of figure 1. There is a peak at 1.045 K and a second peak
at 0.75 K as reported previously [21]. The amplitudes of the peaks are an order of magnitude
lower than the peak in Gd2Sn2O7. Approximately 20% and 35% of the total magnetic entropy
of R ln 8 is respectively released up to the temperatures of the two peaks and, as shown by the
inset in the right-hand panel of figure 1, short range order is present at temperatures above that
of the upper peak. The specific heat data indicates that the upper peak does not correspond to
a transition which is strongly first order. However, there is some indication (section 5.2) that
this transition does possess some weak first order character.

4. 155Gd Mössbauer measurements

4.1. Gd2Sn2 O7

Selected 155Gd Mössbauer spectra (Ig = 3/2, Ie = 5/2, E" = 86.5 keV, 1 mm s!1 "
69.8 MHz, source: Sm#Pd3) are shown in panel (a) of figure 2. Down to 1.1 K, a quadrupole
hyperfine interaction is observed, in agreement with previous measurements at 4.2 K [31]. The
quadrupolar interaction (splitting) is !4.0 mm s!1, with the sign obtained from the data below
1.0 K. An additional magnetic hyperfine interaction appears suddenly between 1.10 and 1.05 K
(see the corresponding spectra in figure 2 panel (a)). Below 1.05 K the data analysis provides

Figure 4.2: Reproduced from Ref. [88]. Specific heat of Gd2Ti2O7 divided by temperature
is plotted versus T indicating two phase transitions at T ≈ 1 K and T ≈ 0.7 K. The inset
shows entropy versus temperature and the dashed line represents R ln(8) the total entropy
associated with a spin S = 7/2.
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anisotropy, in Section 4.3, we obtain the phase diagram of 1-k and 4-k orders using E-
TAP. In Section 4.4, we use Monte Carlo simulations to confirm the E-TAP predictions that
1-k and 4-k POSs are selected in different portions of the phase diagram. As a corollary
of this work, we suggest that the phase transition at Tc ∼ 1 K in Gd2Ti2O7 belongs to the
above n = 4 cubic universality class.

4.2 Model and s-MFT treatment

We consider the general Hamiltonian, H = Hnn +Hdip +H2 +H3, for classical spins, Si,
on the pyrochlore lattice:

Hnn ≡
∑

〈i,j〉
[J Si · Sj + JDM d̂ij · (Si × Sj) +

JIsing (Si · ẑi)(Sj · ẑj) + Jpd S
α
i Λ

(αβ)
ij Sβj ]. (4.1a)

Hdip = Jdip

∑

i>j

Sαi Λ
(αβ)
ij Sβj . (4.1b)

H2 ≡
∑

〈〈ij〉〉
J2 Si · Sj, H3 ≡

∑

〈〈〈ij〉〉〉
J3 Si · Sj. (4.1c)

The details regarding each of the interactions in Hnn are presented in Chapter 2. Hdip is
the long-range magnetostatic dipole-dipole interaction. H2 and H3 are second and third
n.n. exchange interactions, respectively. We note that spin Si becomes a pseudo-spin
describing the lowest energy doublet of the crystal electric field (CEF) if this interaction
dominates others. In the case of Gd2Ti2O7, the CEF interaction is small (B20 = 75 mK
is the dominant term in Eq. (2.2) of Chapter 2) compared with the phase transition
temperatures (0.7 K and 1K) [48]. We thus ignore CEF terms in Eq. (5.1). A discussion
of the effect of CEF is presented in the Appendix B.3.

We begin by studying Hnn using s-MFT [24, 56, 57]. For a large region of parameter
space, a degenerate line of modes with momenta {hhh} first becomes critical at Tc (see
Fig. 4.3 for an illustration) [57, 82, 83, 85]. s-MFT calculations show that Hdip lifts the
degeneracy by weakly selecting soft modes at the four L ≡ {1

2
1
2

1
2
} points within the first

Brillouin zone, which we label ka (a = 0, 1, 2, 3) [57, 82]. Other perturbations to Hnn, such
as H2 and H3, can have similar effects [57, 82, 85, 86]. Here, we focus on Hdip since it
is often of prominence in rare-earth pyrochlore oxides [11]. In particular, we choose, for
concreteness, the Gd2Ti2O7 value Jdip/J ∼ 0.18 [83] as an example. For completeness, and
of possible relevance to magnetic pyrochlores with ions having a small magnetic moment,
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symmetry of inversion with respect to a lattice point and this
implies that J ��

ab (q) is real and symmetric. The eigenvalues
and eigenvectors are found using a standard numerical pack-
age for eigenproblems of real symmetric matrices.

B. Results

For Ddd�0, we recover the results of Ref. 13. Before we
present the results with the dipolar interactions, we review
the mean-field results found for the isotropic pyrochlore
class Heisenberg antiferromagnet depending on the values of
the second, J2, and third, J3, nearest-neighbor exchange
couplings.13 For J2�J3�0 there are two dispersionless un-
stable or critical modes throughout the Brillouin zone. There
are therefore no selected wave vectors for long-range order.
Numerical work has shown that no long-range order occurs
at nonzero temperature in the nearest-neighbor classical
Heisenberg pyrochlore antiferromagnet.14,15 For J3�0, fer-
romagnetic J2�0 gives rise to an ordering at an incommen-
surate wave vector, while for antiferromagnetic J2�0, the
system orders at q*�0. For J2�0 and ferromagnetic J3
�0, the system also orders at q*�0, while there are disper-
sionless �degeneracy lines� along certain symmetry direc-
tions for J2�0 and antiferromagnetic J3�0. In the overall
parameter space �J2 /J1 ,J3 /J1�, long-range order is always
expected to occur at nonzero temperature within mean-field
theory, except for J2�0 and antiferromagnetic J3�0 �Fig. 6
in Ref. 13�.
We now consider the case where Ddd /J1�0.2, and first

set J2�J3�0. Naively, one might have thought that �i� the
long range and �ii� anisotropic nature of the dipolar interac-
tions would lift all macroscopic ground-state degeneracies
that occur in the isotropic nearest-neighbor (J1�0) Heisen-
berg antiferromagnet and give rise to a uniquely selected
wave vector q*, at which long-range order would occur.13
This is not the case. We find that the largest eigenvalue
��
i (q) that controls the mean field Tc �Eq. �4.9�� is disper-
sionless along the star of the �111� direction in the cubic
basis �Fig. 6�. The figure shows �max(q) as a function of q1
in the �110� and q2 in the �001� , where �max(q) is the largest
eigenvalue of ��

i (q) at a given q. Hence, no long-range or-
der is to be expected in this system within the mean-field
approximation.41 In this context, it is interesting to note that
the combined long-range dipolar and Ruderman-Kittel-
Kasuya-Yosida interactions in the problem of nuclear mag-
netism in Cu and Ag do not lead either to a full selection of
a unique classical long-range-ordered state below the mean
field Tc .42 Such ‘‘degeneration lines’’ as found in the
present system also occur in other frustrated systems such as
the nearest-neighbor Heisenberg fcc antiferromagnet where
there are degeneration lines along the �/a(1,q ,0)
direction.16–18 Degeneration �spiral� lines also occur in the
more complicated case of the rhombohedral
antiferromagnet.43 By analogy with the work on the frus-
trated fcc �Refs. 16–18, and 42� and rhombohedral43 antifer-
romagnets, we expect that for degeneration lines �as opposed
to degeneration zone as in the case of the nearest-neighbor
pyrochlore antiferromagnet13,14�, thermal and/or quantum
fluctuations will restore long-range order at finite tempera-
ture via a process of order by disorder. Work in that direction
is in progress and will be reported elsewhere.39

We find that for either nonzero ferromagnetic or antifer-
romagnetic, �J2��Ddd and/or �J3��Ddd , that the line degen-
eracy along the �111� direction is lifted and that a specific
value q* along that direction is picked up, giving rise to an
absolute maximum of ��

i (q). For sufficiently large �J2�
and/or �J3� compared to Ddd , a different selected wave-
vector direction is chosen, as found by Reimers et al.,13 ex-
cept that here there is no degeneration line occurring for J2
�0 and J3�0, as found in Ref. 13 when Ddd�0, Ddd
��J2�, and Ddd��J3�. In other words, all nonglobal degen-
eracies are lifted in the case where Ddd�0, J2�0, and J3
�0.
In summary, we would expect that long-range order

should occur in Gd2Ti2O7, either via an order-by-disorder
mechanism, or via energetic selection of an ordering wave
vector via superexchange couplings beyond J1 and dipolar
interactions Ddd .

V. DISCUSSION

It is useful to compare Gd2Ti2O7 with related systems
such as the remaining R2Ti2O7 materials, Gd3Ga5O12
�GGG�, Gd2O3, cubic-Gd2O3 (C-Gd2O3), and also GdAlO3
for reasons that should soon become clear.
C-Gd2O3 crystallizes in the so-called bixbyite structure

Ia3 with two distinct crystallographic sites. However, the
sublattice of the two sites taken together is an excellent ap-
proximation to an fcc lattice. Its properties are as follows:
Curie-Weiss behavior is observed with �CW��17 K, but
magnetic order of undetermined range is not found down to
1.6 K.44 In fact, the description of the neutron-diffraction
data for C-Gd2O3 bears a striking resemblance to that for
GGG.11 The heat capacity from 1.4 to 18 K shows only a
broad ‘‘Schottky’’-type anomaly peaked near 2 K with mag-

FIG. 6. Largest eigenvalue �max(q) as a function of wave vector
q for Ddd /J1�0.2 and J2�J3�0. A degeneration line occurs for q
in the star of the �111� direction. The small ‘‘ripples’’ seen on the
degeneration lines along (111) and (111̄) directions are due to the
finite number �500� of nearest neighbors considered in the dipolar
interactions. When considering more than ten nearest neighbors, the
maximum of �(q) always occurs on the star of �111� with the
amplitude of the modulations due to the dipolar cutoff continuously
decreasing as the number of nearest neighbors is increased to infin-
ity.
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Figure 4.3: Reproduced from Ref. [83]. The line of degenerate modes at Tc for a model

with Hamiltonian H =
∑
〈i,j〉[JSi · Sj + JdipS

α
i Λ

(αβ)
ij Sβj ].

we present some results in the Appendix C that use the notation of Ref. [44] for Hnn and
where the {hhh} degeneracy-lifting originates from H2 as opposed to Hdip.

The direct space spin configurations corresponding to a 1-k state, with k = k0 ≡ (1
2

1
2

1
2
),

is illustrated in Fig. 4.1a. Denoting the corresponding spin direction at site ri as êk0(ri),
with êka(ri) (a = 1, 2, 3) defined similarly (see Appendix B.1, Table B.1), we introduce the
order parameter ψa for a particular ordering wave vector ka as

ψa =
1

N

∑

i

〈Si〉 · êka(ri). (4.2)

The summation goes over all N sites of the pyrochlore lattice and ψ ≡ (ψ0, · · · , ψ3) defines
a 4-dimensional order parameter vector.

For a wide range of (J, JDM, JIsing, Jpd, Jdip, J2, J3) couplings, s-MFT predicts a second
order transition with ordering at momenta ka. Interestingly, we find that up to quartic
order in the {ψa} order parameters, the s-MFT free-energy displays an emergent O(4)
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symmetry. (see Appendix B.4 for details) However, the O(4) symmetry is spoiled at higher
order in {ψa}, no selection of 1-k (which has only one ψa 6= 0) vs 4-k (which has four ψa
with the same nonzero amplitude) occurs at any order. The proof is presented in Appendix
B.2. The observation of an emergent O(4) symmetry at quartic order in s-MFT helps us to
recognize that an underlying effective “cubic anisotropy” in the {ψa} is the most relevant
symmetry-allowed perturbation. We therefore proceed to write the Ginzburg-Landau free-
energy, FGL({ψa}), of the system constructed in terms of the four order parameters ψa
(a = 0, 1, 2, 3). Each 1-k order is a spin-density wave and ψa is the amplitude of the wave.
The four order parameters ψa form the components of a four-dimensional vector which
fully describes the long-range order at the four {1

2
1
2

1
2
} momenta.

To construct the Ginzburg-Landau free-energy, we study how ψa transforms under the
space group symmetry of the pyrochlore lattice. Based on the direct space spin configu-
rations illustrated in Fig. 4.1, we obtain how ψa transforms. Under threefold rotations
about the local [111] direction of, say, the 0th sublattice (see Eq. (A.1)), three of ψa’s are
permuted: ψ1 → ψ2, ψ2 → ψ3 and ψ3 → ψ1. Under a primitive FCC lattice translation,
r → r + x̂/2 + ŷ/2 for example, two ψa’s, in this case ψ0 and ψ3, reverse sign. All ψa’s
reverse sign under time-reversal transformation. Lastly, the point inversion about a site
on the a sublattice flips the sign of ψa while leaving the other three order parameters
intact. Since the symmetry operation is responsible for the elimination of a term of the
form ψ0ψ1ψ2ψ3 in free-energy invoked in Ref.[85], we demonstrate its consequence in de-
tail here. Considering the 1-k structure with momentum k0, the point inversion about a
site on sublattice 0 exchanges the spin configurations on adjacent kagome layers, which
have opposite directions. As a result, ψ0 → −ψ0. On the other hand, the point inversion
about a site on any other sublattice than 0 leaves the 1-k structure of k0 intact. In other
words, such a transformation leaves ψ0 unchanged. Similar arguments can be made for ka
with a = 1, 2, 3. Consequently, ψ0ψ1ψ2ψ3 is odd under point inversion symmetry and not
allowed in FGL.

We now construct the Ginzburg-Landau free-energy to quartic order. At the quadratic
order, the only invariant term is

∑3
a=0 ψ

2
a. At quartic order, there are two terms that are

invariant under the above symmetry transformations:
(∑3

a=0 ψ
2
a

)2
and

∑3
a=0 ψ

4
a. We thus

write down the Ginzburg-Landau free-energy:

FGL =
1

2
r

3∑

a=0

ψ2
a + u

(
3∑

a=0

ψ2
a

)2

+ v

3∑

a=0

ψ4
a. (4.3)
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In what follows, we make use of the following quantities:

ψ ≡ (ψ0, ψ1, ψ2, ψ3), (4.4a)

|ψ| =

√√√√
3∑

a=0

ψ2
a, (4.4b)

ψ̂ ≡ ψ

|ψ| . (4.4c)

Here, ψ is the 4-component vector order parameter and |ψ| is its magnitude. ψ̂ is a 4-
component unit vector parallel to ψ which is convenient to parametrize the behaviour of
the system below the critical temperature, Tc, in the Monte Carlo simulations discussed in
Section 4.4 below.

Eq. (4.3) is the celebrated n-vector model (n = 4) with cubic anisotropy [64] with
r = a0(T − Tc) and a0 > 0. This model, a cornerstone of the theory of critical phenomena
[64, 102], has been extensively investigated with numerous methods [103, 104, 105, 106].
In 3D, for n > nc ≈ 2.89 and u > 0 [106], the model undergoes a second-order transition
into a phase where all ψa have the same amplitude if v > 0 [64]. The universality class is
controlled by the cubic fixed point [64] with distinct critical exponents from those of the
isotropic O(n) fixed point [102, 106]. We note that the continuous nature of the phase
transition depends on the condition u > 0 1 [107]. For u > 0, v < 0, the phase transition
is a fluctuation-induced first-order transition to a state with only one nonzero ψa [64].
Therefore, we conclude that for v > 0 the magnetic order is defined by a superposition
of four ka spin states (4-k state) while for v < 0 the order is defined by a single ka
spin structure (1-k state). Both states are POSs since the spins on 1/4 of the sites remain
disordered (see Fig. 4.1). As stated above, s-MFT predicts that 1-k and 4-k have the same
FGL (i.e. v = 0). We thus identify thermal fluctuations as the microscopic mechanism for
generating v 6= 0 which then leads to a selection of 1-k vs 4-k. To expose how fluctuations
may lead at the microscopic level to a selection directly at Tc, we devise and then use an
E-TAP method [68, 66, 108].

1If u < 0, the transition is first order and terms to sixth order (or higher) should be included in the
Ginzburg-Landau free-energy to ensure stability of the ordered phase i.e. to ensure a minimum free-energy
state with finite |ψ|. [107]
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4.3 Extended TAP method

In this section, we devise the E-TAP method in the form of a series originating from
nonzero on-site fluctuations, e.g. 〈Sαi Sβi 〉 6= 〈Sαi 〉〈Sβi 〉 [68, 108]. The third term in the
series, presented in Eq. (3.24), Ω ≡ G̃′′(0)β/2, is the first correction beyond s-MFT,
arising from fluctuations [68] and reads as:

Ω = −β
4

∑

i,j

∑

αβγδ

Jαγij J
βδ
ij χ

αβ
i χγδj . (4.5)

Here, χαβi = 〈Sαi Sβi 〉 − 〈Sαi 〉〈Sβi 〉 is the on-site susceptibility. To calculate χαβi in Eq. (4.5),
we differentiate Eq. (3.36) with respect to λαi . This gives:

χαβi = −δαβ
3

(1− |λi|
2

15
) +

2

25

λαi λ
β
i

3
+ · · · , (4.6)

where · · · means higher order terms.

According to the general discussion pertaining to the Ginzburg-Landau theory pre-
sented above, we are foremost interested in the quartic terms in |λi| and λαi . As we
explained below, these are the ones that lead to a selection between 1-k and 4-k states on
which we henceforth focus. We substitute Eq. (4.6) for χαβi and χγδj in Eq. (4.5). The
following subset of terms are found to be potentially able to differentiate between 1-k and
4-k states at the quartic order:

Ω1 = −β 1

4(45)2

∑

ij

|λi|2|λj|2
∑

γδ

(Jγδij )2, (4.7)

Ω2 = −β 1

(45)2

∑

ij

∑

αγδ

Jαγij J
αδ
ij |λi|2λγjλδj , (4.8)

Ω3 = −β 1

(45)2

∑

ij

∑

αβγδ

Jαβij J
γδ
ij λ

α
i λ

γ
i λ

β
j λ

δ
j . (4.9)

To calculate these terms, we wrote a computer program which directly calculates the
sums by calculating λi for 1-k and 4-k. The Jµνij couplings are explicitly known through
the Hamiltonian of Eq. (4.1) and the Ewald summation method is used to compute the
contribution from the long-range dipolar interaction (Eq. (4.1c)). The reason these terms
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can distinguish between 1-k and 4-k is because they can not be reduced to onsite terms,
an effect that happens with the lower order terms in the expansion with respect to β, i.e.,
the first two terms in Eq. (3.24), which constitute the s-MFT free-energy.

Since χαβi is quadratic in {ψa}, Ω in Eq. (4.5) is therefore of quartic order in {ψa}. The
first order E-TAP correction, Ω, can thus, in principle, generate a finite cubic anisotropy
term in F and select 1-k or 4-k depending on the bilinear spin-spin interaction matrix Jαβij
defined through H ≡∑(i>j);α,β J

αβ
ij S

α
i S

β
j in Eq. (5.1).

We calculate Ω for the region in parameter space with (1
2

1
2

1
2
) ordering (the dark-shaded

1-k/4-k wedge in Fig. 4.4). Specifically, we compute δΩ ≡ Ω1k − Ω4k. δΩ < 0 indicates a
1-k selection and conversely for δΩ > 0, with the Ω contribution splitting the wedge into
1-k and 4-k sectors. In particular, for a dipolar Heisenberg model with JIsing = JDM =
Jpd = 0, relevant to Gd2Ti2O7 [83], E-TAP calculations predict a 4-k state selection at Tc,
as reported in this compound [19].

4.4 Monte Carlo simulations

We performed Monte Carlo simulations of three-component classical spins on the pyrochlore
lattice to check the E-TAP predictions of the 1-k versus 4-k selection mechanism in the
Hamiltonian of Eq. (4.1). We used the parallel tempering[63] method to assist with thermal
equilibration. The simulations were performed for three system sizes L = 4, 6, 8 where the
system is composed of L3 conventional cubic unit cells and each cell contains 16 lattice
sites (pyrochlore structure). Even system sizes L are required for the simulation cell to be
commensurate with (1

2
1
2

1
2
) spin density wave order. To account for the long-range dipolar

interaction, we employed the Ewald summation method [56, 109]. For each temperature
considered, about 108 spin flips per spin were attempted while maintaining an average
acceptance of approximately 50%2.

We pick, somewhat arbitrarily, two sets of interaction parameters corresponding to
the 1-k and 4-k regions in Fig. 4.4. One set is the simplest model for a spin-only 8S7/2

(L = 0, S = 7/2, J = L + S) state for Gd3+ in Gd2Ti2O7, with Jdip/J = 0.18 [83],
JIsing = JDM = Jpd = 0. We include, as in a previous Monte Carlo work [85], weak
ferromagnetic second nearest neighbours interaction (e.g. −0.02J . J2 < 0) to stabilize a
temperature range wide enough to numerically resolve (1

2
1
2

1
2
) order (see [85] and Appendix

C). In our simualtions, we measure |ψ|2 defined in Eq. (4.4c).

2In parallel tempering process, a replica swap attempted after about 103 spin flip attempts per single
spin
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JIsing

J

k = 0

k = 0

4-k
−0.15

0.15

1-k

JDM

J

1

Figure 4.4: Ordering wave vectors at T = Tc obtained from s-MFT with Jdip = 0.18. The
combined area denoted 1-k and 4-k displays (1

2
1
2

1
2
) order but 1-k and 4-k are degenerate

at the s-MFT level. The first order E-TAP correction Eq. (4.5) applied in this regime
selects either 1-k or 4-k. The k = 0 region encompass all states for which all sites are fully
ordered and each primitive 4-site tetrahedron basis has the same local spin order. The
dashed (0.15) and dotted (-0.15) contours mark the boundaries for the corresponding Jpd

values.
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In addition to the magnitude of ψ, we need to identify the orientation of ψ at T <
Tc through two additional order parameters, dik (i = 1, 4) defined below, in order to
distinguish between the 1-k and 4-k states. To do so, we consider the 4-dimensional (4D)
Euclidian space spanned by the four 1-k states. In this 4D space, on the surface of a four-
dimensional unit hyper-sphere, there are eight “1-k points” corresponding to 1-k states
(4 of them are defined in Table B.1 and 4 are the time-reversed of those), which can be
represented as:

p̂1k = (±1, 0, 0, 0) , (0,±1, 0, 0) , (0, 0,±1, 0) , (0, 0, 0,±1) . (4.10)

These points reside on the 4 axes of this 4D space.

Since the 4-k states are linear combinations of the 1-k states with coefficients ψ̂a = ±1
2

(see Appendix B.1, Eq.(B.2)), there are sixteen points corresponding to them

{p̂4k} =

(
±1

2
,±1

2
,±1

2
,±1

2

)
. (4.11)

In the simulation, we measured ψa defined in the Eq. (4.2):

ψa(τ) =
1

N

∑

i

Si(τ) · êka(ri), (4.12)

where ψa(τ) corresponds to the value of ψa at the Monte Carlo step τ and a = 0, · · · , 3.
êka(ri) is given by Eq. (B.1). Consequently, the order parameter corresponding to {1

2
1
2

1
2
}

ordering wave vectors, can be represented in the 4D space as:

|ψ(τ)|2 =
〈 3∑

a=0

ψa(τ)2
〉
τ
. (4.13)

where 〈· · · 〉τ represents a Monte Carlo average. Since we foremost care about the orienta-
tion of this vector in the 4D space which signals whether the 1-k or 4-k state is selected,
once |ψ(τ)| acquires a finite value at T < Tc, we define:

ψ̂(τ) =
1√∑3
a=0 ψ

2
a

(ψ0(τ), ψ1(τ), ψ2(τ), ψ3(τ)). (4.14)

from which we define:

d̃1k/4k(τ) ≡ |ψ̂(τ)− p̂1k/4k|, (4.15)
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At a particular temperature, at each τ instance, eight and sixteen values are obtained for
d̃1k(τ) and d̃4k(τ), respectively. The minimum value among those eight/sixteen determines
dmin

1k (τ) and dmin
4k (τ). We then define d1k/4k at temperature T as

d1k/4k =
〈
dmin

1k/4k(τ)
〉
τ
, (4.16)

which we refer to as the distance parameter at the temperature considered. The results for
|ψ|2 and d1k/4k are presented in Fig. 4.5. By construct, the thermal average of d1k (d4k) is
expected to decrease if the system enters a 1-k (4-k) state for T < Tc.

The results for two sets of interaction parameters in the 1-k and 4-k regions of Fig.
4.4 are shown in the left and right columns of Fig. 4.5, respectively. The growth of |ψ|2
at Tc/J ∼ 5.5 and Tc/J ∼ 0.15 shows that the system orders with k = (1

2
1
2

1
2
). In the left

column, the 1-k state is selected at Tc, as indicated by a minimum for d1k and a maximum
for d4k. The system orders in a 4-k state in the right column. The separation of d1k

and d4k for both cases in Fig. 4.5 accentuates as the linear dimension L of the system
increases, indicating that the selection of either 1-k or 4-k survives in the thermodynamics
limit. These results are consistent with the predictions from the E-TAP calculations at Tc.
Unfortunately, the large computational resources required for simulations with long-range
dipolar interactions prevent us from investigating the order of the phase transitions in Fig.
4.5.

The kinks in |ψ|2 and merging of d1k and d4k indicate the system enters into a distinct
phase at T/J . 4 and T/J . 0.1 in the left and right columns of Fig. 4.5. Since in a 2-k

state d1k ≡ d4k =
√

2−
√

2 ' 0.765, the results for dik suggest that the low-temperature
region may be a 2-k state. To demonstrate this, consider the four-dimensional unit vector
ψ̂. The 4-k state corresponds to ψ̂(4) = (1/2, 1/2, 1/2, 1/2) while the 1-k state has ψ̂(1) =
(1, 0, 0, 0). It is straightforward algebra to show the 2-k state, ψ̂ = (1/

√
2, 1/
√

2, 0, 0) has

d1k = d4k =
√

2−
√

2. We also measured d2k in our Monte Carlo simulations for the two
sets of parameters chosen above. The results are shown in Fig. 4.6. Upon lowering the
temperature below 4.0J (0.1J) for the point in 1-k (4-k) region of Fig. 4.4 , d2k decreases.
This effect is enhanced in larger system sizes indicating the lower temperature phase of the
models corresponding to these two sets of parameters is indeed a 2-k state. This result is
not in agreement with the low temperature phase of Gd2Ti2O7 reported in Ref. [19] (see
Fig. 4.73.

We note that the latest single-crystal neutron diffraction results [110] indicate that
the low-temperature state (T < 0.7 K) of Gd2Ti2O7 may not be the previously suggested

3Where a modified version of 4-k state is reported, in which the 1/4 of disordered spins in Fig. 4.1b
start ordering, without fully saturating as the system approaches zero temperature, while the ordered ones
start canting with respect to their initial direction.
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Figure 4.5: Monte Carlo simulations results. Top row: growth of |ψ|2. Bottom row:
value of dik as a function of T/J . Left column: Jpd = 0, Jdip/J = 0.18, J2/J = −1,
JIsing/J = 10, JDM/J = 10 (direct DM) and J3/J = 1 (a point in 1-k region). Right
column: Jpd = JDM = JIsing = 0, Jdip/J = 0.18 and J2/J = −0.02 (a point in 4-k region).
Note: The dik are nonzero in the paramagnetic phase because their value is equal to the
average distance of a random point on a 4-dimensional hypersphere from the 1-k and 4-k
points. We note that separation of d1k and d4k for both cases accentuates as the linear
dimension L of the system increases, indicating that the selection of either 1-k or 4-k
survives in the thermodynamics limit.
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Figure 4.6: Monte Carlo simulations results. Circles show growth of |ψ|. and crosses
value of d2k as a function of T/J . Left panel: Jpd = 0, Jdip/J = 0.18, J2/J = −1,
JIsing/J = 10, JDM/J = 10 (direct DM) and J3/J = 1 (a point in 1-k region). Right
panel: Jpd = JDM = JIsing = 0, Jdip/J = 0.18 and J2/J = −0.02 (a point in 4-k region).

modified 4-k structure [19]. Whether the 2-k state obtained in our simulation, is the low
temperature phase of Gd2Ti2O7, awaits further experimental efforts and more in-depth
numerical investigations.

4.5 Discussion

Having considered a general symmetry-allowed anisotropic Hamiltonian, we found that
k = (1

2
1
2

1
2
) partial order can occur over a wide range of anisotropic bilinear and long-range

dipolar interactions in pyrochlore magnets. We argued that fluctuations beyond s-MFT are
responsible for the stabilization of a 1-k or 4-k partially ordered structure. This conclusion
is based on results from E-TAP calculations where on-site fluctuations are included. We
used Monte Carlo simulations to illustrate that different values of the magnetic exchange
interactions can, as anticipated on the basis of the E-TAP calculations, lead to either 1-k
or 4-k order.

From our work, we have exposed a likely mechanism for the establishment of 4-k order
in Gd2Ti2O7 below its paramagnetic transition [19]. Further quantitative progress on
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Figure 3. Left: magnetic diffuse scattering measured on D7 as a function of temperature. Right:
fits of the T = 46 mK data to the disordered component of (a) the 1-k and (b) the 4-k structures
(see figure 2). The data have been binned to !Q = 0.1 Å!1 and fitted to equation (1), using two
near neighbour shells (n = 1, 2) and three adjustable parameters: "S0 · S1#, "S0 · S2# and S(S + 1).
Results of the fits are shown in table 1.

by 3.6 Å. The magnetic diffuse neutron scattering from the two structures must therefore be
substantially different.

The diffuse background to the D20 data (not illustrated) revealed a peak at 1.1 Å!1. This
peak is typical of pyrochlores [13] and arises from the dominant near neighbour spin correlation.
Naively one can invert the peak wavevector Qmax with the relation Rnn = 4.5/Qmax (from
equation (1), below) where Rnn is the near-neighbour distance of the disordered spins. In
the present case this suggests Rnn = 3.5 Å, much closer to the R4

nn = 3.6 Å of the 4-k
structure than to the R1

nn = 7.2 Å of the 1-k structure. To be certain that the 1.1 Å!1 peak
arises from magnetic diffuse scattering, we have isolated the purely magnetic component using
polarization analysis techniques (at the cost of poorer statistics). Data were collected on the D7
diffuse scattering spectrometer at the ILL, Grenoble, using three-directional (XY Z) neutron
polarization analysis [14] in order to separate the magnetic diffuse scattering from nuclear
coherent, nuclear spin-incoherent and background contributions. The data were collected
using an incident wavelength of 3.1 Å. The lowest temperature reached in this experiment was
46 mK, but from the magnetic Bragg scattering it is clear that there is no change in magnetic
structure between this temperature and the base temperature of the D20 experiment, 250 mK.

Figure 3 shows the D7 diffuse scattering data. They confirm the presence of the peak at
1.1 Å at all measured temperatures. To analyse the data further we use the expression for the
magnetic cross section [15]:

!
d"

d#

"

Mag
= 2

3

#r0$

2

$2
| f (Q)|2g2S(S + 1)

%

n

"S0 · Sn#
S(S + 1)

Nn
sin(Q Rn)

Q Rn
(1)

Figure 4.7: Reproduced from Ref. [19]. Black dots represent magnetic diffuse neutron
scattering data from Gd2Ti2O7 measured at T = 46 mK. The (a) red and (b) blue curves
are fits to the experimental data for 1-k and 4-k models. Based on the above results it is
concluded that the low temperature phase of Gd2Ti2O7 has a 4-k structure.
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this problem will require a better estimate of the couplings of Eq. (4.1) correponding
to the material [21, 41, 44]. From this work we conclude that the transition from the
paramagnetic state to the 4-k phase should be second order and belong to the 3D n = 4
cubic universality class, according to the Ginzburg-Landau analysis presented in Section
4.2 which indicates the 4-k state arises only in the u, v > 0 regime of the 4-vector model.
Experimental evidence [93] suggests that this transition is second order in Gd2Ti2O7 [11].
Determining the critical exponents for this system could confirm our prediction but will
be a challenge, given that the exponents for the 3D n = 4 cubic and 3D Ising, XY and
Heisenberg universality classes are proximate to one another [102, 106].

In the next chapter, we discuss the problem of the ObD selection at T = T−c in another
region of the parameter space of the Hamiltonian of Eq. (4.1) where U(1) symmetry
emerges at the s-MFT level. The U(1) symmetry is broken by a hexagonal anisotropy
introduced in the free-energy via thermal fluctuations that arise beyond s-MFT.
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Chapter 5

Emergent U(1) Symmetry Breaking
by Thermal Fluctuations − a method
exploration

Moving along the path we embarked on in Chapter 4 to explore the ObD phenomenon
at T = T−c , in this chapter, we investigate this phenomenon in a system of 3D XY spins
on the pyrochlore lattice interacting via a bilinear anisotropic spin Hamiltonian. At the
standard mean field theory (s-MFT) level, in a certain region of the parameter space
of this Hamiltonian that we shall refer to as Γ5 region for shorthand, the ordered state
possesses an accidental U(1) degeneracy. We show that fluctuations beyond s-MFT lift
this degeneracy, exposing a certain form of ObD and selecting either the ψ2 or the ψ3

states from the degenerate manifold (see Fig. 5.1 for definitions of these states). Similar
to our approach in Chapter 4, we analytically explore this selection at the microscopic
level and close to criticality, T = T−c , by elaborating upon and using the E-TAP method.
We obtain the phase diagram resulting from the ObD selection. Interestingly, the E-TAP
method predicts a weak fluctuation-induced magnetic moment in the z direction of the
local 〈111〉 coordinate system when ObD selects the ψ2 state. This induced z moment has
heretofore been missed by previous theoretical studies of XY pyrochlore magnets.

5.1 Introduction

Recently, several studies [20, 21, 30, 31, 32] have put forward compelling arguments for
ObD being responsible for the experimentally observed long-range order in the rare-earth
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pyrochlore oxide Er2Ti2O7. The key observation in those works is that the degenerate
classical ground states are related by operations of an emergent U(1) symmetry [21]. This
set of classically degenerate states form the so-called Γ5 manifold [111]. For a range of in-
teraction parameters of the most general symmetry allowed bilinear spin-spin Hamiltonian
on the pyrochlore lattice (mg-Hamiltonian), the emergent U(1) degeneracy is exact at the
s-MFT level as long as the cubic symmetry of the material remains intact. We henceforth
refer to this region of the parameter space as the Γ5 region. Based on the robustness of the
U(1) symmetry, Ref. [21] argued that essentially only fluctuations can lift the degeneracy
in Er2Ti2O7.1 In this compound, a particular long-range ordered state, the ψ2 state (see
Fig. (5.1)) [111, 112, 113, 114, 115], is selected. In continuation of previous studies and
considering the mg-Hamiltonian, Wong et al. and Yan et al. further studied the effect
of fluctuations and established a general phase diagram for this Hamiltonian at T = 0+

[31, 33]. In this chapter we have a similar goal but for the T . Tc regime.

The investigations reported in Refs. [20, 21, 30, 31] focused on identifying the mech-
anism of selection of the ground state by taking into account the harmonic quantum spin
fluctuations about a classical long-range ordered state. As pointed out in Chapter 1, apart
from the selection of the ground state by fluctuations, the problem of ObD selection at
T = T−c stands on its own and, to the best of our knowledge, has not received as much
attention. In the temperature regime near a phase transition, the harmonic approximation
often employed in theoretical discussions of ObD at T = 0+ is not physically justified since
large fluctuations typically accompany the transition [64]. From a fundamental viewpoint,
it is thus highly desirable to study the role of fluctuations beyond s-MFT using a different
method at temperatures close to the critical region. A possible route to tackle this prob-
lem is the E-TAP method as it captures corrections to the s-MFT free-energy by including
fluctuations in the form of on-site linear and nonlinear susceptibilities.

In this chapter, we explore the problem of ObD selection near criticality in a model
of XY spins on the pyrochlore lattice using E-TAP, which has been used in Chapter 4 to
investigate the partial multiple-k order in pyrochlore magnets [35]. We concentrate on the
Γ5 manifold for the T . TMF

c regime since the manifold is not only an interesting theoretical
playground according to recent investigations of ObD in the T = 0+ regime, [31, 33], it
is also of potential relevance to real materials proposed to display an ObD mechanism
[20, 21, 112]. In addition, the interesting case of distinct ObD selection at T = 0+ and
Tc has been reported in a pyrochlore system with anisotropic spin-spin coupling [34, 116].
This intriguing phenomena further motivates us to investigate a general model of XY spins

1It has been pointed out by McClarty et al. that ψ2 state can be energetically selected through van
Vleck-like mechanisms [42]. Ref. [21] argues that this mechanism is not strong enough to be at play in
Er2Ti2O7. However, this remains to be explicitly demonstrated both theoretically and experimentally
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on pyrochlore lattice. In what follows, we aim to help shed light on the broad theoretical
problem of ObD selection at T . Tc in a general model pertinent to real pyrochlore
materials [11].

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, we present the mg-
Hamiltonian and discuss its symmetries. Focusing on the Γ5 manifold with its U(1) degen-
eracy, we present a Ginzburg-Landau (GL) symmetry analysis to specify the general form
of the anisotropic terms allowed in the GL free-energy (FGL) that can lift the accidental
U(1) degeneracy. We show that the fluctuation correction terms to the standard mean
field theory (s-MFT) free-energy select either the ψ2 or the ψ3 state of the Γ5 manifold (see
Fig. 5.1 and Appendix D for definition) and induce a local mz moment to the ψ2 state.
In Section 5.3, we present the E-TAP method and calculate the phase boundary between
ψ2 and ψ3 states in the space of spin-spin coupling constants. A discussion is presented
in Section 5.4. Related to the topics discussed in this chapter, in Appendix D we present
the spin configurations of ψ2 and ψ3 states and in Appendix E, we provide the details of
diagrammatic approach used for the E-TAP calculations for the present problem.

5.2 Model

We consider the mg-Hamiltonian [44]:

Hnn = H0 +H1 (5.1a)

H0 =
∑

〈ij〉
JzzS

z
i S

z
j − J±

(
S+
i S
−
j + S−i S

+
j

)
(5.1b)

H1 =
∑

〈ij〉
J±±

(
S+
i S

+
j γij + S−i S

−
j γ
∗
ij

)

+ Jz±{Szi
(
ζijS

+
j + ζ∗ijS

−
j

)
+ i↔ j} (5.1c)

where S±i ≡ Sxi ± iSyi and Sµi with µ = z,+,− is defined in the local 〈111〉 coordinate
frame [44] attached to each of the four pyrochlore sublattices (see Fig. 5.1). Si can be
treated classically as a 3-component vector or quantum mechanically as an |S| = 1/2
operator. We note that in material-relevant contexts, Si would represent either the total
angular momentum J , or the pseudo-spin depending on the energy spectrum of the crystal
electric field in the specific material of interest [11, 20, 21, 41, 46, 117]. As we are foremost
interested in the selection of ordered phases at 0� T . Tc in this Chapter and thesis, we
shall treat Si generally classically, where |Si| = 1/2 for all i. In Eq. (5.1), Jzz, J±, J±±, Jz±
are the four symmetry-allowed independent exchange parameters, while ζij = −γ∗ij are
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a) b)

Figure 5.1: Spin configurations of the (a) non-coplanar ψ2 state and the (b) coplanar ψ3

state on a single tetrahedron. These states belong to the Γ5 manifold: a set of states with
a k = 0 wave vector and all the magnetic moments in the system lie in the xy plane of
their local [111] coordinate system pointing in the same local direction. The spin (in blue)
at each site points along (a) x axis and (b) y axis of the local [111] reference frame which
is illustrated by blue arrows for one sublattice labelled by the xyz triad. See Appendix D
for more details.
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bond dependant phases on a single tetrahedron [21, 118]. We note that the Hamiltonian in
Eq. (5.1) is related to the Hamiltonian of Eq. (4.1) by a linear transformation presented
in Appendix F.

H0 has a U(1) symmetry: it is invariant under a rotation of Si by an arbitrary angle
about the local 〈111〉 axes. On the other hand, the H1 term in Eq. (5.1a) reduces this
U(1) symmetry to a Z6 symmetry (C3[111]×Z2). In other words, instead of rotation by an
arbitrary angle, only rotations of Si by 2π

3
around the local 〈111〉 axes leave H1 invariant.

In the s-MFT treatment of a system with the Hamiltonian of Eq. (5.1), in a certain
region of the parameter space centered around a dominant J± (Γ5 region), the system orders
in a state with a k = 0 wave vector and all the magnetic moments in the system lie in the
xy plane of their local [111] coordinate system pointing in the same local direction. These
spin configurations are referred to as the Γ5 manifold [111]. As a result, mi ≡ 〈Si〉2 and
φi ≡ tan−1(my

i /m
x
i ), the azimuthal angle expressed in the local [111] coordinate system,

are independent of i the lattice site index. We henceforth drop the lattice site indices of
φ and m for these spin configurations. In the Γ5 region, the s-MFT free-energy of the
system is independent of φ [21]. Consequently, the U(1) degeneracy remains intact at the
s-MFT level. However, since H has a Z6 symmetry, we expect that in a treatment of the
problem that goes beyond s-MFT, the U(1) symmetry will be reduced to a Z6 symmetry in
the paramagnetic phase which gets spontaneously broken in the ordered phase. Below, we
present a Ginzburg-Landau (GL) symmetry analysis that allows one to predict the form
of the fluctuation corrections to s-MFT that lift this U(1) degeneracy.

5.2.1 Ginzburg-Landau (GL) symmetry analysis

We start by defining the complex variable

mxy ≡
√
m2
x +m2

y exp(iφ), (5.2)

which corresponds to the magnitude and direction of the on-site magnetization m in the
local xy plane.

For simplicity, we first consider a strictly local-xy state and assume mz = 0. The
allowed terms in the GL free-energy contain only even powers of mxy due to the time
reversal symmetry (τ). On the other hand, C3, the rotation by 2π/3 about the cubic 〈111〉
axes, forbids the existence of terms of the form mn

xy + (m∗xy)
n unless n is a multiple of

2〈· · · 〉 represent a thermal Boltzmann average
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three. The resulting anisotropy terms in the GL free-energy have the ability to lift the
accidental U(1) degeneracy of the Γ5 manifold since they introduce a dependence of the
GL free-energy on the azimuthal angle φ, the orientation of the on-site magnetization m
in the local xy plane (see Eq. (5.2)). Considering the effect of C3 and τ together, the
lowest-order symmetry-allowed U(1) degeneracy-lifting term must therefore have n = 6.
Consequently, for strictly xy order (mz = 0), the sixth order term in the GL free-energy is
the lowest order term capable of lifting the degeneracy and has the form

m6
xy + (m∗xy)

6. (5.3)

We note that the sixth order term in 3-dimensional XY universality class is dangerously 3

irrelevant which means it does not affect the critical properties of the system.[119] However,
this term plays a crucial role in the selection of a specific long-range ordered state at T . Tc.

If we now include the z component of the order parameter, mz, a U(1)-symmetry
breaking term arises at fourth order in the components of m in the GL free-energy. This
effect has been overlooked in Refs. [20, 21, 30, 31]. Again, based on the combined effect
of the C3 and τ symmetry operations, the degeneracy-lifting fourth order term in the GL
free-energy has the form

mz[m
3
xy + (m∗xy)

3]. (5.4)

Eqs. (5.3, 5.4) together, identify the general form of the first two lowest order terms in the
GL free-energy capable of lifting the degeneracy of the Γ5 manifold.

It turns out that the sixth order term (Eq. (5.3)) and the fourth order term (Eq.
(5.4)) have the same net effect in lifting the degeneracy beyond s-MFT as can be shown
by combining them into a single term in the GL free-energy. We demonstrate this by
considering, at the phenomenological level, the quadratic terms in the GL free-energy
a0(m2

x +m2
y) + a1m

2
z where a0, a1 are chosen to be different to incorporate the microscopic

anisotropic exchange in the Hamiltonian of Eq. (5.1) and to emphasize the possibility
of distinct criticality for the xy and z components of the order parameter. Taking into
account the degeneracy-lifting terms of Eqs. (5.3, 5.4), we have:

FGL = a0(m2
x +m2

y) + a1m
2
z

+g0mz(m
3
xy + (m∗xy)

3) + g1(m6
xy + (m∗xy)

6

+F (4)
GL(mxy,mz) + F (6)

GL(mxy,mz) + · · · , (5.5)

3It is dangerously irrelevant since at temperatures T < Tc this becomes relevant above a length scale
λ, which diverges as a power of the correlation length [119].
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which, can be rewritten:

FGL = a0(m2
x +m2

y) + a1(mz +
g0|mxy|3 cos(3φ)

a1

)2

−g
2
0|mxy|6

2a1

+ (2g1 −
g2

0

2a1

)|mxy|6 cos(6φ)

+F (4)
GL(mxy,mz) + F (6)

GL(mxy,mz) + · · · . (5.6)

In Eq. (5.6), |mxy| ≡
√
m2
x +m2

y. In Eqs. (5.5,5.6), F (4)
GL and F (6)

GL are fourth and sixth order
isotropic (U(1) invariant) terms that do not lift the U(1) degeneracy and · · · represents
terms that are of higher order in the components of m. We point out that Eq. (5.6) is
valid when a1 > 0 indicating no criticality for the mz component. Upon minimizing Eq.
(5.6) with respect to mz, we obtain

mz = −g0|mxy|3 cos(3φ)/a1. (5.7)

The minimum of FGL is consequently determined by the term (2g1− g2
0/2a1)|mxy|6 cos(6φ)

with either cos(6φ) = ±1, depending on the sign of f ≡ 2g1 − g2
0/2a1. This happens for

φ = nπ/3 with n = ±1,±2,±3 or φ = nπ/6 with n = ±1,±3,±5. These two sets of
angles respectively correspond to the ψ2 and the ψ3 states (see Fig. 5.1). So, when f < 0
(f > 0) the minimum free-energy state is ψ2 (ψ3). Consequently, after minimizing FGL

with respect to mz,
δFGL = f |mxy|6 cos(6φ) (5.8)

is the U(1) degeneracy-lifting term on which we focus. The boundary between ψ2 and ψ3

is thus determined by the real roots of f .

We note that the fluctuation corrections to s-MFT induces a local mz moment in Eq.
(5.7) to the minimum free-energy state which was found to be strictly ordered in the local
xy plane at the s-MFT level. Since this moment is proportional to cos(3φ), only ψ2 state
can have a finite mz. This result is also expected based on the symmetries of the ψ2 and
ψ3 states which we review below.

The symmetries of each ψi state (i = 2, 3) form a group known as the little group. The
generators of the ψ3 little group include the C2 rotation by π about one of the cubic x, y
or z axes (depending on the particular ψ3 state), the improper rotation by π/2 (S4) about
the same cubic axis, and two plane reflections, σ1 and σ2, with respect to planes spanned
by the cubic axis and one of the two tetrahedron bonds perpendicular to the cubic axis.
The generators of the little group of ψ2 states include τS4, τσ1 and τσ2 where τ is the
time-reversal symmetry operation. Finite onsite mz moments on a tetrahedron are only
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invariant under the symmetry operations of the ψ2’s little group. As a result, only the ψ2

state can possess a finite onsite mz moment, based on the above symmetry argument. The
induced moment, however, is weak just below Tc since it is proportional to |mxy|3.

At the phenomenological GL level, Eq. (5.8) is the final result demonstrating how the
U(1) degeneracy of s-MFT level is broken by introducing fluctuation in the free-energy
of the system. In this work, however, we are rather interested in understanding how the
coefficient of the symmetry-breaking cos(6φ) terms in the free-energy of Eq. (5.6), f , can
be determined at the microscopic level beyond the s-MFT.

5.3 E-TAP method and results

Our goal in Section 5.3 will be to calculate the phase boundary between the ψ2 and the
ψ3 states determined by the function f in Eq. (5.8), close to T . TMF

c using the E-TAP
method. In this calculation, for simplicity, we consider Jzz = 0 in Eq. (5.1)4. Since we
are predominantly interested in the Γ5 region where the dominant interaction is J± in Eq.
(5.1), we express the rest of the couplings in units of J± and we henceforth denote the
scaled interactions with lower case letters, e.g. j±± ≡ J±±/J±.

5.3.1 Method

In 1977, Thouless, Anderson and Palmer (TAP) [120] proposed a method to study the role
of fluctuations in spin glasses. This method is equivalent to calculating the Onsager reaction
field (see Chapter 3, Section 3.3). Here, we present an extended version of the TAP method
(E-TAP) first developed by Georges and Yedidia [68] for Ising spin-glass which includes
fluctuation corrections calculated by TAP and those beyond. To proceed, We must first
modify the E-TAP procedure of Ref. [68] to study the case of 3-component Heisenberg spins
with anisotropic exchange interactions. In the E-TAP method, nonzero on-site fluctuations
i.e. 〈Sαi Sβi 〉 6= 〈Sαi 〉〈Sβi 〉,[68] are taken into account via a high-temperature expansion (small
β) of the Gibbs free-energy:

G = − 1

β
ln

(
Tr[exp

(
− βH +

∑

i

λi · (Si −mi)
)
]

)
. (5.9)

4Considering Jzz 6= 0 contribution to cos(6φ) coefficient would require calculating higher order terms
in β (seventh and eighth order to include lowest order of Jzz) in the expansion of Eq. (5.9) where the
number of ”relevant” terms proliferates. This calculation is beyond the scope of the present work.
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Here, mi is the average magnetization at site i, mi ≡ 〈Si〉 and λi is a Lagrange multi-
plier which fixes mi to its mean-field value. The high temperature expansion introduces
fluctuations about the s-MFT solution. Defining βG(β) ≡ G̃(β), the first two terms of the
expansion in powers of β, G̃(0)/β and G̃′(0), are the entropy and energy at the s-MFT
level, respectively. The prime represents differentiation with respect to β. The higher order
terms in the β expansion of the Gibbs free-energy correspond to fluctuation corrections
to the s-MFT free-energy that generate the terms that lift the U(1) degeneracy. We aim
to calculate the higher order terms (β2 and beyond) in the β expansion of Eq. (5.9) that
ultimately contribute to the degeneracy lifting term f |mxy|6 cos(6φ) to the lowest order in
the coupling constants j±± and jz±5, which is represented by

δG = f(j±±, jz±)|mxy|6 cos(6φ) (5.10)

Here, f(j±±, jz±) = 0 determines the phase boundaries between the ψ2 and the ψ3 states
in the space of coupling-constants j±± and jz±. We now proceed to calculate f(j±±, jz±).

In the nth order in the β expansion, factors of the form jk±±j
l
z± arise where k and l are

positive integers and k + l = n. Each power of j±± and jz± contributes factors of e±2iφ

and e±iφ, respectively (see Eq. (5.1c)), to the corresponding term in the β expansion. By
a simple power counting of these factors, one can easily pinpoint the terms that contribute
to cos(6φ) (and cos(3φ) which is necessary to calculate due to its contribution to g0 and
consequently to f as can be seen in Eq. (5.6)) arising at different orders of β in the E-TAP
calculation. It is simple arithmetic to find what combinations of k and l in jk±±j

l
z± generate

cos(6φ) and cos(3φ). We then calculate g0 and g1 in Eqs. (5.5, 5.6) in terms of microscopic
couplings j±± and jz±. Using the E-TAP method, we obtain the g0(j±±, jz±), g1(j±±, jz±)
and f(j±±, jz±) to the lowest order in j±± and jz± which read as6:

g0(j±±, jz±) = a0βj±±jz± + β2(a1j
2
±±jz± + a2j

3
z±) + β3(a3j

3
±±jz± + a4j±±j

3
z±) (5.11)

and
g1(j±±, jz±) = b0β

2j3
±± + b1β

3j2
±±j

2
z± + b2β

4j±±j
4
z± + b3β

5j6
z±, (5.12)

and in consequence,

f(j±±, jz±) = c0β
2j3
±±+c1β

3j2
±±j

2
z±+c2β

4j±±j
4
z±+β5(c3j

4
±±j

2
z±+c4j

2
±±j

4
z±+c5j

6
z±). (5.13)

5We recall that J± is the dominant interaction and j±± and jz± are being treated perturbatively in
Eq. (5.1).

6We also note that E-TAP corrections of the coefficient a1 does not contribute to f(j±±, jz±) when f
is calculated to the lowest order of coupling constants j±± and jz±.
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a0 a1 a2 a3 a4

-0.593 -1.13 -0.451 -0.938 7.21

Table 5.1: Values of ai in g0(j±±, jz±) multiplied by 102.

In Eqs. (5.11, 5.12, 5.13), ai, i = 0, · · · , 4, bj, j = 0, · · · , 3 and ck, k = 0, · · · , 5
are numerical coefficients to be determined by the explicit E-TAP calculation described
in Appendix E. Considering the highest power of coupling constants j±± and jz± in Eq.
(5.13), one needs to consider the terms up to β6 in the high-temperature expansion of G.

We remark that obtaining the ai, bj and ck coefficients in Eq. (5.13) involves tremendous
amount of effort in calculating the desired terms up to β6 in the expansion of Eq. (5.9).
We presented the necessary tools to perform these calculations in Appendix E.

5.3.2 Results

In oder to obtain the numerical value of the ai, bj and ck coefficients in Eq. (5.13),
we employ a diagrammatic technique to represent the terms in the β expansion, which
constitutes the computational core of the E-TAP method. These diagrams are composed
of vertices and bonds [121]. The vertices correspond to lattice sites covered by the diagram
and a bond represents the interaction between the vertices that it connects. The details
necessary to carry out the calculations using the diagrams are presented in Appendix E.
As mentioned earlier, for simplicity, we only consider the case of jzz = 0 in this work. After
computing the ai, bj and ck coefficients using E-TAP, we find the f(j±±, jz±) polynomials
to be given by:

f(j±±, jz±) = 10−1 × [−0.47β2j3
±± + 4.18β3j2

±±j
2
z± + 1.93β4j±±j

4
z± + 2.03β5j6

z±
−0.58β5j4

±±j
2
z± + 0.33β4j3

±±j
2
z± − 4.84β5j2

±±j
4
z±], (5.14)

where we used g0 and g1 in Eqs. (5.11, 5.12), respectively, with the numerical values of
ai and bj coefficients presented in Tables 5.1, 5.2. Since f(j±±, jz±) = 0 determines
the boundaries between the ψ2 and the ψ3 states, we need to compute the roots of Eq.
(5.14). We find that Eq. (5.14) has one real root which to the lowest order in the coupling
constants reads:

j±± = p0j
2
z± + · · · (5.15)
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b0 b1 b2 b3

-0.322 2.92 1.42 1.42

Table 5.2: Values of bj in g1(j±±, jz±) multiplied by 104.

where the · · · ellipsis represent higher order terms in jz± and p0 = 9.37β which determines
the phase boundary between the ψ2 and the ψ3 states for jzz = 0 and β & βc.

The ψ2/ψ3 boundary is shown Fig. 5.2-top for β = 0.253 & βMF
c = 1/4. The boundaries

of the overall Γ5 region for jzz = 0 is also shown in this figure. In Ref.[31] it is found that at
zero-temperature, quantum fluctuations yield three distinct phase boundaries for jzz = 0
(see Fig. 5.2-Bottom). Combining our results with the ones from Ref. [31], suggests the
possibility of multiple transitions between ψ2 and ψ3 as the temperature is decreased well
below Tc (see Ref. [34] where such a phenomenon is observed). Such a scenario constitutes
an exotic variant of the ObD phenomenon, since fluctuations select distinct long-range
ordered states in different temperatures regimes (T . Tc and T = 0+).

5.4 Discussion

In this chapter, we used an extended TAP (E-TAP) method to analytically study the prob-
lem of ObD near the critical temperature, in a system of 3D XY spins on the pyrochlore
lattice with the Hamiltonian in Eq. (5.1) considering Jzz = 0. We focused on the Γ5

manifold which is U(1) degenerate at the standard mean field theory (s-MFT) level. The
fluctuations in the free-energy beyond s-MFT were organized in an expansion in powers
of β, to the lowest order in coupling constants J±±, Jz± and magnetization m. These
fluctuations introduce a hexagonal anisotropy to the free energy of the system which select
either the ψ2 or the ψ3 as the only minima of the free-energy of the system in different parts
of the Γ5 region. The phase boundary between ψ2 and ψ3 states can be obtained by finding
the real roots of a cubic equation in terms of J±±/J± and Jz±/J± (see Eq. (??)). We also
note that the fluctuation induced anisotropy in the free-energy can in general have the
form of v(φ) =

∑
n>0 fn cos[6(2n+ 1)φ] (only odd multiples of six can distinguish between

ψ2 and ψ3 states). The higher order anisotropy term, however, do not lead to qualitative
new behaviour in the phase boundaries between ψ2 and ψ3 [31].

Using E-TAP, we found that for a state strictly ordered in the local xy plane at the
s-MFT level, fluctuations can induce an out-of-xy-plane component to the on-site magneti-
zation. This fluctuation-induced local z component of the magnetization is only compatible
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Phase boundaries separating the !2 and !3 states for different values of jzz ! Jzz/J±. The solid red lines are phase
boundaries between the "5 manifold and the Palmer-Chalker (PC, or !4 state of the "7 irrep13), or the splayed ferromagnetic (SF) state, or,
within "5, between the !2 and !3 states. Within the "5 manifold, !2 is selected within the blue shaded regions. The various symbols correspond
to values of Je ! {J±, Jz±, J±± and Jzz} for pyrochlore systems previously studied.12,17,18,21 The XY antiferromagnet model of Ref. 16 is at
jzz = jz± = 0 and j±± = 2, that is, at the !2 (PC) boundary where quantum fluctuations select !2.16,17 The red circle in !2 (Jzz/J± = "0.5
panel) is for Er2Ti2O7.18 Despite uncertainties in its Je couplings, we find that Er2Ti2O7 remains deeply in the !2 region and does not cross in
either !3 or !4 (PC). The yellow squares in !2 (Jzz/J± = 0 panel) are for the model of Ref. 17 with anisotropic coupling ja ! Ja/J in their
notation. With J±±/J± = (4 " ja)/(2 + ja), their model approaches the !2 (PC) boundary as ja # 0+. The green triangle (Jzz/J± = "0.5,
Jzz/J± = 0, Jzz/J± = 0.5, Jzz/J± = 2.0, Jzz/J± = 3.0 panels) on the !3/SF boundary is for the Heisenberg pyrochlore antiferromagnet with
indirect Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions15 of varying strength studied in Ref. 21 which, coincidentally, resides on the "5/SF boundary at the
classical level (Appendix A). The orange diamond corresponds to Yb2Ti2O7.12 Because of the uncertainty in J±, Jz±, J±±, and Jzz, Yb2Ti2O7

“inhabits” the Jzz/J± = 2.0 and Jzz/J± = 3.0 panels. The green box delineates the ranges J±±/J± $ [0.6,1.5] and Jz±/J± $ ["3.8, " 2.2],
which extends well to the left of the vertical J±±/J± axis, hence the left pointing arrows. This figure illustrates that the Hamiltonian of Yb2Ti2O7

sits in the same SF phase recently reported for Yb2Sn2O7,24 far from the "5 manifold (!2 and !3) as well as the !4 (PC) state.

!2 sliver disappears rapidly for jzz ! 0. As expected, all phase
boundaries touch at jz± = j±± = 0 for arbitrary jzz. No other
phases but !2 and !3 were found stabilized by quantum
fluctuations within the "5 manifold.

It is appropriate at this point to comment on the role of
higher order anisotropic terms in #E($). While we expect
higher order corrections to #E beyond cos(6$) of the form!

n>0 g2n+1 cos{6(2n + 1)$)} [terms such as cos(12n$) do
not distinguish !2 and !3], these do not lead to qualitative
new behavior for the J±±/J± vs Jz±/J± phase diagram on
the basis of our spin-wave calculations. In particular, no
more than three !2/!3 phase boundaries are observed in
our explicit quantum spin-wave calculations, in agreement
with the heuristic arguments leading to Eq. (4). One does
note in the insets of Fig. 2 deviations of #E, for either large
Jz±/J± or J±±/J±, away from the strict power laws (%J 6

z±
and %J 3

±±) behaviors expected on the basis of the lowest
cos(6$) harmomic [i.e., Eq. (4)]. Referring to Fig. 3, the roots
of Eq. (4), #E = 0, would give for the !2/!3 phase boundaries
j±± = %µ(Jzz)j 2

z± (where µ = 1,2,3, and %µ a real number).
This form would lead to a gap between the boundaries defining
the narrow !2 sliver that would monotonously widen as jz±

increases if the cubic Eq. (4) for #E was exact. However, as
can be seen in Fig. 3 for Jzz/J± = "0.5 and Jzz/J± = 0, the
width of the sliver first grows as Jz±/J± increases, reaches a
maximum width, and then narrows as the classical boundary
"5/SF boundary given by Eq. (2) is approached from inside
the "5 region. It therefore appears that the corrections to #E
beyond cos(6$) merely lead to a slight renormalization of the
“internal” (i.e., within the "5 region) !2/!3 phase boundaries
defining the narrow !2 sliver in the Jzz/J± = 0, 0.5, and 2.0
panels of Fig. 3.

IV. THE ROLE OF LONG-RANGE DIPOLAR
INTERACTION IN Er2Ti2O7

Our knowledge of the phase diagram in Fig. 3
for anisotropic nearest-neighbor exchange Je =
{J±,J±±,Jz±,Jzz} motivates us to return to an important
material-relevant question: What is the role of the long-range
1/r3 magnetostatic dipole-dipole interaction in allowing for a
!2 ground state induced by quantum ObD in Er2Ti2O7?7,11,13

The magnetic moment of Er3+ in the local XY plane
is approximately 3 µB.7 As a result, the strength of

144402-4

Figure 5.2: Top: The figure is made by of Alexander G. R. Day. The jzz = 0 phase
diagram of the model at T . Tc. The Γ5 region corresponds to the region enclosing the ψ2

and ψ3 states taken together. The Γ5 region is circumscribed by an outer (red) parabola
j±± = 2j2

z±/3−2 and a horizontal red line at j±± = 2 obtained from the s-MFT calculation
[31]. The phase boundary between the ψ2/ψ3 states obtained from the E-TAP calculation
is represented by the black line. The phases outside of the boundaries of Γ5 region are: SF,
a splayed ferromagnet canted from [100] cubic direction and the so called ψ4 or Palmer-
Chalker state. [31]. Bottom: Reproduced from Ref. [31]. T = 0+ phase diagram obtained
by spin-wave theory. The boundaries between ψ2 and ψ3 states are clearly different from
the top phase diagram, indicating the possibility of multiple phase transitions between ψ2

and ψ3 states as the temperature decreased.
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with the ψ2 state. We expect the size of this moment to be small, since it is proportional
to |mxy|3 � 1 for T . TMF

c .

Considering the phase boundaries between ψ2 and ψ3 states obtained by E-TAP at
T . Tc along with the ones from Ref. [31], where multiple phase boundaries between ψ2

and ψ3 states at T = 0+ are found for Jzz = 0 (see Fig. 5.2-Bottom), we may expect to
find multiple phase transitions between ψ2 and ψ3 states in the Γ5 region upon decreasing
temperature from T . Tc to T ∼ 0+. This indicates that the free-energy landscape of
the system described by Eq. (5.1), in the Γ5 region, can change with temperature as
a consequence of change of the density of available states around the free-energy local
minima. As a result, the global minima of the free-energy may be different at different
temperatures. Since the E-TAP phase boundary is obtained to the lowest order in j±±
and jz±, it would need to be modified by calculating higher order terms in these couplings,
close to the phase boundaries of the Γ5 region. Consequently, the E-TAP phase boundary
in Eq. (5.15) is valid for small j±± and jz±.

The E-TAP corrections to the s-MFT free-energy could be computed for the Jzz 6= 0
case. This could constitute the topic of a future study.

In the next Chapter, we focus more directly on a material aspect of ObD at T = T−c .
Recalling the importance of the long range dipolar interaction in rare-earth pyrochlore
oxides from Chapter 2, we investigate the ObD selection at T = T−c by performing Monte
Carlo simulations using a Hamiltonian that includes Eq. (5.1) with its coupling constants
tuned to those of Er2Ti2O7’s experimentally obtained in Ref. [21], as well as the long range
dipolar interaction.
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Chapter 6

Thermal ObD in Er2Ti2O7

In Chapter 5, we saw that in a certain region of the parameter space of mg-Hamiltonian,
known as Γ5 region, a U(1) symmetry emerges at s-MFT level in the ordered phase. We
showed that fluctuations beyond s-MFT break this accidental symmetry and reduce it
to a Z6 symmetry. In order to relate our investigations in Chapter 5 to experiments
and in an effort to study the effect of long-range dipolar interaction on ObD selection at
T = T−c in the Γ5 region, we explore the critical properties of a system represented by a
Hamiltonian including long-range magnetostatic dipole-dipole interactions and Eq. (5.1)
with its coupling constants tuned to those of Er2Ti2O7’s which are known to be in Γ5

region [20, 21]. We find that the critical behaviour of this model is consistent with 3D XY
universality class. Focusing on the effect of long-range dipolar interaction, we find that the
transition temperature of this model is slightly increased in comparison with that of the
nearest-neighbour model. However the spin configuration of the long-range ordered state
remains the same as the nearest-neighbour model’s, the ψ2 state.

6.1 Introduction

In an attempt to demonstrate a definitive order-by-disorder (ObD) in real materials, which
been has proven to be exceedingly difficult, two different theoretical studies have over the
last year converged more or less simultaneously [20, 21] to argue that a quantum variant of
ObD is at work in Er2Ti2O7. The main interest in these two recent studies stems from the
fact that the proposed quantum ObD (q-ObD) leads to the selection of a unique ground
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Neutron intensity for the (2,2,0) Bragg
peak of Er2Ti2O7 plotted as a function of |q ! q(2,2,0)|. The data are
from Ruff et al. (Ref. 20). The instrumental resolution is determined
from the reflection measured under a 3 T magnetic field. The line for
|q ! q(2,2,0)| ! 0.015 Å!1 is described in the main text.

Inelastic neutron scattering data recorded in zero field
suggest the presence of magnetic soft modes,20 in agreement
with the power-law behavior of the specific heat below TN.34

At first sight this is surprising given the expected strong
crystal-field anisotropy of the Er3+ ions.21

III. EXPERIMENTAL

Er2Ti2O7 single crystals were grown by the floating zone
technique using a commercial optical furnace. Feed rods were
prepared from high-purity oxides (TiO2, 99.995% and Er2O3,
99.99%), mixed and heat treated up to 1180 "C. After sintering,
a rod was heat treated up to 1350 "C in air. Crystal growth con-
ditions were optimized under air (1 !/min) at the growth rate
of 2 mm/h coupled with a rotation rate of 30 rounds per minute.
As with most of the titanate pyrochlores, Er2Ti2O7 crystallized
rods are mostly transparent, with a slight pink color. No phases
other than the cubic one with Fd3̄m space group were detected
by x-ray powder diffraction experiments; see Fig. 3 for an
example. As-grown and postgrowth heat-treated crystals were
characterized by specific-heat measurements. No noticeable
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FIG. 3. (Color online) An example of an x-ray diffraction pattern
recorded at room temperature for an Er2Ti2O7 powder obtained after
crushing part of a crystal. The radiation used is Co K" . The line at
the bottom of the graph shows the difference between the data and
the refinement model.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Specific heat versus temperature for three
samples cut from an Er2Ti2O7 crystal prepared as indicated in the
main text. For the first sample, no subsequent treatment has been
performed, while the other two result from postgrowth heat treatments
as follows. Case 1: Heat treatment for 7 days under oxygen at 1150 "C,
followed by a slow cooling down to 400 "C. Case 2: Heat treatment
for 7 days under argon at 1150 "C, followed by a slow cooling down
to 400 "C.

differences were detected; see Fig. 4. This is in contrast to
the case of Tb2Ti2O7.38 The position of the peak provides
a measure of the critical temperature. We get TN = 1.23 (1)
K. For comparison the following values have already been
published: 1.25 K (Ref. 29) and 1.173 (2) K (Ref. 19) in
reasonable agreement.

The investigation of the macroscopic properties of the
system consisted of magnetic susceptibility experiments per-
formed with a commercial magnetometer (magnetic property
measurement system, Quantum Design, Inc.) down to 2 K,
and of heat capacity measurements. For this latter physical
property, the temperature range from 0.48 to 20 K was
investigated with a commercial calorimeter [physical prop-
erty measurement system, (PPMS), Quantum Design, Inc.]
equipped with a 3He stage using a standard thermal relaxation
method. Additional measurements between 0.11 and 2.50 K
were performed with a homemade calorimeter inserted in a
dilution refrigerator using a semiadiabatic technique.

The µSR measurements were carried out at the European
Muon Spectrometer of the ISIS facility (Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory, United Kingdom) and the Low Temperature
Facility of the Swiss Muon Source (SµS, Paul Scherrer
Institute, Switzerland). The muon beam is pulsed at the former
facility and pseudocontinuous at the latter.

The neutron scattering experiments were performed at
the Institut Laue Langevin (ILL, Grenoble) with the lifting-
counter diffractometer D23 of the CEA collaborating Research
Group (CRG).

IV. BULK MEASUREMENTS

Here we shall first discuss magnetic susceptibility measure-
ments. Then we shall present zero-field specific-heat results
and finish with the determination of the magnetic phase
diagram using specific-heat data recorded under magnetic
fields.

104424-3

Figure 6.1: Reproduced from Ref. [115]. Zero field specific heat of Er2Ti2O7 versus
temperature measured for three samples. All of them show a second order phase transition
at Tc ≈ 1.2 K.

state (so-called ψ2 state a basis state of the Γ5 manifold1, as opposed to ψ3 state; the
second basis state of the Γ5 manifold) out of the set of accidentally degenerate classic
ground states and which further corresponds to the long range ordered state observed in
Er2Ti2O7 below a critical temperature Tc ≈ 1.2 K [111, 112, 122] (see Fig. 6.1)2.

The specific mechanism leading to the observed long-range ordered state in Er2Ti2O7

had defied explanation [30, 42] since its original observation [111, 112] and the studies
reported in Refs. [20, 21] are not only of importance for the understanding ofXY pyrochlore
magnets, but are also important contributions to the field of frustrated magnetism as a
whole.

A corollary of this q-ObD proposal and thus of the spin models considered [20, 21], in
particular the model of Ref. [21], is that the experimentally observed second order phase

1 Manifold of spin configurations on the pyrochlore lattice with a k = 0 wave vector and all the magnetic
moments in the system lie in the xy plane of their local [111] coordinate system and point in the same
local direction.

2 Specific heat measurements of Er2Ti2O7 indicated a phase transition at Tc ≈ 1.2 K and neutron
scattering experiments found an ordering wave vector of k = 0 for this compound where the scattered
intensity I vanishes at Tc as I(T ) ∝ (Tc − T )2β with β ≈ 0.33, indicating a continuous phase transition to
the ψ2 state [111, 112].
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transition in the three-dimensional (3D) U(1)/XY universality class in Er2Ti2O7 at TC
has been, at last, rationalized. It was then shown by Ref. [32] through a high temperature
expansion method, that in a system with model Hamiltonian of Ref. [21], at T = T−c ,
an ObD mechanism is at play in the selection of the long-range ordered state which is
demonstrated to be the ψ2 state.

On the other hand, while the work of Ref. [20] does find compelling evidence for such
universality for the strongly anisotropic limit of the toy model they consider, their model
does not incorporate all the symmetry-allowed anisotropic interactions that Ref. [21] con-
siders.

Perhaps the most important missing piece of puzzle in all of the above investigations,
is the significantly strong long-range dipolar interactions present in Er2Ti2O7. The effect
of this strong interaction on the ObD selection at T = T−c had not been investigated prior
to the work that will be presented in this chapter.

In what follows, to continue our path in investigating the ObD mechanism in the
T = T−c regime, we establish via Monte Carlo (MC) simulations that a version of Savary et
al.’s model [21], which neglects its quantum aspect at Tc, does indeed display a transition
at TMC

c ≈ Tc to the experimentally observed ground state, even when the model is amended
to incorporate the non-negligible long-range dipole-dipole interactions.

6.2 Model and method

In Er2Ti2O7, the magnetic moment of Er3+ ions have total angular momentum of J = 15/2
and Ti4+ ions are nonmagnetic. Each of the Er3+ ions is surrounded by an oxygen-cage
(eight oxygen ions). These oxygen ions create a crystal electric field (CEF) that admixes
the angular momentum eigenstates, |J,mJ〉. Since Er3+ ion is a Kramers ion, the CEF
Hamiltonian has a doublet as its ground state that is separated from the excited states
by an energy gap that is three order of magnitude stronger than the energy scale of the
interactions between the Er3+ ions in Er2Ti2O7 [11]. As a result, Er3+ ions can be described
by an effective spin-1/2 model and a g tensor, defined in Section 2.1 in Chapter 2, that
takes into account the single ion anisotropy associated with the CEF ground state. The
Hamiltonian for Er2Ti2O7 is the same one as in Eq. (5.1). The coupling constants are taken
as the ones obtained in Ref.[21] by fitting the dispersion relation calculated by linear spin-
wave approximation, to the one measured in neutron scattering experiment in a polarized
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paramagnetic state in a strong magnetic field. The mg-Hamiltonian is given by:

Hnn =
∑

〈i,j〉
{JzzSzi Szj − J±(S+

i S
−
j + S−i S

+
j )

+J±±(γijS
+
i S

+
j + γ∗ijS

−
i S
−
j )

+Jz±[Szi (ζijS
+
j + ζ∗ijS

−
j ) + i↔ j]} (6.1)

where Sµi are pseudo-spin-1/2 components in local 〈111〉 coordinate system attached to
each basis site in the pyrochlore lattice. ζij and γij are phases that depend on the bonds
in pyrochlore lattice[44]. Based on our discussion in Section 2.1 of Chapter 2, Sµi =
(1/2gJ)

∑
ν g

µνσµi where σµi with µ = +,−, z are the Pauli matrices. Since Sµi are expressed
in local coordinate system in Eq. (6.1), the g tensor is diagonal and Eq. (6.1) can considered
in the following way: redefining Sµi ≡ (1/2gJ)σµi and the g tensor matrix elements can be
absorbed in the coupling constant as Jµνij → Jµνij g

µµgνν . In the rest of this chapter, we
choose this convention.

The couplings extracted from the experiment in Ref.[21], in units of 10−2 meV, are

J± = 6.5± 0.75, J±± = 4.2± 0.5,

Jzz = −2.5± 1.8, Jz± = −0.88± 1.5 . (6.2)

The g tensor for Er2Ti2O7 has the form of gxx = gyy = g⊥ and gzz = g‖ in local 〈111〉
coordinate systems with g⊥ = 5.97 ± 0.08 and g‖ = 2.45 ± 0.23 which are included in the
values of the couplings in Eq. (6.2) as described in the above convention. The Landé for
Er3+ ions is gJ = 6/5 [32].

Due to the large magnetic moment of Er3+ ions, long-range magnetostatic dipole-dipole
interaction is significant in Er2Ti2O7. The dipolar Hamiltonian for pseudo-spin-1/2 mo-
ments in global coordinates reads:

Hdip = D
′∑

i>j

gωαi Sωi g
γβ
j Sγj

r3
ij

(
δαβ − 3r̂αij r̂

β
ij

)
(6.3)

where D = µ0µ
2
B/4πa

3 = 0.525× 10−4meV and a = 10.1Å is the edge of the conventional
cubic unit cell in Er2Ti2O7. rij is expressed in units of a. In Eq. (6.3), for simplicity, Sωi
are expressed in the global coordinate system and gωαi are the elements of g tensor in global
coordinates. Here, the summation convention for repeated Greek superscripts is implied.∑′ indicates that we are excluding nearest-neighbour dipole-dipole interaction since the
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nearest-neighbour part of the long range dipolar interaction is already implicitly included
in Eq.(6.2) [21]. So the full Hamiltonian considered in this chapter, is given by :

H = Hnn +Hdip. (6.4)

At the standard mean field theory (s-MFT) level and as discussed in Chapter 5, the ordered
phase of the model of Eq. (6.1) has the spin configuration that belongs to the so-called Γ5

manifold with k = 0 ordering wave vector. All the spins lie in the xy plane of the local
〈111〉 coordinate systems pointing in the same local direction and the s-MFT free-energy
is independent of the local azimuthal angle [21]. Consequently, at the s-MFT level, the
system possesses an accidental U(1) degeneracy. Beyond s-MFT, thermal [32] and quantum
fluctuations [21, 31] break the continuous U(1) symmetry and reduce it to a discrete Z6

symmetry which in turn breaks in the ordered phase and the ψ2 state as opposed to ψ3

state, is selected [21] (see Fig. 5.1 and Appendix Eq. (D.1) for details regarding ψ2 and ψ3

states). The theoretical results are in agreement with experiments [111, 112, 113, 114, 115].
To confirm the thermal selection of ψ2 and to study the effect of the long-range tail of the
mangetostatic dipole-dipole interaction, we explore the critical behaviour of the system
with the model Hamiltonian of Eq. (6.4) close to this transition and the spin configuration
of its ordered phase, using classical Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. We performed the
MC simulations for classical three-component spins with unit length3 on the pyrochlore
lattice using parallel tempering technique [63] for better equilibration. Simulations were
performed for seven system sizes L = 2, · · · , 8. To account for the long-range dipolar
interaction, we employed the Ewald summation method [56]. For each temperature point,
about 108 spin flips per spin were attempted with an average acceptance of approximately
50%4. We now proceed to present the results.

6.3 Critical behaviour

The order parameter corresponding to XY -like ordering in the Γ5 manifold is defined as
follows:

ζ =

√√√√
3∑

i=1

p2
a (6.5)

3Ignoring quantum effects at T = T−
c regime and normalizing the spin length.

4In parallel tempering process, a replica swap attempted after about 103 spin flip attempts
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with

pa =
1

N

N∑

i=1

Si · êai (6.6)

where {Si} is the spin configuration obtained in the Monte Carlo simulations and êai
specifies the direction of the spin at site i in one of the three distinct ψ3 states which are
not related by time reversal symmetry (see Appendix D). We note that considering the
other basis state of Γ5, ψ2 state, instead of ψ3 state in defining the order parameter in
Eq. (6.5), would lead to the same value for ζ, since ζ is invariant under rotations about
local 〈111〉 by π/6 which transforms ψ3 to ψ2. The growth of this order parameter signals
that the system orders in the local xy planes with either a ψ2 or ψ3 ordering pattern
within the Γ5 manifold. To identify the ordering pattern, an order parameter sensitive
to the azimuthal angle in the local xy plane needs to be defined, a matter that we focus
on in Section 6.4. We also measured the order parameter susceptibility (χ) and the order
parameter Binder cumulant (B4),which are defined, respectively, as:

χ =
1

T
(〈ζ2〉 − 〈ζ〉2) (6.7)

B4 = 1− 〈ζ4〉
3〈ζ2〉2 . (6.8)

Here 〈· · · 〉 represents a Monte Carlo average. The results for 〈ζ〉, χ and B4 are presented
in Fig. 6.2, left column. We observe a clear continuous phase transition from the para-
magnetic phase to the ordered phase which manifests itself through a continuous increase
of ζ and a susceptibility whose amplitude at its peak grows with increasing the system
size. The crossings of B4 for different system sizes indicates Tc

J±
' 2.8. We recall that

our simulations were performed for classical 3-component spins with unit length. In order
to obtain the Tc in units of Kelvin, we use the relation Tc ≈ 2.8S2J± = 0.53 K. Here,
S2 = |S|2 = 1/4 which were factored out during the simulations for simplicity and need
to be considered since the Hamiltonian in Eq. (6.1) describes an effective pseudo-spin-1/2
model. The finite size scaling plots for ζ, χ and B4 are shown in Fig. 6.2, right column.
The order parameter scales according to the following function:

ζ = L−β/νf(L1/ν(T − Tc)), (6.9)

and the susceptibility scaling function is:

χ = Lγ/νg(L1/ν(T − Tc)). (6.10)
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Figure 6.2: (a) Order Parameter ζ (b)Scaling analysis of order parameter, β = 0.346 and
ν = 0.669 with the scaling function of Eq. (6.9) (c) Susceptibility χ (d) Scaling analysis
of χ with ν = 0.669 and γ = 1.316 (e) Binder cumulant B4 (f) B4 scaling analysis with
ν = 0.669. The values of critical exponents are imposed; not fitted. The error bars in all
of the above plots are about the same size as the data symbols.
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The values of the critical exponents β = 0.35, ν = 0.67 and γ = 1.32 for 3DXY universality
class [64], were imposed and led to a reasonable collapse at critical region i.e. |T−Tc|/J± ≈
5. These results show that the order parameter ζ possesses the symmetry of 3D XY model
when the long range dipolar interaction is considered, which is not surprising considering
the symmetries of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (6.4). Recalling the Z6 anisotropy present in
Eq. (6.1), we note that this anisotropy is shown to be dangerously irrelevant i.e. it does
not influence the critical behaviour of the system but plays a key role in the selection of a
specific long-range ordered state [119]5. As a result, the critical properties of ζ falls under
the universality class of 3D XY model.

We also measured the specific heat in our MC simulation. C(T ) is defined as

C(T ) =
1

NT 2
(〈H2〉 − 〈H〉2). (6.11)

Fig. 6.3-left shows the result of this measurement for different system sizes. Since Cv
has a nonzero regular part, the finite-size scaling of specific heat is somewhat difficult. Fig.
6.3-right shows the Cmax(T ) as a function of system size that is scaled as Lα/ν with the
scaling form [34] of

Cmax(T ) = C0 + C1 × Lα/ν . (6.12)

The imposed value of α is −0.007, the one expected for 3D XY universality class [64]. The
linear fit indicates reasonable agreement between the critical behaviour of the specific heat
of the model for Er2Ti2O7 and that of the 3D-XY universality class [64].

Based on the scaling behaviour of the model Hamiltonian of Eq. (6.4) proposed for
Er2Ti2O7 in our Monte Carlo studies, we may conclude that this model goes through a
phase transition which can be classified under 3D XY universality class.

6.4 Selection of ψ2 state

In this section, we investigate the type of long-range ordered state selected at T . Tc for
the model Hamiltonian of Eq. (6.4) and compare this result with the result of the selection
for the nearest-neighbour-only model Hamiltonian of Eq. (6.1). Fig. 6.4a shows the result
of measuring 〈ζ〉 in the MC simulation for Hamiltonians in Eq. (6.4) (black) and Eq. (6.1)
(green). The results indicate that the presence of the dipolar interaction increases the
transition temperature by about 3%.

5It is dangerously irrelevant since at temperatures T < Tc this becomes relevant above a length scale
Λ, which diverges as a power of the correlation length [119]
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Figure 6.3: Left: Specific heat for different system sizes Right: Scaling analysis using Eq.
(6.12) with α ≡ −0.007 (imposed; not fitted). The error bars in the above plots are about
the same size as the data symbols.

In order to identify the spin configuration of the ordered state, one needs to distinguish
between ψ2 and ψ3 states. The order parameter ζ is not capable of doing so. In consequence,
we need to define another order parameter sensitive to the local azimuthal angle. The
following order parameter possesses this property and is given by [34]:

ζ6 = ζ cos(6φ). (6.13)

Here

φ = tan−1
( √3(p1 − p2)

p1 + p2 − 2p3

)
(6.14)

is the local azimuthal angle, while pa with a = 0, 1, 2 are defined in Eq. (6.6), (p1 + p2 −
2p3)/

√
6 and (p1 − p2)/

√
2 are the local x and y components of the ζ order parameter,

respectively. Considering that ψ3 is used in Eqs. (6.5, 6.6) i.e. ζ and ζ6 are defined
with respect to the ψ3 state, having φ = nπ/6 with n = 0,±2,±4, 6 corresponds to the ψ3

states while n = ±1,±3,±5 correspond to the ψ2 states. Hence, ζ6 < 0 and ζ6 > 0 indicate
that the system orders in a ψ2 or a ψ3 state, respectively. Figs. 6.4b and 6.4c show 〈ζ6〉
result from the MC simulations including and excluding long range dipolar interaction,
respectively. At T < Tc, the system enters a ψ2 state where ζ6 < 0, with the |ζ6| increasing
as the system size, L, is increased. The results in Fig. 6.4 show that the presence of the
long-range dipolar interaction does not affect the selection, although it changes slightly
(3%) the critical temperature Tc.
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6.5 Conclusion

We investigated the effect of the long-range magnetostatic dipole-dipole interaction on
the critical behaviour and on the classical selection of the long-range ordered state of
a bilinear spin Hamiltian appropriate for the rare-earth pyrochlore oxide Er2Ti2O7. We
considered the Hamiltonian in Eq. (6.4), which includes the mg-Hamiltonian of Eq. (6.1)
as well as the long-range dipolar interaction. We used the coupling constants obtained
from the experiment in Ref. [21]. Our study shows that the critical behaviour of this
model is consistent with that of the 3D XY universality class which is also consistent with
experimental results.

Our simulations shows that the addition of the long-range tail of the dipolar interaction
to the Hamiltonian of the Eq. (6.1) does not change the ObD selection of the long-range
state i.e. the pattern of the ordered state remains ψ2. The presence of the long-range
dipolar interaction very marginally affect the transition temperature (by about 3% in
comparison with the nearest-neighbour model’s Tc). This had been implicit in Refs. [20, 21]
but had remained unchecked. It appears that the increase of Tc indicates the suppression
of the fluctuations due to the long-range dipolar interaction. However, the energy change
of the ground state, the ψ2, due to long range dipolar interaction needs to be assessed,
in order to make a meaningful comment on this matter. In addition, Oitmaa et al. in
Ref. [32] suggested that the thermodynamic properties of a system described by Eq. (6.1)
were indeed not significantly affected at Tc by the dipolar interactions. We also note that
the long range dipolar interaction renormalizes the spin-wave gap, a signature of discrete
symmetry, at T = 0+. However it does not influence the selection for spin-spin coupling
appropriate for Er2Ti2O7 [31].

Although recent investigations [20, 21, 31] support the scenario in which the ObD is
responsible for the selection of the ground state of Er2Ti2O7, it has been pointed out
by McClarty et al. that ψ2 state can be energetically selected through van Vleck-like
mechanisms. They demonstrated that an anisotropy can be generated through perturbative
inclusion of excited doublet in the low energy Hamiltonian, in powers of J/∆ where J is
nearest-neighbour exchange and ∆ is the energy gap between CEF ground doublet and
first excited doublet [42]. Ref. [21] argues that this mechanism is not strong enough to be
at play in Er2Ti2O7. However, this remains to be explicitly determined both theoretically
and experimentally.

In the next Chapter, we change gear from pyrochlore systems and consider a system of
point dipoles on the FCC lattice. We show that, at the s-MFT level, an O(3) symmetry
emerges in this system and thermal and quantum fluctuations at T = 0+ and T = T−c ,
respectively, select a [111] polarized state by breaking this symmetry.
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Chapter 7

Emergent O(3) symmetry breaking
due to fluctuations in a system of
point dipoles on FCC lattice

In this chapter, we study the order-by-disorder (ObD) phenomenon in a system of classical
3-component Heisenberg spins on the FCC lattice interacting via long-range magnetostatic
dipole-dipole interaction. At the standard mean-field theory level, the system shows an
emergent O(3) symmetry. This symmetry breaks upon considering the fluctuation effects.
It had been suggested via the results of Monte Carlo simulations [123] that the ObD
selected state at T . Tc regime is different from the the ObD selected state at T = 0+.
We investigate the ObD selection in this model at different temperature regimes using the
E-TAP method, spin-wave theory and Monte Carlo simulations. We find that the ObD
selection is the same in these two temperature regimes, contradicting a previous claim
[123].

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we study one of the simplest Hamiltonians that shows the ObD phe-
nomenon: classical Heisenberg spins on the FCC lattice interacting via magnetostatic
long-range dipole-dipole interaction. The possibility of ordering in cubic dipolar systems
has been discussed from variety of viewpoints [124]. It was demonstrated by several groups
[36] that a system of point dipoles on FCC lattice enters a ferromagnetic phase at tem-
peratures comparable to the dipolar energy scale. The candidate materials for these toy
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models, FCC rare-earth salts, are observed to support this prediction. Further theoretical
investigations [123] on FCC dipolar system shows the selection of the long-range ordered
state along [111] cubic direction, is the result of thermally induced anisotropy and fur-
thermore suggest that another transition at low temperature occurs in this system, that
changes the direction of the magnetization from [111] to [100] as the temperature decreases
(see Fig. 7.1). On the other hand, the spin wave theory study by Cohen and Keffler [124]
suggest that the ground state of the system is polarized along the [111] direction.

By employing variety of methods, we reinvestigated the results presented by Ref. [123].
Our studies show that a system of dipolar spins on the FCC lattice enters and remains in
a ferromagnetic state polarized in the [111] direction down to the lowest temperature. In
what follows, in Section 7.2, we first present the result of our s-MFT study indicating the
emergence of O(3) symmetry. In Section 7.3, we show that considering fluctuations beyond
s-MFT treatment selects a ferromagnetic state along [111] at all temperature regimes by
generating a cubic anisotropy in a 3-vector model. In Section 7.3.1, we show that zero
point fluctuations select [111] polarized state out of the O(3)-degenerate manifold of states.
In Section 7.3.2, we investigate the ObD selection at T = T−c . We show that the cubic
anisotropy generated by fluctuations at this temperature regime also selects [111] polarized
state. To confirm our findings from the spin wave theory at T = 0+ and the E-TAP at
T = T−c as well as investigating the intermediate temperatures, i.e. 0 < T < Tc, we
performed Monte Carlo simulations. The results are presented in Section 7.3.3 and indicate
that [111] polarized state is selected by ObD mechanism at all temperatures below Tc.

7.2 s-MFT and GL analysis

We considered the following Hamiltonian for dipolar spins on the FCC lattice:

HFCC = Jdip

∑

i,j

Si · Sj
r3
ij

− 3(Si · rij)(Sj · rij)
r5
ij

. (7.1)

where rij is the position vector connecting sites i and j in the FCC lattice and we consider
Jdip = 1. By employing the Ewald summation technique to account for the long-range
dipolar interaction, we solved the s-MFT self-consistent equation

mi = − hi|hi|
[coth(β|hi|)−

1

β|hi|
] (7.2)

where
hµi =

∑

j,ν

J µν
ij m

ν
j . (7.3)
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tion temperature such that pp /kT, =2.316+0.015 (p is
the number of dipoles, carrying a moment p, per unit
volume). This is roughly half of the experimentally deter-
mined temperature in cases where the exchange interac-
tion can be neglected. The discrepancy is most probably
caused by the fact that as soon as the intrinsic susceptibil-
ity is large, the extrinsic susceptibility g„, is hardly dis-
tinguishable from its limiting value 3/4m=0. 2387. We
find that 4~y(2T, ) =25, and hence y,„,(2T, ) =0.215,
which is indeed very close to 3/4m.
We have analyzed the critical exponents characterizing

this transition. The important point to notice is that,
contrary to the short-range Heisenberg model, the specific
heat seems to diverge at T„as C,—(T—T, ) . From
the Fig. 1 inset, one indeed sees that (C,—Co)' (T—T, )
vs N'~ ( T—T, ) collapses to an N-independent curve. '
Assuming that the hyperscaling relation 3v=2—u holds
for dipolar interaction, we observe a reasonable collapse
of the data (that is, each curve falls within the error bars
of the others) for v=0. 64+0.04 and a =0.09+0.12.
Thus our numerical study does not allow us to distin-

guish between a true divergence of the specific heat(a) 0) and a very steep singularity (a= —0.02). These
values should be compared with the e renormalization
group result, which predicts a substantially weaker
singularity: vR&=0. 69 and aR&= —0. 13, and with the
experiments on EuO" (where dipolar effects are thought
to be important), a,„„=—0.04+0.03. However, it should
be noted that in the presence of both short-range ex-
change and dipolar fields, one expects, in general, a cross-
over between the two fixed points; the "dipolar" ex-
ponents only hold sufriciently close to T, .
The analysis of the divergence of the susceptibility
[y-(T—T, ) ~], on the other hand, leads to y=1.45
+0.15, which is compatible with the results of Bruce and
Aharony (yR&=1.37). the values of the other critical
exponents can be obtained using standard relations; for
example, the magnetization is found to grow, in the low-
temperature phase, as M ( T) -pp( T,—T)
We have also studied the quantity u ( T,N) = 1—(M ) /3(M ), which is zero in the high-temperature

phase and 2/3 in the low-temperature phase (for infinite
samples). Following Binder' this allows us to extract the
critical temperature and the exponent v, which are com-
patible with the values cited above. We also obtain
u(T, )-0.64, which shows that the critical probability
distribution is extremely peaked.
In the low-temperature phase, we have studied the his-

togram of the magnetization per particle m. We observe
that the modulus of rn is strongly peaked around its aver-
age value mo,' we shall thus neglect these Auctuations in
the following. The angular histogram is markedly aniso-
tropic, and shows peaks in the [100] and [111]directions.
Following the usual notations in magnetism (see, e.g.,
Ref. 12), we represent this histogram as

P(m)=Z '5(m —mo) exp —[F(m )/T]
(with m =m/m) and parametrize F(m ) as

F(m)=Ki(T)(m m +m„m, +m, my)
+K&(T)m„m~ m, ,

0.20
Lj

0, 1

X X x X
x

0 Q I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

—0 0. 1 0.2
T

FIG. 2. Plot of the anisotropy constants K&(T), K, (T) vs
temperature. Note that (a) I( z( T)/9 is appreciably smaller than
E

& ( T) and (b) K & ( T) and E&( T) seem to vanish simultaneously
at T„, although we see no reason why this should be rigorously
true. The solid line represents the evolution of E

& ( T)
+If (T)/9.

where Ki(T), Kz(T) are the temperature-dependent an-
isotropy constants, as shown in Fig. 2. Note that both
K i ( T) and Kz ( T) change sign around a temperature T„
such that pp, /kT„=3. 3. For T (T„,K, +K&/9 is posi-
tive, indicating that the direction [100] is favored. The
analysis of Eq. (1) reveals that for Kz(T)%0, a first-order
transition between a [100] phase and a [111]phase takes
place when K& =—Ez/9. The transition becomes second
order when Kz(T„)~0. As shown in Fig. 2, Kz(T„) is
rather small, but has no reason to be strictly zero, so we
probably observe a weak first-order transition. ' A simi-
lar first-order reorientation transition was studied experi-
mentally in Ref. 14; it should also be mentioned that the
Ki(T) of Co and Ni behave very similarly. ' Let us note
that in the case of classical dipoles, the energy of the fer-
romagnetic ground state (i.e., the T=O situation) does
not depend on the direction of magnetization for lattices
with cubic symmetry; the anisotropy is thus of entropic
origin and is related, at low temperatures, to the depen-
dence of the spin-wave spectrum on the magnetization
direction.
The transverse susceptibility y, (T) in the ferromagnet-

ic phase is proportional to 1/K, around the [100] direc-
tion to 1/(K, +K&/3) around the [111] direction. "
Note that the obtained magnet is quite "soft" (4m', is of
order 500).
Finally, we have tested the robustness of the ferromag-

netic transition against distortions of the periodicity of
the lattice. Each particle is displaced from its nominal
position by a random amount, uniformly chosen between
0 and Aa, where a is the size of the cell. We find that the

Figure 7.1: Reproduced from Ref. [123]. The anisotropy constants K1(T ) (squares) and
K2(T )/9 (crosses) are plotted. K1 and K2 are the coefficients of the anisotropic fourth
and sixth order terms in the free-energy allowed by cubic symmetry and are given by:
Faniso(M̂) = K1(T )

∑
a,b;a6=bm

2
am

2
b + K2(T )m2

0m
2
1m

2
2 where M̂ and ma with a = 0, 1, 2 are

defined in Eqs. (7.10, 7.11), respectively. Faniso([100]) = 0 and Faniso([111]) = K1(T )/3 +
K2(T )/27. The solid line shows the value of K1(T ) + K2(T )/9. For 0.3 < T < 0.4,
Faniso([111]) < 0 and as a result [111] polarization direction is the lower free energy state.
However, for T < 0.3, the low energy state has polarization along [100] direction since
Faniso([111]) > 0.
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We found the system orders ferromagnetically at TMF
c /Jdip ≈ 5.5 and the free-energy of

the system is independent of the polarization direction. This indicates the emergence of
an O(3) symmetry at the s-MFT level in the ordered phase. Since the Hamiltonian of the
system possesses a cubic symmetry, we expect the O(3) emergent symmetry to be broken
by introducing fluctuations beyond s-MFT in the free-energy of the system. To investigate
the possible outcomes of this symmetry breaking, we consider the Ginzburg-Landau (GL)
free-energy for a system of classical 3-component Heisenberg spins on a lattice with cubic
symmetry (FCC lattice in our case), given by [125] :

FGL = r
2∑

a=0

m2
a + u

( 2∑

a=0

m2
a

)2

+ v

2∑

a=0

m4
a (7.4)

where

ma =
1

N

N∑

i=1

〈Si · êa〉 (7.5)

and êa a = 0, 1, 2 are three cubic orthogonal Cartesian directions. Eq. (7.4) is the well-
known n-vector model with n = 3 in this case. The details regarding different scenarios
that may occur in different cases corresponding to various signs of u and v, were discussed
in Chapter 4, Section 4.2. Expansion of the s-MFT free-energy (see Eq. (3.6)) up to quartic
order shows that in this problem, the u > 0 and v = 0, at the s-MFT level. Consequently,
we expect that the fluctuations generate cubic anisotropy with a v 6= 0 value that breaks
the emergent O(3) symmetry. If v > 0 in Eq. (7.4), the state polarized in the [111]
direction will be selected by thermal fluctuations at T . Tc. On the other hand, if v < 0,
thermal fluctuations select the [100] polarized state at T = T−c . Away from criticality i.e.
away from T = T−c regime, based on the cubic symmetry of the system, we also expect a
cubic anisotropy to lift the accidental O(3) degeneracy.

To expose the effect of thermal and quantum fluctuations in breaking the O(3) symme-
try in T = 0+ regime, we use the spin wave theory. We then employ the E-TAP method
and the Monte Carlo simulations to investigate the effect of thermal fluctuations at T = T−c
and 0+ ≤ T ≤ T−c , respectively.
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7.3 The effect of fluctuations

7.3.1 Spin wave calculations

We use spin-wave theory to calculate the effect of fluctuations on the selection of the long-
range ordered state among the O(3) classically degenerate states at the s-MFT level in the
T = 0+ regime. As stated in Chapter 3, Section 3.4, we consider the polarization direction
to be the z axis. To perform the spin wave calculations, one needs to find the Fourier
transform of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (7.1) in a coordinate system where the z axis is the
polarization direction. To do so, we first use the Ewald summation method in reciprocal
space presented in Ref. [56] to find J µν

g (k), the Fourier transform of J µν
ij which is the the

bilinear spin-spin coupling matrix defined through the Hamiltonian of Eq. (7.1). We next
find J µν(k) =

∑
αR

µαJ αν
g (k) where

R ≡



− cos(θ) cos(φ) − cos(θ) sin(φ) sin(θ)

sin(φ) − cos(φ) 0
sin(θ) cos(φ) sin(θ) sin(φ) cos(θ)


 . (7.6)

J µν(k) is Fourier transform of the coupling matrix in the coordinate system with polariza-
tion direction defined by θ and φ, the polar and azimuthal angles of the desired polarization
direction, respectively. Considering Eq. (3.42) in Chapter 3, the dispersion relation then
reads

ω2(k)

S2
= −

(
J xy(k)

)2

+
(
J zz(0)

)2

− J zz(0)
(
J xx(k) + J yy(k)

)
+ J xx(k)J yy(k) (7.7)

The free-energy corrections due to spin-wave theory for a given polarization direction
specified by θ and φ is given by [126]

Fmagnon =
∑

k

kBT ln[sinh
(~ω(k)

2kBT

)
], (7.8)

where the
∑

k is performed over the first Brillouin zone. Eq. (7.8) can consider thermal and
quantum fluctuations at T = 0+ and T = 0 respectively. Contour plot in Fig. 7.2, shows the
value of Fmagnon in the limit T → 0, the zero point energy E0 =

∑
k ~ω(k)/2, for different

polarization direction in terms of polar and azimuthal angles, θ and φ, respectively. The
minimum occurs at the angles corresponding to [111] directions indicating the classical O(3)
degeneracy is lifted as a result and the [111] polarized state is selected at T = 0. The result
of the O(3) symmetry breaking is the same at ~→ 0 limit i.e. Fmagnon =

∑
k kBT ln(~ω(k))

has its minimum at θ and φ corresponding to [111] directions.
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Figure 7.2: Contour plot of zero point energy, E0, for different polarization directions.
As it can be seen in the figure, the minima occurs at the angles corresponding to [111]
polarization directions. As a result, spin wave calculations shows that [111] is the state
selected by ObD mechanism at T = 0.
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We note that our spin wave calculation result, i.e. the selection of [111] polarized state
by thermal and quantum fluctuations in T = 0+ regime contradicts the result presented in
Ref. [123] suggesting a [100] polarization direction in T < 3Tc/4 regime (see Fig. 7.1).

7.3.2 E-TAP

To analytically account for the fluctuation corrections to s-MFT free-energy at T . Tc,
we employ the E-TAP method. Based on our GL theory analysis, we expect the O(3)
symmetry to break by a cubic anisotropy at the quartic order in the GL free-energy at
T = T−c . According to our E-TAP calculations in Chapter 4, Section 4.3, the lowest order
E-TAP term that generates the quartic order cubic anisotropy is given by

Ω = −β
4

∑

i,j

∑

αβγδ

Jαγij J
βδ
ij χ

αβ
i χγδj . (7.9)

Here, χαβi = 〈Sαi Sβi 〉 − 〈Sαi 〉〈Sβi 〉 is the on-site susceptibility. We recall that χαβi can be
calculated at T = T−c in terms of mµ

i = 〈Sµi 〉 by using Eqs. (3.33, 3.36) from Section 3.3.
Accordingly, we evaluate Ω(θ, φ) for different polarization directions. The O(3) degeneracy
is lifted upon considering the contribution of Ω to s-MFT free-energy. Fig. 7.3 shows the
outcome of calculating Ω for different polarization directions. Considering the minima in
the contour plot of this figure, the states with the lowest free-energy are the ones with
polarization along 〈111〉 directions indicating the ObD selection at T . Tc.

7.3.3 Monte Carlo simulations

To complement our results obtained with spin wave theory and the E-TAP method and
to investigate the intermediate temperature regime i.e. 0+ < T < Tc, we performed
Monte Carlo simulations. We used Metropolis and heat bath algorithms in our simulations
along with parallel tempering swaps. We performed our simulations for three system sizes
L = 4, 8, 12 where L is the linear dimension of the system. For each system sizes about 108

spin flips per spin were attempted with an acceptance rate of about 50% for the Metropolis
algorithm. Replica swaps were tried after every 103 spin slip attempts. To account for long
range dipolar interaction, we employed the Ewald summation technique [56].

We aimed to study how fluctuations break the emergent O(3) symmetry in the 3-vector
model. Since the situation in this problem is similar to the one for 4-vector model presented
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in Chapter 4, we utilized the same concepts in defining the necessary order parameters for
this problem. First, we define M the order parameter that indicates ferromagnetic order:

M ≡
〈
√√√√

2∑

a=0

m2
a

〉
(7.10)

where

ma =
1

N

N∑

i=1

Si · êa. (7.11)

Here, êa with a = 0, 1, 2 are three cubic orthogonal directions and 〈· · · 〉 represent Monte
Carlo average. As the system enters the ordered phase, the M order parameter grows
indicating the system orders ferromagnetically. However, the polarization of the ordered
phase can not be determined by M . As a result, we need to define the distance parameters
similar to d1k and d4k in Chapter 4 to identify the polarization of the ordered state. Guided
by our spin wave and E-TAP calculations and to resolve the contradiction with the result
of Ref. [123] on the polarization of the ordered phase at T < 0.75Tc, we define the distance
parameters d100 and d111 below. Considering the unit sphere in 3D, there are six ”[100]
points” corresponding to [100] polarization direction including (±1; 0; 0), (0;±1; 0) and
(0; 0;±1). Similarly, there are eight ”[111] points” on the 2-sphere. Given a certain spin
configuration obtained in our Monte Carlo simulation, we calculate M̂ ≡ (m0,m1,m2)/M
where M and ma with a = 0, 1, 2 are defined in Eqs. (7.10, 7.11), respectively. The d100

and d111 are then defined as the minimum Euclidean distance between point M̂ and all of
the [100] and [111] points, respectively. The thermal average of d100(d111) is expected to
decrease if the system orders in a state polarized along [100]([111]) direction. The details
regarding calculation of these thermal average are presented in Chapter 4 for d1k and d4k

which is applicable to the case of d100 and d111.

The results of the simulations using Metropolis algorithm are presented in Fig. 7.4. The
growth of M indicates the system enters a ferromagnetically ordered states. The decrease
of d111 and increase of d100 which are enhanced as the system size increases, indicate the
system polarizes along [111] direction. At low temperatures T/Jdip ≤ 0.1, however, it
seems that the d111 and d100 are about to cross. This effect seems to strengthen as the
system size is increased. To make sure, this effect is not an artifact of non-ergodicity at
low temperatures1, we repeat the simulations using the heat bath algorithm (see Section
3.2 in Chapter 3). We also utilize the parallel tempering method here where a replica swap

1At low temperatures single spin update are less likely to be accepted, due to energy barriers between
different microstates of the system. As a result, equilibrium is harder to reach.
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Figure 7.4: Metropolis algorithm results: Here, Jdip is the strength of the dipolar inter-
action. M , d100 and d111 are shown for L = 4, 8, 12. The paramagnetic value of d100 and
d111 correspond to minimum distance of a random point on 2-sphere from [100] points and
[111] points, respectively.
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is attempted in every 103 single spin update attempt. The results are shown in Fig. 7.5.
The crossings between d100 and d111 observed in Metropolis simulations, do not appear in
the heat bath ones, indicating previous poor equilibration. In order to make sure that the
system, is not trapped in a local minimum of free-energy, we performed simulations with
different initial conditions2. However, the outcome did not change. The d100 increased
as d111 decreased, indicating the system orders ferromagnetically and is polarized in [111]
direction. This effect is also enhanced as the system size increased.

Performing both Metropolis and heat bath simulations, we observe no transition to a
state polarized along [100] at T < 0.75Tc as suggested in Ref. [123]. The system enters
and stays in [111] polarized state at all temperature below Tc.

7.4 Conclusion and future Work

In our investigations regarding the problem of ObD selection in the FCC dipolar system,
we find that the O(3) symmetry observed in s-MFT treatment is broken by fluctuations
which select a ferromagnetic state polarized along one of the [111] cubic directions. The
system remains polarized in this direction down to low temperatures. Our current result
is in contradiction with the results of Ref. [123] where they find a second transition to a
ferromagnetic state polarized along [100] direction. Our results are supported by both spin
wave theory, Monte Carlo simulations and E-TAP calculations.

To further investigate the potential pitfalls of this problem and to make sure there is no
intermediate [100] polarized phase, one needs to utilize other types of updates (e.g. cluster
updates). This establishes a plan for future continuation of this problem.

2Either all replicas were polarized in the same direction or all of them were random
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Figure 7.5: Heat bath algorithm : Jdip is the dipolar interaction strength. M , d100 and
d111 are shown for L = 4, 8, 12. The simulations started from a) random states and b) a
[100] polarized states for all replicas. The paramagnetic value of d100 and d111 correspond
to minimum distance of a random point on 2-sphere from [100] points and [111] points,
respectively. 89



Chapter 8

Conclusion

In this thesis, we explored the phenomenon of order-by-disorder (ObD). This phenomenon
had been mostly studied as a selection mechanism of the ground state of a system, out of
a manifold of classically degenerate states. In this thesis, we looked at this phenomenon
from a different perspective. We showed how fluctuations, close to a phase transition,
can determine a long range ordered state. We considered a situation where degenerate soft
modes of a system at criticality are related to each other by operation of an exact accidental
symmetry at the standard mean-field theory (s-MFT) level. In such cases, fluctuations are
capable of breaking this symmetry and can select a particular long-range ordered state.
To study the physics beyond mean field approximation in T = T−c regime, in this thesis,
we employed Monte Carlo simulations as well as the E-TAP method. The E-TAP is an
extended version of a method originally proposed by Thouless,Anderson and Palmer (TAP)
to study fluctuations in spin glasses. The TAP method was then reformulated by Plefka
and expanded upon by Geroges and Yadidia for Ising model. In this thesis, we derived the
Heisenberg model equivalent of the expansion of Georges and Yadidia. We used E-TAP to
analytically specify the role of fluctuations at temperature regimes close to criticality. This
is a high temperature expansion method that calculates fluctuations about a mean field
theory solution. Beside E-TAP and Monte Carlo simulation, we used spin wave theory to
investigate fluctuation effects at T = 0+ temperatures.

We considered frustrated spins systems on pyrochlore and FCC lattices. In the former
group, the spins interact via a rather complicated Hamiltonian that could include the most
general nearest-neighbour symmetry allowed bilinear interactions (mg-Hamiltonian), long-
range magneostatic dipole-dipole interactions and second and/or third nearest-neighbour
exchange interactions. While in the latter group, the Hamiltonian only consists of long-
range magnetostatic dipole-dipole interactions. These two model Hamiltonians correspond
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to two classes of magnetic materials, insulating rare-earth pyrochlore oxides and rare-earth
FCC salts, respectively.

Our studies on pyrochlore systems were motivated by the recent experimental and theo-
retical works on Gd2Ti2O7 and Er2Ti2O7. In Chapter 4, we showed that a partially ordered
state (POS) can occur in a pyrochlore system. At the s-MFT level, in a certain region of the
parameter space of the mg-Hamiltonian amended to include long range dipolar interaction
and/or second and/or third nearest-neighbours exchange interactions, an accidental O(4)
symmetry emerged. This symmetry generates a degeneracy between two types of POS, 1-k
and 4-k states. We demonstrated that fluctuations break this symmetry by introducing a
cubic anisotropy in a 4-vector model. Consequently, the degeneracy between POS’s were
lifted and according to microscopic details either 1-k or 4-k states were selected. We used
Monte Carlo simulations and E-TAP method to study fluctuations. Our results address the
long standing problem of the 4-k spin configuration of the intermediate phase of Gd2Ti2O7.
However, the low temperature spin configuration of this compound still remains an enigma.
Our results suggest a 2-k state as a possible candidate for Gd2Ti2O7’s low temperature
phase which contradicts the existing result. However, further experiments are required to
address this issue. Based on our Ginzburg-Landau analysis, we predicted that the critical
behaviour of Gd2Ti2O7 should be classified under the 3D n = 4 cubic universality class.
Performing new experiments and conducting new numerical studies (i.e.Monte Carlo sim-
ulations) seem to be a daunting task to confirm this prediction. On the experimental side,
the difficulty occurs since the value of critical exponents of 3D n = 4 cubic universality
class is very close to the ones that belong to other 3D universality classes. An obstacle in
conducting Monte Carlo studies in these systems stems from the presence of the long-range
dipolar interaction which creates limitation for simulating larger system sizes, necessary to
study criticality. We note that in the case of 1-k selection where one expects a fluctuation
induced first order transition from paramagnetic phase to 1-k state, the same problem
exists. However, one can avoid the problem by using second and third nearest-neighbours
interactions instead of long-range dipolar one. This can be the topic for a future research
project.

In Chapter 5, we studied the mg-Hamiltonian in a certain region of its parameter space
known as Γ5 region. At the s-MFT level, U(1) symmetry emerges in this region. For a
specific part of the Γ5 region (where the coupling Jzz = 0), we showed that fluctuations
introduce a hexagonal anisotropy and break the U(1) symmetry, by using E-TAP method
up to order β6. We obtained the phase diagram resulting from the ObD selection in this
part of the parameter space. Our study in this chapter was focused on developing the E-
TAP method to calculate the hexagonal anisotropy by means of a diagrammatic approach.
This project is in its early stage of development in the context of frustrated systems.
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The results obtained in this chapter needs to be benchmarked by performing Monte Carlo
simulations which does not seem too demanding in terms of computational resources.
Since we performed our E-TAP calculations for a Jzz = 0 part of the Γ5 region, a possible
extension of the project could be to obtain the E-TAP corrections for Jzz 6= 0 region.
This is a demanding project in terms of analytical complications involved in calculating
different terms in E-TAP expansion. However, it is not impossible to do and the efforts
puts into this direction can also be steered towards developing a computer program capable
of calculating different terms in E-TAP expansion.

In continuation of our investigation in Chapter 5, on ObD generated hexagonal anisotropy
in lifting the accidental U(1) degeneracy, in Chapter 6, we focused on mg-Hamiltonian with
its parameters tuned to a specific point in the Γ5 region. This model is obtained using ex-
perimental data to describe rare-earth pyrochlore oxide Er2Ti2O7. Due to the importance
of long-range dipolar interaction in this group of materials, we studied a model including
this interaction as well as the mg-Hamiltonian corresponding to Er2Ti2O7. Using Monte
Carl simulations, we demonstrated that this model goes through a continuous phase transi-
tion from paramagnetic phase to a long-range ordered phase, which can be classified under
3D XY universality class. The ObD mechanism selects the long-range ordered phase, the
so called ψ2 state, which is the same with and without the presence of the long-range
dipolar interaction. However, the transition temperature to ψ2 increases when the long-
range dipolar interaction is considered. This remains to be confirmed by studying how the
long-range dipolar interaction affects the energy of the ψ2 state.

In Chapter 7, we changed gear from pyrochlore structure to FCC lattice. We consid-
ered a system of point dipoles on FCC lattice sites interacting via the long-range dipolar
interaction. This is one the simplest models that exhibit the ObD phenomenon. The
materials described by this model are the rare-earth FCC salts. These material order fer-
romagnetically at low temperatures and so does the system of FCC point dipoles on FCC
lattice. At the s-MFT level, an O(3) symmetry emerges. Employing the E-TAP method,
spin wave theory and Monte Carlo simulations, we studied the effect of fluctuations in this
system. We found that fluctuations break the accidental O(3) symmetry by generating a
cubic anisotropy in a 3-vector model and select a state polarized along [111] cubic direction
down to low temperatures. However, the selected direction is a matter of debate at the
moment. Early Monte Carlo studies by Bouchaud and Zérah, suggest that the polarization
direction changes from [111] to [100] at low temperatures. Our results do not support their
conclusion. To further confirm this issue, Monte Carlo simulation with advanced updating
techniques can be helpful. The investigations presented in this chapter may also be con-
sidered as the primary step before studying a Hamiltonian including single site anisotropy
which represents a system of nanoparticles on FCC lattice
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At the end, we hope that our investigation on ObD problem at criticality open a new
avenue in the study of the effect of fluctuations in frustrated systems. From a broader
methodological perspective, our E-TAP method for spin models with anisotropic inter-
actions could be applied to other magnetically frustrated systems where the question of
selection of the long-range order at Tc is of interest. This is useful in particular, if the
low-temperature state is separated by a phase transition from the state selected at Tc. In
such a case, an understanding of the ground state at T = 0+ can not be leveraged to explain
the situation at Tc. In addition, the E-TAP analytical description of fluctuations at the
microscopic level may help shed light on the role of individual symmetry-allowed interac-
tions in an ObD selection near critical temperature. As another methodological extension,
the E-TAP method can be modified to include quantum mechanical effects which broadens
the reach of this method in studying phenomena that may occur close to criticality.
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Appendix A

Pyrochlore Lattice

The pyrochlore lattice is a non-Bravais lattice with a tetrahedral basis on the sites of a
FCC lattice. In this thesis we choose the following conventions. Ri ≡ ri − rα are the
FCC lattice position vectors and ri are pyrochlore lattice position vectors. The vector rα

specifies the bases’ positions in the pyrochlore lattice and are given by:

r0 = (0, 0, 0) (A.1a)

r1 = (
1√
2
,

1√
2
, 0) (A.1b)

r2 = (
1√
2
, 0,

1√
2

) (A.1c)

r3 = (0,
1√
2
,

1√
2

). (A.1d)

The above coordinates are expressed in units of rnn, the nearest-neighbor distance in py-
rochlore structure.

The local coordinate system on each sublattice are defined below:

xlocal
0 =

1√
6

(−1,−1, 2) (A.2a)

ylocal
0 =

1√
2

(1,−1, 0) (A.2b)

zlocal
0 =

1√
3

(1, 1, 1) (A.2c)
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xlocal
1 =

1√
6

(1, 1, 2) (A.3a)

ylocal
1 =

1√
2

(−1, 1, 0) (A.3b)

zlocal
1 =

1√
3

(−1,−1, 1) (A.3c)

xlocal
2 =

1√
6

(1,−1,−2) (A.4a)

ylocal
2 =

1√
2

(−1,−1, 0) (A.4b)

zlocal
2 =

1√
3

(−1, 1,−1) (A.4c)

xlocal
3 =

1√
6

(−1, 1,−2) (A.5a)

ylocal
3 =

1√
2

(1, 1, 0) (A.5b)

zlocal
3 =

1√
3

(1,−1,−1) (A.5c)
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Appendix B

Partially Ordered State in s-MFT

In this appendix we show that, at the standard mean field theory (s-MFT) level, the 1-
k and 4-k states, introduced in Chapter 4, have the same free energy with and without
considering the effect of the crystal electric field in the pyrochlore lattice.

B.1 Defining primary tools

We begin by defining the orientation of the moments, êαka , on a typical tetrahedron that
makes up a 1-k state. Here, α = 0, · · · , 3 corresponds to one of the four bases (sublattices)
of the pyrochlore structure (see Eq. (A.1)) and ka refers to ordering wave vector of the
corresponding 1-k state. êαka ’s are given in Table B.1 and are expressed in global Cartesian
coordinates.

ka sublattice 0 sublattice 1 sublattice 2 sublattice 3
k0 = (1

2
, 1

2
, 1

2
) ê0

k0
= (0, 0, 0) ê1

k0
= (−1√

2
, 1√

2
, 0) ê2

k0
= ( 1√

2
, 0, −1√

2
) ê3

k0
= (0, −1√

2
, 1√

2
)

k1 = (−1
2
,−1

2
, 1

2
) ê0

k1
= ( 1√

2
, −1√

2
, 0) ê1

k1
= (0, 0, 0) ê2

k1
= (0, 1√

2
, 1√

2
) ê3

k1
= (−1√

2
, 0, −1√

2
)

k2 = (−1
2
, 1

2
,−1

2
) ê0

k
= (−1√

2
, 0, 1√

2
) ê1

k
= (0, −1√

2
, −1√

2
) ê2

k
= (0, 0, 0) ê3

k
= ( 1√

2
, 1√

2
, 0)

k3 = (1
2
,−1

2
,−1

2
) ê0

k3
= (0, 1√

2
, −1√

2
) ê1

k3
= ( 1√

2
, 0, 1√

2
) ê2

k3
= (−1√

2
, −1√

2
, 0) ê3

k3
= (0, 0, 0)

Table B.1: Spin configurations of a single tetrahedron in 1-k states
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The orientation of the rest of the moments in a 1-k state can be obtained from a single
tetrahedron configuration using the following equation:

êka(ri) = êαka cos(ka ·Ri) (B.1)

where Ri ≡ ri− rα are the FCC lattice position vectors, ri are pyrochlore lattice position
vectors. The vector rα are defined in Appendix A. The spin orientations corresponding to
the 4-k states can be expressed in terms of linear combinations of the four 1-k states:

ê4k(ri) ≡
3∑

a=0

ψ̂aêka(ri). (B.2)

Here ψ̂a = ±1/2 conveniently keeps ê4k(ri) normalized (except for the sites with zero
moments) and generate all possible 4-k states.

B.2 No crystal electric field

Having defined the 1-k and 4-k states, we now proceed to show that both the 1-k and 4-k
states have the same s-MFT free energy. The general form of the s-MFT free energy for a
classical 3-component spin, Si at site i reads [57]:

F = −1

2

∑

i,j

mµ
i J

µν
ij m

ν
j −

1

β

∑

i

ln
(
4π

sinh(βhi)

βhi

)
.

(B.3)

Jµνij is the bilinear spin-spin exchange coupling matrix defined through the Hamiltonian of
Eq. (4.1) in Chapter 4. The magnetic moment, mi for both 1-k and 4-k states at site ri
is obtained from the s-MFT self-consistent (Langevin function) equation,

mi = −hi
hi

[coth(βhi)−
1

βhi
] (B.4)

where
hi ≡ |hi| = |

∑

j,ν

Jijm
ν
j |. (B.5)

In what follows, we compare the free energy, F , within (s-MFT), of a 1-k state, with
4-component order parameter, ψ = (|ψ|, 0, 0, 0), with the free energy of a 4-k state, with
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4-component order parameter ψ = (|ψ|/2, |ψ|/2, |ψ|/2, |ψ|/2). We thus have |mi| = |ψ|
which is also confirmed numerically by solving Eq. (B.4). We define for a 1-k state:

mi = |ψ|êka(ri) ≡mka(ri) (B.6)

while we have for a 4-k state:

mi = |ψ|ê4k(ri) =
4∑

a=1

ψ̂amka(ri) ≡m4k(ri). (B.7)

In Eq. (B.3), we are employing implicit summation convention for repeated Greek super-
scripts µ and ν which represent Cartesian coordinates.

We now show that both terms in Eq. (B.3) are the same for 1-k and 4-k states and
thus, at a given temperature, the free-energy of 1-k and 4-k is the same at the s-MFT
level.

First Term of Eq. (B.3): The first term, F1 ≡ −1
2

∑
i,jm

µ
i J

µν
ij m

ν
j , reads for a typical

1-k state:

F1(1k) ≡ −1

2

∑

ij

mµ
ka

(ri)J
µν
ij m

ν
ka(rj) (B.8)

Using Eqs. (B.1, B.6) we have:

F1(1k) = −1

2

∑

αβ

mµ
ka

(rα)Jµναβ(ka)m
ν
ka(r

β) (B.9)

where α and β are sublattice labels and Jµναβ(ka) is the Fourier transform of Jµνij . Similarly,
using Eqs. (B.7, B.8), F1 for a 4-k state can be written as:

F1(4k) = −1

2

∑

ij

∑

ab

ψ̂aψ̂bm
µ
ka

(ri)J
µν
ij m

ν
kb

(rj). (B.10)

Using Eq. (B.1) we obtain:

F1(4k) = −1

2

∑

ab;αβ

ψ̂aψ̂bm
µ
ka

(rα)Jµναβ(ka)m
ν
kb

(rβ)δab. (B.11)

Consequently,

F1(4k) = −1

2

∑

a;αβ

(ψ̂a)
2mµ

ka
(rα)Jµναβ(ka)m

ν
ka(r

β) (B.12)
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and using Eq. (B.9), we find:

F1(4k) =
∑

a

(ψ̂a)
2F1(1k). (B.13)

Considering that for all a, ψ̂a = ±1
2
, and all F1(1k) are the same, we thus have:

F1(4k) = F1(1k). (B.14)

Second Term of Eq. (B.3): In this term, the only variable that depends on different
spin configurations is the magnitude of local field, hi, in Eq. (B.5),which we focus on.
Using Eq. (B.6), the local field, hi, experienced by a moment at site ri in a 1-k state, is
given by:

hµka(ri) ≡
∑

jν

Jµνij m
ν
ka(rj), (B.15)

while for a 4-k state we have

hµ4k(ri) ≡
∑

jν

Jµνij m
ν
4k(rj) =

∑

a

ψ̂ah
µ
ka

(ri). (B.16)

where mν
4k(rj) =

∑
a ψ̂am

ν
ka

(rj). Within s-MFT, the local field at each site is antiparallel
to the moment at that site. As a result, hka(ri) can be written as

hka(ri) = Cmka(ri). (B.17)

Here, C is the same constant for each of the 1-k states with k ≡ ka (a = 0, 1, 2, 3), since
all of 1-k states have the same free energy by definition.

Similarly, for the 4-k state, using Eqs. (B.16, B.17), we find

h4k(ri) = C
∑

a

ψ̂amka(ri) = Cm4k(ri). (B.18)

Since we have |ψ| the same for both 1-k and 4-k states by construct, Eq. (B.18) shows that
the magnitude of the local field is the same for 1-k and 4-k at the lattice sites with nonzero
moments at a given temperature T . We note that, the theory is internally consistent, since
we have taken |ψ| to be the same for both 1-k and 4-k states which is confirmed numerically
as mentioned earlier. As a result, the second term in Eq. (B.3) is the same for 1-k and
4-k.

Based on Eqs. (B.14, B.18) and Eq. (B.3), we therefore find that the s-MFT free
energy is the same for the 1-k and 4-k states.
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B.3 With crystal electric field

The discussion in the previous subsection, as well as in Chapter 4, has assumed for sim-
plicity that the spin degrees of freedom, Si at each site i, is a classical vector of fixed
length. As a result, the s-MFT treatment leads for the self-consistent equation for mi to
the Langevin function in Eq. (B.4). Had we assumed a quantum Si, Eq. (B.4) would be
replaced mi = −hi

hi
BS(hi), where BS(x) = 2S+1

2S
coth(2S+1

2S
x) − 1

2
coth( x

2S
) is the Brillouin

function. In this case, one can repeat the argument of the Section B.2 and, again, show
that the 1-k and 4-k states are degenerate.

One may then ask whether the single-ion anisotropy, arising from the crystal electrical
field (CEF) effect, may change the conclusion that the 1-k and 4-k states are degenerate.
Again, such a question can be asked for either classical or quantum spins Si. We now pro-
ceed to briefly show that introducing a crystal field anisotropy does not lift the degeneracy
between the 1-k and 4-k states.

At the s-MFT level, the Hamiltonian including crystal electric field or single ion anisotropy
(HCEF) can be written as:

HMF =
N∑

i=1

[
hi · Si +HCEF(Si)−

1

2
hi ·mi

]
, (B.19)

where HCEF can be expressed in terms of Stevens’ operators according to the symmetry of
pyrochlore structure[11]:

HCEF(Si) =
∑

n=2,4,6

6∑

m=0

Bm
n O

m
n (Si). (B.20)

We consider Si expressed in terms of its components in the local [111] coordinate system.

The s-MFT free energy can be written as

F = − 1

β

N∑

i=1

ln(Zi), (B.21)

where

Zi = Tr[exp
(
− βhi · Si − βHCEF(Si) +

β

2
hi ·mi

)
]. (B.22)

In what follows, we aim to compare the s-MFT free energy of 1-k and 4-k states using Eq.
(B.21) without explicitly finding its global minimum. In Eq. (B.22), Si can be treated as
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a classical vector or a quantum mechanical operator. However, we show that the outcome
is independent of this choice. The result of performing the Tr in Eq. (B.22) can be written
in general form of

exp(
β

2
hi ·mi)G(hxi , h

y
i , h

z
i , β). (B.23)

Since we are comparing the free energy of the 1-k and 4-k states, hi and mi are known
for every i. So, we have

exp(
β

2
hi ·mi) = exp(

βC|ψ|2
2

) ≡ C̃, (B.24)

which is the same for both 1-k and 4-k states. Here, C is the same constant in Eqs. (B.17,
B.18). As a result, Eq. (B.23) can be rewritten as

C̃G̃(hi, θi, φi), (B.25)

where θi and φi are the polar and azimuthal angles of hi in the local [111] frame of
coordinates. We dropped β from the argument of G̃ for simplicity. Now we show the G̃ is
the same for both 1-k and 4-k states. According to Eq. (B.18), hi is the same for both
1-k and 4-k states. Considering Table B.1 and Eq. (B.2), ∀i, θi = π/2 for both of these
states. On the other hand, φi can only have the following values: {π

2
, 3π

2
, π

6
, 5π

6
, 7π

6
, 11π

6
} for

both 1-k and 4-k states. Although for 1-k and 4-k states, these angles are distributed
differently over the lattice, all of them are present in a typical 1-k and 4-k states. Since
there is a sum over all lattice sites in Eq. (B.21), the outcome of this equation is the same
for the 1-k and 4-k states. Consequently, including the crystal electric field in the s-MFT
Hamiltonian does not differentiate between 1-k and 4-k states, free-energy-wise.

We numerically confirmed this result by minimizing Eq. (B.21) and solving the resulting
s-MFT self-consistent equation where Si were spin-7/2 quantum mechanical operators and
Bm
n coefficients in Eq. (B.20), were chosen in accordance with the experimental values for

Gd2Ti2O7 from Ref. [48]. We found that the 1-k and 4-k states have identical paramagnetic
critical transition temperature, Tc, and identical free energy below Tc.

B.4 Emergent O(4) symmetry up to quartic order in

s-MFT

In this section we demonstrate that the free energy within the s-MFT treatment is O(4)
symmetric up to quartic order in the ψa’s. To do this, we expand the s-MFT free energy,
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Eq. (B.3), in powers of hi:

F =
∞∑

n=0

∑

i

1

n!

∂nF

∂hni

∣∣∣
hi=0

hni (B.26)

where hi is defined in Eq. (B.5). Considering the pyrochlore structure,
∑

i is equivalent
to
∑3

α=0

∑
Ri

, where α is the sublattice label and Ri is the FCC lattice position vector.
As a result, hi can be relabelled as hα(Ri). This notation makes the book-keeping clearer
in what follows. We will focus on the n = 4 term because, based on our Ginzburg-Landau
symmetry analysis in Chapter 4, the quadratic term is O(4) invariant.

For T . Tc and in a region of parameter space with {1
2

1
2

1
2
} ordering wave vectors,

hα(Ri) can be written as

hα(Ri) =
∑

a

ψ̂ahka(ri), (B.27)

where ri = Ri + rα. Using Eqs. (B.1, B.6, B.15) we have

hka(ri) = |hka(ri)|êαka cos(ka ·Ri), (B.28)

where according to the arguments presented in Section B.2, |hka(ri)| is the same for all
sites with nonzero moments. So |hka(ri)| ≡ h. The fourth order term in hi arising in Eq.
(B.26), can be written as ∝∑Ri

∑3
α=0 |hα(Ri)|4. We now proceed to show that this term

is O(4) invariant.

Using Eqs. (B.27, B.28), we have:

∑

Ri

3∑

α=0

|hα(Ri)|4 =
∑

Ri

∑

α

h4

(
3∑

b=0

ψ̂2
b +

∑

b1<b2

2ψ̂b1ψ̂b2

(
êαkb1
· êαkb2

)
cos(kb1 ·Ri) cos(kb2 ·Ri)

)2

(B.29)
∑

Ri

3∑

α=0

|hα(Ri)|4 =
Nh4

4

3∑

α=0

[(
3∑

b=0

ψ̂2
b )

2 +
∑

b1<b2

ψ̂2
b1
ψ̂2
b2

], (B.30)

∑

Ri

3∑

α=0

|hα(Ri)|4 =
3Nh4

4|ψ|4 (
3∑

b=0

ψ2
b )

2. (B.31)

In Eq. (B.29), we used the relation that êαkb1
· êαkb2 = −1/2 for b1 6= b2 6= α (see Table

B.1). We use momentum conservation going from Eq. (B.29) to Eq. (B.30). In Eq. (B.31),
we used the relation ψb = |ψ|ψ̂b. N is the number of sites.

In consequence, the s-MFT free-energy is O(4) invariant up to quartic order.
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Appendix C

Second nearest-neighbour effect on
the selection of partially ordered
states at TMF

c

Because they are often of considerable strength, we focused in the Chapter 4 on the dipole-
induced (hhh) degeneracy-lifting into (1

2
1
2

1
2
). Yet, there are some rare-earth pyrochlore

oxides, such as Yb2Ti2O7 and Pr2(Sn,Zr)2O7, where the magnetic moment is sufficiently
small that the dipolar interactions, Hdip, may not be the leading perturbation to Hnn.
Rather, the second nearest-neighbour interactions, H2 might well be. It is therefore of
interest to consider the problem of the pyrochlore lattice with magnetic transition metal
ions where dipolar interactions are definitely negligible compared to superexchange. We
thus consider below the case Jdip = 0, but J2 6= 0. Also, for completeness, we consider a
different, but equivalent, representation of the anisotropic exchange couplings in Hnn [44].

The nearest-neighbour Hamiltonian, Eq. (4.1) in Chapter 4, can be linearly transformed
to Eq. (5.1)(see Appendix F):

Hnn =
∑

〈i,j〉
{JzzSzi Szj − J±(S+

i S
−
j + S−i S

+
j ) (C.1)

+J±±(γijS
+
i S

+
j + γ∗ijS

−
i S
−
j )

+Jz±[Szi (ζijS
+
j + ζ∗ijS

−
j ) + i↔ j]},
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where the 4× 4 matrix ζ is given by [44]:

ζ =




0 −1 eiπ/3 e−iπ/3

−1 0 e−iπ/3 eiπ/3

eiπ/3 e−iπ/3 0 −1
e−iπ/3 eiπ/3 −1 0


 , (C.2)

and γ = −ζ∗. We note that the sublattice convention for the Hamiltonian of Eq. (C.1) and
the definition of corresponding local coordinates are different from what were presented in
Appendix A. The corresponding details are available in Ref. [44].

This representation has appeared in a number of recent publications on pyrochlore magnets
[21, 44, 127]. In what follows, we first consider only a nearest-neighbour Hamiltonian, Hnn.
We identify the critical modes at Tc [57]. These modes specify the ordering wave vector
that first become soft (critical) as the temperature is decreased. As discussed in the
main body of the paper, we obtain a line-degeneracy with ordering wave vectors {hhh}
with arbitrary h in a certain region of the parameter space coloured dark in Fig. (C.1).
Adding the beyond-nearest-neighbour interactions such as ferromagnetic second- and/or
antiferromagnetic third-nearest-neigbours and/or long-range dipolar interaction, lifts this
degeneracy and favours {1

2
1
2

1
2
} as ordering wave vectors [57, 82, 85, 86].

As stated above, we considered in the Chapter 4 long-range dipole-dipole interactions
as a source of the selection of a (1

2
1
2

1
2
) ordering wave vector. Here, we instead consider

a ferromagnetic second nearest-neighbour interaction as perturbation. We repeat all cal-
culations leading to the computation of the TAP correction Ω in Eq. (4.5). The results
are illustrated in Fig. C.1. In this case, we observe regions corresponding to k = 0 and
k = (1

2
1
2

1
2
) ordering wave vectors. Using the E-TAP method, we identify subregions cor-

responding to 1-k and 4-k states in the k = (1
2

1
2

1
2
) region (see Fig. C.1 caption). The

terms obtained in Eqs. (4.7, 4.8, 4.9) can raise/lower the free energy of the 1-k state with
respect to 4-k thus breaking the degeneracy. We also, observe a region in parameter space
in which the ordering wave vector is incommensurate (specified in Fig. C.1). The study of
this region is beyond the scope of the present work.
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J±
J±±

1-k

1-k4-k

4-k

k = 0
incommensurate region

Jz±
J±±

1

Figure C.1: Ordering wave vectors at T = Tc. The area denoted by 1-k and 4-k has
(1

2
1
2

1
2
) ordering wave vector. The first order E-TAP correction (Eq. (4.5)), leads to the

selection of either a 4-k or 1-k state (with corresponding labeled regions in the phase
diagram depending whether the free energy is lower for 4-k or 1-k ordered phase). This
phase diagram corresponds to H = Hnn +H2 where J2/J±± = −0.02, Jzz = 0 and H2 =∑
〈〈i,j〉〉 J2Si · Sj.
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Appendix D

ψ2 and ψ3 states

As stated in Chapters 5, the ψ2 states have spin configurations with k = 0 ordering wave
vector and with the following spin orientations on a tetrahedron expressed in the global
(Cartesian) reference frame

ê1
0 =

1√
6

(−1,−1, 2) (D.1a)

ê1
1 =

1√
6

(1, 1, 2) (D.1b)

ê1
2 =

1√
6

(1,−1,−2) (D.1c)

ê1
3 =

1√
6

(−1, 1,−2) (D.1d)

Here the subscripts correspond to sublattice labels in the pyrochlore lattice and the super-
scripts refer to different symmetry-related ψ2 states. {ê2

i } and {ê3
i }, i = 0, · · · , 3, can be

obtained from Eq. (D.1) by C3 rotations with respect to the 〈111〉 direction. ψ3 states can
be obtained from the ψ2 ones, by a π/6 rotation of each spin about its local [111] axis.
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Appendix E

Diagrammatic Approach in E-TAP

In this appendix, we focus on the problem of the s-MFT U(1) degeneracy of the Γ5 manifold.
Below, we calculate the degeneracy-lifting contributions from 〈U2〉 and 〈U2T2〉 in Eqs.
(3.27b, 3.27d) which correspond to β2 and β4 terms in E-TAP expansion, to demonstrate
the general idea of our diagrammatic method mentioned in Chapter 5. Higher order terms
can be calculated using a similar procedure.

E.1 〈U 2〉 calculation

Using Eq. (3.25), we have

〈U2〉 =
1

22

∑

〈i1,j1〉

∑

〈i2,j2〉
Jα1β1
i1j1

Jα2β2
i2j2
〈δSα1

i1
δSβ1j1 δS

α2
i2
δSβ2j2 〉, (E.1)

where the summations are performed over lattice sites and summation is implied for Greek
superscripts. To proceed, we need to specify all the possible pairings of the factors δSit ,
δSjt , t = 1, 2 in the 〈δSα1

i1
δSβ1j1 δS

α2
i2
δSβ2j2 〉. Considering Eq. (3.31), the only nonzero pairings

of site indices in Eq. (E.1) are i1 = i2, j1 = j2 and i1 = j2, j1 = i2, with the constraint
i1 6= j1 and i2 6= j2 imposed by the Hamiltonian; Jαβii = 0 for all α and β. This leads to:

〈U2〉 =
1

2

∑

〈i,j〉
Jα1β1
ij Jα2β2

ij 〈δSα1
i δS

α2
i 〉〈δSβ1j δSβ2j 〉. (E.2)

We now introduce a diagrammatic method to compute Eq. (E.2). In this equation, for
a given i, j, αt and βt with t = 1, 2, Jα1β1

ij Jα2β2
ij 〈δSα1

i δS
α2
i 〉〈δSβ1j δSβ2j 〉 can be represented
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12

i
α1

α2

j
β1

β2

Jα1β1
ij

Jα2β2
ij

FIG. 4. a)Diagrammatic representation of the term

Jα1β1
ij Jα2β2

ij �δSα1
i δSα2

i ��δSβ1
j δSβ2

j � in Eq. (B16). b) All

possible {(z, +), (+, +)} terms. The same number of hermitian

conjugates coming from {(z,−), (−,−)} are present.

labeldiagU2

mind that i1 �= j1 and i2 �= j2. Considering Eqs. (B2, B11,

B16), we recover Eq. (12).

We now introduce a diagrammatic method to compute Eq.

(B16). One can represent a typical term in this equation by a

diagram presented in Fig. ??. In this figure, the labels of ver-

tices matches the labels of lattice sites that the diagram covers.

Each vertex represent an average in the desired term which

in the case of Fig. ?? are �δSα1
i δSα2

i � and �δSβ1

j δSβ2

j �. The

bonds represent the elements of the coupling matrix. For fixed

i and j, all the terms in the sum can be obtained by assigning

z, + and − to the Greek superscripts. It is straightforward

combinatorics to take into account only the terms that con-

tribute to the degeneracy-lifting factors, cos(3φ) or cos(6φ).

We demonstrate this point in what follows.

The symmetry analysis revealed that only the terms of the

form of j±±jz±mzm
3
xy cos(3φ) in Eq.(B16) can lift the de-

generacy. To specify these terms, first, we need to have in

mind that j±± and jz± contribute factors of e±2iφ and e±iφ

to the degeneracy lifting factors. The minus sign in the ar-

gument of exponentials, happens when we choose our bonds

to be either J−−
ij ≡ j±±γ∗ij or Jz−

ij ≡ jz±ζ∗ij . Conse-

quently, in order to generate cos(3φ) factors in the diagram

of Fig. ??, {(α1,α2), (β1,β2)} can only be {(z, +), (+, +)}

and {(z,−), (−,−)}. Here, the order of the pairs and the or-

ders of z and ± in each pair count towards the number of terms

containing cos(3φ). We note that {(z, +), (+, +)} terms are

hermitian conjugates of {(z,−), (−,−)} terms. So their sum

generates the cos(3φ) factor. According to the above discus-

sion, all the possible ways to generate the degeneracy lifting

term in Eq. (B16) is presented in Fig. ??b and the Eq. (B16)

will be reduced to

�U2� = 2�δSzδS+��δS+δS+�
��

ij

γijζij

�
+ h.c.. (B17)

where �δSαδSβ� can be calculated using Eq. (B14). We

dropped the site labels of δS’s since we are focusing on Γ5

manifold with a local-xy ferromagnetic spin configuration.

�U4� term −− This term can be expanded using Eq.(B3):

�U4� =
1

24

�

i1j1

�

i2j2

�

i3j3

�

i4j4

Jα1β1

i1j1
Jα2β2

i2j2
Jα3β3

i3j3
Jα4β4

i4j4
�δSα1

i1
δSβ1

j1
δSα2

i2
δSβ2

j2
δSα3

i3
δSβ3

j3
δSα4

i4
δSβ4

j4
� (B18)

Having in mind the description below Eq. (B8), the average

in Eq. (B18) yields to 5 different types of terms which come

from all the different ways that one can pair the site labels (e.g.

i1, j1, · · · ). These terms can be represented using diagrams

(University of Waterloo) ATO September 5th, 2012 3 / 49

a)

b)

Figure E.1: a) Diagrammatic representation of the term Jα1β1
ij Jα2β2

ij 〈δSα1
i δS

α2
i 〉〈δSβ1j δSβ2j 〉

in Eq. (E.2). b) All diagrams corresponding to αi, βi = z,+, i = 1, 2 with z appearing
only once among the Greek superscripts. The same number of diagrams are present for
the case where αi, βi = z,−. Again z appears only once.

by a diagram of the form illustrated in Fig. E.1a. In this figure, the vertex labels match
the labels of the lattice sites that the diagram covers. Each vertex represents an average
of the form 〈δSα1

i · · · δSαti 〉 where t is the number of bonds (solid lines) connected to that
vertex. In the case of Eq. (E.2) as indicated in Fig. E.1a, the averages are 〈δSα1

i δS
α2
i 〉

and 〈δSβ1j δSβ2j 〉. The bonds represent the elements of the coupling matrix, Jαβij . It is
straightforward combinatorics to take into account only the terms that contribute to the
degeneracy-lifting factors, cos(3φ) or cos(6φ). We next proceed to demonstrate this point.

Based on the symmetry analysis of Section 5.2.1, 〈U2〉 can only contribute degeneracy-
lifting terms of the general form of mz|mxy|3 cos(3φ) where the factor of cos(3φ) is gen-
erated by the anisotropic couplings j±± and jz± in Eq. (5.1c). We recall that j±±
and jz± each contributes a factor e±2iφ and e±iφ in the power counting method. The
−2iφ and −iφ corresponds to presence of (δS−)2 and δS− in Eq. (E.2), respectively,
which in turn, implies the presence of J−−ij ≡ j±±γ∗ij or Jz−ij ≡ jz±ζ∗ij matrix elements in

Jα1β1
ij Jα2β2

ij 〈δSα1
i δS

α2
i 〉〈δSβ1j δSβ2j 〉. So for a given i and j, only the following combination of

terms can generate cos(3φ):

J++
ij Jz+ij 〈δS+

i δS
+
i 〉〈δSzj δS+

j 〉+ J−−ij Jz−ij 〈δS−i δS−i 〉〈δSzj δS−j 〉, (E.3)

where the first term generates the e3iφ contribution to cos(3φ) while the second term
generates e−3iφ. All possible ways of generating the factor e3iφ is illustrated in Fig. E.1b,
which is the same as the number of ways of generating e−3iφ. Ultimately, Eq. (E.2) can be
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rewritten as:
〈U2〉 = 2j±±jz±

(
〈δSzδS+〉〈δS+δS+〉

∑

ij

γijζij + h.c.
)
. (E.4)

Based on Eqs. (3.33, 3.36) and recalling from Section 5.2 that m and φ do not require
site indices in the Γ5 manifold, we dropped the site labels of δS’s in Eq. (E.2). The lattice
sum,

∑
〈i,j〉 γijζij, can be carried out using a computer program for different lattice sizes

with linear dimension L. Up to sixth order in the β expansion, the lattice sums per site
for different terms in Eqs. (3.27) are independent of L for L ≥ 2 . Accordingly, we have

1

N

∑

〈i,j〉
γijζij = −6. (E.5)

Using Eqs. (3.33, 3.36 ), the averages in Eq. (E.4) can be written as

〈δSzδS+〉 =
18

45
mzm+ + · · · (E.6)

〈δS+δS+〉 =
18

45
m2

+ + · · · (E.7)

where to the lowest order of interest in m which in this case is the fourth order according
to GL analysis in Chapter 5, we keet λα ' 3mα and neglect all the higher order terms.
Finally Eq. (E.4) gives

〈U2〉/N = (−0.96mzm
3
+ + h.c.)j±±jz±

= −1.92j±±jz±mz|mxy|3 cos(3φ). (E.8)

We note that Eq. (E.8) contributes to the g0 in Eq. (5.6) which, in turn, is necessary to
calculate f(j±±, jz±) in Eq. (5.10). All other terms in Eq. (3.27) involving solely powers
of U and no Tn can be calculated in a similar way. The number of diagrams increases as
one considers higher order terms in the β expansion of Eq. (5.9). As a result, finding the
number and type of nonzero average of the form of Eq. (3.30) is most easily done using a
computer program. The details of this type of calculations are presented in Section E.3.
Some of the diagrams that appear at higher order in the β expansion are illustrated in Fig.
E.2.

E.2 〈U 2T2〉 calculation

Due to the presence of Tn, in this case n = 2, this kind of averages need to be carried out
slightly differently in comparison with averages containing only powers of U . The difference
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13

(3,3) (2,2,2)

(4) (8)

(4,4) (2,2,4)

(8) (48)

(2,2,2,2) (2,3,3)

(48) (96) (12)

TABLE I. Blue dots represent a given site and the number of lines coming

out the dots are the number of paired δS. The connectivity is indicated above

each diagrams and the number of occurrence of each diagrams is indicated

to their right. The diagrams are distinguished by their connectivity and their

adjacency matrix eigenvalues. We count these diagrams using a modulus ap-

proach : we generate all possible diagrams given a certain number of vertices

and a given connectivity. Then we remove all diagrams that do not satisfy the

elementary constraints imposed by the Hamiltonian (no onsite interaction).

For the remaining diagrams we build their adjacency matrix which we diago-

nalize for every diagram. Adjacency matrices that have the same eigenvalues

correspond to diagrams with the same connectivity and topology. The dia-

grams counts up to fourth order are presented in table I. The fifth and sixth

order of the expansion contain respectively 9 and 26 connected diagrams.

of the diagrams we follow the same procedure. The number

of bonds coming out of each vertex is equal to the number of

δS in an average, �· · · �, corresponding to that vertex which

for all the vertices in the square diagram reads:

�δSαδSβ�. (B15)

Here we have dropped the lattice site label. The bonds will

be labeled respective to vertices that they connect as well as

Cartesian coordinates α and β. So we can write:

�U4�sq =
Nc

24

�

ijkl

Jα1β1

ij Jα2β2

jk Jα3β3

kl Jα4β4

li �δSα1
i δSβ4

i ��δSα2
j δSβ1

j ��δSα3

k δSβ2

k ��δSα4

l δSβ3

l � (B16)

where implicit summation convention is employed for

Greek superscripts. Nc = 48 is the number of different ways

of building the square from pairing the site label in Eq. (B14)

(see Table I). Now, we proceed to extract the terms that con-

tribute to cos(6φ). This task can be accomplished by per-

forming the sums over Greek superscripts in Eq. (B16). αt

Figure E.2: The figure is made by of Alexander G. R. Day. For details, see the text in
Section E.3. We also note that the contribution of disconnected diagrams (e.g. the diagram
at the bottom right corner) in Eq. (3.27) adds up to zero.
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comes from the presence of the factor ∂nλi/∂β
n in Eq. (3.28). Considering Eq. (3.27a) ,

we obtain the following relation

∂λα

∂β
=

∂〈H〉
∂mα

=
∂2(βG(β))

∂mα∂β
, (E.9)

From Eq. (E.9), one can write

∂nλα

∂βn
=

∂n+1(βG(β))

∂mα∂βn
. (E.10)

Using Eq. (3.28), 〈U2T2〉 can therefore be written as:

〈U2T2〉 =
1

22

∑

i1j1

∑

i2j2

∑

k

Jα1β1
i1j1

Jα2β2
i2j2

∂2λα3
k

∂β2
〈δSα1

i1
δSβ1j1 δS

α2
i2
δSβ2j2 δS

α3
k 〉. (E.11)

Using Eq. (E.10), we have

∂2λα3
k

∂β2
=
∂3(βG(β))

∂mα∂β2
= −∂〈U

2〉
∂mα3

. (E.12)

The term 〈δSα1
i1
δSβ1j1 δS

α2
i2
δSβ2j2 δS

α3
k 〉 in Eq. (E.11) can be dealt with as described previously

in Section 3.3 in Chapter 3. The outcome reads

〈δSα1
i1
δSβ1j1 δS

α2
i2
δSβ2j2 δS

α3
k 〉 = 4〈δSα1

i1
δSα2

i1
〉〈δSα3

k δS
β1
k δS

β2
k 〉, (E.13)

where the factor of 4 comes from the number of different ways of pairing site indices yielding
non-vanishing results. On the other hand,

〈U2〉 =
1

2

∑

ij

Jα1β1
ij Jα2β2

ij 〈δSα1
i δS

α2
i 〉〈δSβ1j δSβ2j 〉, (E.14)

and, in turn,
∂〈U2〉
∂mα3

k

=
∂λα3

k

∂mα3
k

∑

ij

Jα1β1
ij Jα2β2

ij

∂〈δSα1
i δS

α2
i 〉

∂λα3
k

〈δSβ1j δSβ2j 〉, (E.15)

where
∂λ

α3
k

∂m
α3
k

' 3. Here, we ignored higher order terms which do not contribute to the

degeneracy lifting terms of fourth or sixth order in components of m. The
∂〈δSα1i δS

α2
i 〉

∂λ
α3
k

expression can be calculated using Eq. (3.34). Substituting Eqs. (E.13, E.15) in Eq.
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(E.11), we obtain the final expression which can be represented by a ”fused” diagram
shown in Fig. E.3. This diagram has a new type of vertex represented with a red square.
This vertex is labeled with only one site index and its mathematical expression is:

〈δSα3
k δS

β1
k δS

β2
k 〉〈δSα3

k δS
γ1
k δS

γ2
k 〉, (E.16)

where again there is a sum over repeated Greek superscripts.

(12)
Figure E.3: The figure is made by of Alexander G. R. Day. Diagram corre-
sponding to 〈U2T2〉. The vertex represented by red square represents the following:
〈δSα3

k δS
β1
k δS

β2
k 〉〈δSα3

k δS
γ1
k δS

γ2
k 〉.

As a result, the final expression reads:

〈U2T2〉 = − ∂λ
α3
k

∂mα3
k

∑

ijk

Jα1β1
ik Jα2β2

ik Jα3β3
jk Jα4β4

jk 〈δSα1
i δS

α2
i 〉〈δSα3

k δS
β1
k δS

β2
k 〉〈δSα3

k δS
β3
k δS

β4
k 〉〈δSα3

j δS
α4
j 〉.

(E.17)

From this point on, one can follow the procedure presented previously for the 〈Un〉
terms to obtain the final results. All other averages similar to 〈U2T2〉 can be calculated
following the above recipe.

E.3 On diagrams

In what follows, we make a few comments about different diagrams that appear in the
E-TAP expansion.

First we focus on diagrams corresponding to 〈Un〉 with n = 2, 3, · · · , in Eq. (3.27).
The diagrams for n = 3, 4 are illustrated in Fig. E.2. In this figure, blue circles represent a
given lattice site and the number of lines (bonds) connected to the circles is the number of
paired δS’s at that lattice site. The connectivity indicated above each diagram is written in
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the form of (α1, · · · , αm) where m is the number of vertices and αi is the number of bonds
connected to vertex i. The number of times that each diagram appears in the process
of pairing δS’s, referred to as diagram count, is indicated in parentheses to the right of
each diagram in Fig. E.2. The diagrams are distinguished by their connectivity and their
adjacency matrix eigenvalues [121]. The adjacency matrix M is a m×m matrix where m
is the number of vertices appearing in the diagram. Its matrix elements Mij (0 < i, j ≤ m)
corresponds to the number of bonds connecting the i-th vertex to the j-th vertex. We count
these diagrams using a computer program in which we generate all possible diagrams given
a certain number of vertices and a given connectivity. Then, we remove all diagrams that
include any onsite interactions which are forbidden since there is no onsite interaction in
the Hamiltonian of Eq. (5.1). For the remaining diagrams, we build their adjacency matrix
which we then diagonalize. M is a symmetric matrix and thus has a set of real eigenvalues
which defines a graph equivalence class. Graph with the same adjacency matrix eigenvalues
correspond to graphs with the same topology. The number of graph with a given topology
is noted in parentheses to the right of the graph in Fig. E.2.

The fifth and sixth order terms of the E-TAP expansion in β, contain, respectively,
9 and 26 types of connected diagrams. We note that the contribution of disconnected
diagrams in Eq. (3.27) adds up to zero [121].

The so-called fused diagrams appear in terms of the form 〈UmTn〉 and 〈Tn〉, where
m,n ≥ 2 and are positive integers. They are constructed by fusing the diagrams similar
to the ones in Fig. E.2 together. An example of such a diagram and the corresponding
details of its definition is given in the caption of Fig E.3.

We also note that some of the diagrams do not cover lattice sites beyond one tetrahe-
dron, for example the triangular diagram and the two site diagram in the top row of Fig.
E.2.
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Appendix F

Transformation Matrix Between
Different Representations of
mg-Hamiltonian

The Hamiltonians presented in Eqs. (4.1, 5.1) can be transformed to each other using the
following linear transformation:
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3

2
3

4
√

2
3

0 8
3

4
3
−4
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2
3

0 4
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2 0 −2







Jzz
J±
J±±
Jz±


 =




JIsing

Jiso

Jpd

JDM


 (F.1)

where JDM > 0 corresponds to indirect DM interaction. We note that in order to derive
this transformation matrix, one needs to take into account the proper sublattice convention
and local coordinates definition for Eq. (5.1) presented in Ref. [44].
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